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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes the occupation of power engineer. A modified
DACUM process model was used to validate inputs from power engineer subject
matter experts. Agreement levels were analyzed on the various duties and
associated tasks for alignment of skills and knowledge, task importance,
frequency of performance, competency level, learning difficulty and conditions of
employment in the workplace. Rank ordered ratings of the data provides wouldbe power engineers, power engineers, educators, counselors, training and
development personnel, human resource and administrative personnel with
current information on the occupation for their specific purposes. A DACUM
Chart and example verification survey instrument for the occupation is provided
to allow application of the survey results at the local level.
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PREFACE
In putting together the comprehensive definition and analysis of the power
engineer occupation, care was taken to simplify final data where possible to allow ease in
finding interpreting and using the results. The sheer magnitude of this project, including
the extent and multiplicity of the data produced and the comprehensive multi-skill nature
of the occupation will astonish even the most experienced researcher. It will further most
likely overwhelm those who are unwilling or unable to fully comprehend the value of the
data, its potential uses, and possible impact on enhancing the occupation of power
engineer. The developed materials and collected and analyzed data have been duplicated
both partially in the tables provided in the text, and fully in the appendix.
For ease of interpretation and the necessity of connecting the results with the
identified duties and tasks in their initial form versus the final results, text tables are
produced in descending rank order form only for the highest rated task items under each
input area. The full results of the rank ordered data for each input area: knowledge-skill
alignment, importance, competency level, learning difficulty, tools, equipment,
instrumentation, mechanical skills and knowledge, physical activities, physical
conditions, personal traits, human relations skills, applied mental skills and
communication skills are reproduced in the appendix. Care should be exercised when
reading the tables and reproduced data by recognizing the method of presentation for
each data set:
1) Text tables represent partial rank-ordered data, showing only the highest rated items
for the data set provided.
2) Rank ordered data for each input area as provided in the appendix has the individual
task presented with its original number and letter along with the major duty area
description. This has the dual purpose of presenting the task with the highest rated in
descending rank order along with allowing a keyed identification or connection of each
task to the original major duty area.
3) The raw data of the tasks in the original non-rank-ordered form is also provided as an
option in the appendix.
4) Tables and appendix data are provided as derived from the MS Excel or Acrobat
programs for ease of reading, reproduction and possible future use. Electronic
reproduction discs may be made available if necessary.
5) Full access to management of WIDS materials may require a license from that
organization.
The results of the study has many possibilities for immediate application. These
include the capability of setting up a comprehensive or specifically oriented curriculum
for the occupation, validating locally the specific orientation of the occupation by using
the example survey verification instrument, or identifying test or license exam
specifications using the analyzed data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background of the Study
The occupation of power engineer has been considered to be a key
element in the national critical energy field, since the late 1800’s and before that
time. Power engineers are found in small numbers in every community, engaged
in the operation and maintenance of industrial and utility power and process
plants and systems as well as residential, commercial and institutional complexes.
The considerable variety of systems and equipment with which power engineers
must be familiar requires highly specialized entry level training and continuous,
multiple-level upgrade training for safety and job effectiveness.
Power engineers play an important role in every community, even though
they are few in number. They are directly involved in the conversion,
conservation, and use of energy. Power engineers are involved in obtaining,
handling, transporting, distributing, converting, conserving, and preserving energy
in nearly every form. Production, progress, and life as we know it today would
come to a sudden and highly undesirable immobilization without the expertise of
power engineers’ effective handling, producing, and managing the power and heat
necessary to drive commerce, industry, and the domestic sector. This could not
be more apparent than if one were to consider the effect of long term damage
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resulting from a prolonged power blackout.
Power engineers are key players in the global energy picture. They have
the capability to impact the conversion, conservation and the amount of energy
consumed on a regular basis. In other than the automotive and domestic sectors,
power engineers control the largest amount of energy used by this nation for
commerce and industry necessary to compete in global markets.
Technological changes in the energy industry have greatly altered the way
power is produced, distributed, utilized, and conserved. In the early years, power
engineers could get by with average skills to handle the low-level technology
which was then prominent in the energy field. In the last twenty years, the growth,
productivity, and orientation of the industry has changed to that of a deregulated,
highly competitive, and remarkably technical industry, requiring highly trained
personnel. As a group, power engineers are the key energy field resource. When
enhanced and endowed with the advanced technological skills and knowledge on
a regular basis, the continued upgrading of power engineers’ abilities can create
the competitive advantage necessary to allow industries to meet today’s
challenges and those of the future.
Rationale or Need for the Study
The key importance of power engineers to the national and local energy
scene requires careful and continuous attention to the development and use of
information and materials necessary to prepare and maintain the capabilities of
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persons in the occupation. Even though power engineers may be found in small
numbers in each community, it is a fact that persons in this occupation are
exposed to a broad scope of duties and tasks associated with a variety of plants,
equipment, and systems. In addition, power engineers must continuously adapt to
the ever changing highly technical world of energy acquisition, development,
distribution, conversion, use and preservation.
Power engineers enter the field at a highly specialized level, due to their
exposure to a wide variety of systems and equipment. In addition to this entry
level of knowledge, advanced and continuous upgrade training is required for
power engineers to remain safe and effective on the job and to meet the
challenges of new and emerging technology in the energy industry. Although a
number of programs or courses exist for training power engineers in various parts
of the country, a comprehensive occupational analysis (the basis for development
of such offerings) does not exist, placing the validity and effectiveness of these
programs in question.
A primary need is for a readily available, current, comprehensive, and
reliable power engineer occupational analysis which will provide the means to:
(a) give employers a skilled and knowledgeable workforce; (b) give workers a
clear set of goals to work toward, along with a yardstick against which to measure
their efforts; (c) give educators definitive guidance and direction when developing
instruction for training power engineers; (d) give license agencies and
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certification organizations the benchmarks against which skills, knowledge, and
performance can be measured for success on the job; and (e) give the nation a
competitive advantage in a rapidly changing high technology global energy
marketplace.
Significance of the Study
Although the occupation has been studied in part for various purposes, a
comprehensive job analysis alone is not available for the occupation of power
engineer. The significance of this study was multiple. The study (a) clearly
defines the scope and comprehensive nature of the occupation of power engineer;
(b) utilizes a specially developed job analysis model, a comprehensively
developed survey instrument and the verification inputs of representative subject
matter experts, hereafter to be referred to as (SMEs), to provide the necessary
verification for the study; (c) builds upon previous studies, major available
occupational data and career sources, and a specially designed job analysis model,
to develop a comprehensive list of duties, tasks, skills, knowledge, and abilities
essential to success in the occupation of power engineer; (d) incorporates a
selection of SMEs recognized as being representative of the universe of power
engineers, to provide valid inputs facilitating the generalization of the survey
results to the greater population of power engineers in the United States (U.S.),
processes not previously available; and (e) proposes that the results can be
generalized toward a broader and more comprehensive definition and scope of the
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occupation of power engineer.
Underlying Assumptions for the Study
A major assumption is that there is a common denominator, or a common
set of skills and knowledge, which may be generalized for all specific occupations
within the broader scope of the occupation of power engineer. Skill standards
could be developed for each of the individual specific occupational areas for the
occupation of power engineer. However, to provide the flexibility for individuals
in the profession to meet the challenges of emerging technology and a rapidly
changing industrial environment, one set is expected to be identified in this study.
The second assumption is that trade and technical experts (SMEs) utilized
in the study have knowledge of the requirements for basic skills, knowledge and
performance sequences connected with success on the job that are required for
specific occupations within the broader scope of the occupation of power
engineer. It is further inferred that their backgrounds and experiences are
representative of the universe of power engineer expertise on this subject.
The third assumption is that randomizing of the power engineering
occupation, for purposes of identifying valid technical experts (SMEs), may be
accomplished through selection of a variety of power engineering personnel.
These include technical educators and the personnel of licensing agencies, power
and process plants, building operations and equipment manufacturers--all
connected with the operation and maintenance of heating, process and power
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plants and their related systems. It is projected that the study may be generalized
nationally in that the trade and technical expert consensus, utilized in the study,
represents the universe of experts employed as power engineers in the U.S.
A fourth assumption is that the generalized analysis result may become
locally valid through the completion of a verification study by a group of local
SMEs selected as being representative of the various conditions of the energy
field. There are substantial similarities in the work done by power engineers in all
plants. However, differences in size, design features, automation, major
equipment, company policies and procedures, economic considerations, plant
personnel and their personalities, available operation and maintenance activities,
and other factors all affect how (and by whom) the tasks are performed.
A fifth assumption is that the analysis results cannot be presented as a
definitive set of operating procedures. Rather, the results must describe the types
of tasks required, the conditions to which power engineers must respond, and the
types of skills, knowledge, and experiences needed for effective work
accomplishment. These activities will necessarily vary with the specific
circumstances, based upon the individual’s position and the plant and/or building
where the power engineer is employed.
A sixth assumption is that the existing Develop-A-CurriculUM (DACUM)
Verification Process and the Modified DACUM Process Model developed for this
study represent appropriate methods to accurately identify the knowledge and
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skills, importance, frequency of performance, level of competency or precision
and learning difficulty of the duties and tasks for the occupation of power
engineer.
Definition of Key Terms for the Study
1. Advance Knowledge and Skills Concentration and Advanced Level Training:
Training and education identified concentrations of subject matter which are
provided at the advanced levels for an occupation. Generally, mastery of these
components indicates advanced technician status (beyond job entry level skills
and knowledge) and includes many of the skills and the associated knowledge
required of advanced technicians or engineers or as found at the highest levels of
competence on the job for a particular occupation.
2. Career Cluster: Grouping of related occupational areas for purposes of
assisting persons in selection of a career path, designing education or training, or
documenting the existence of occupations for a particular industry.
3. Certification-General: Program and process where a learner completes
prescribed training and passes an assessment with a minimum acceptable score.
To increase validity and assure authentication, the certification process should be
proctored by an independent agent.
4. Certification-Professional: The awarding of a credential acknowledging that an
individual has demonstrated proof of a minimum level of knowledge or
competence, as defined by a professional standards organization. Professional
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certification may be used as a screening tool and may be considered for
verification of an individual’s acquired skills and knowledge.
5. Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP, 2001): This document of
occupational-curricular classifications is available from the National Center for
Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education. (See web site description in
the Resources provided at the end of the dissertation). A draft edition web site is
available for comment as is also noted in the Resources section.
6. Competency: Comprises the specification of the knowledge and skill and the
application of that knowledge and skill within an occupation at industry level, to
the standard of performance required in employment .
7. Competency testing: Testing to determine the extent one has met the skills
standard specified for an occupation or educational or training program.
8. Comprehensive Occupational Analysis: A multi-step process for analyzing an
occupation which includes (a) collecting data and reviewing all associated or
related occupations; (b) developing task and duty statements; (c) selecting
appropriate tasks which define the occupation; (d) developing performance
standards; (e) defining performance steps; (f) identifying tools, equipment, and
work aids; (g) identifying knowledge, skills, abilities, and attitudes; (h)
identifying safety hazards and conditions; and (i) providing data in useable form,
such as a DACUM or skills standard.
9. Core-Major Knowledge and Skills: Academic, communication and
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computation skills essential to demonstrating competency. These are developed
capacities that make learning easier. They include reading, writing, mathematics,
listening, and critical thinking and may include other skills found in the (SCANS,
1991) (Secretaries Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills), components.
Generally the data in this document relates to knowledge and skills required of
entry level technicians and engineers.
10. Credentials: Documentation indicating the status of persons seeking any form
of recognition and may include licensing, certificates of competency, professional
testing or performance documentation, resumes, personal references, education
certificates or degrees, transcripts and similar documents.
11. Cross-Functional Skills: Workplace skills that include information gathering,

problem solving, troubleshooting, organizing and planning, and coordinating with
others. These skills are not necessarily occupation specific, but span across all
occupations.
12. Cross-Training: Providing training in several different areas or functions.
This provides backup workers when the primary worker is unavailable as noted
by (Clark, 2005).
13. Develop-A-CurriculUM (DACUM): Uses a carefully selected group of
highly successful top performers in an occupation, working under the guidance of
a facilitator to elicit the collective expertise and consensus of the group to produce
a DACUM graphic research chart profiling the duties and tasks performed by
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successful workers in the occupation, (Norton, 1996).
14. Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT, 1995): A listing of occupational data
published and updated until recently by the US Department of Labor (USDL),
recently replaced by O-NET, a new system. (See O-NET below)
15. Duty: A cluster of related tasks which describe an area of work; a segment of
the total job.
16. Entry-Level Training: Minimum requirements identified as essential to
persons entering a job or occupation. It represents the mastery of tasks, skills and
knowledge required to be immediately successful when entering the job or
occupation.
17. Facilities Applications Occupations: Building engineers, janitors, building
managers, facility engineers, custodians, building and plant maintenance
technicians.
18. Facilities Operation and Maintenance: Activities necessary to ensure the safe
and continuous operation of buildings, plants, and other facilities which may
include daily attention to equipment, systems, structures, and other related
components.
19. Frequency On the Job (as used in this study): Respondents were asked to rate
each duty and task as (a) Frequently Performed on the Job, which was interpreted
as agreement at the 2.50 to 3.0 levels, and identified as representing Highly
Mandated Requirements; (b) Often Performed on the Job, which was interpreted
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as agreement at the1.8 to 2.49 levels, and identified as Representing Standard and
Commonplace Requirements; (c) Sometimes Performed on the Job, which was
interpreted as agreement at the 1.0 to 1.79, and identified as representing Minimal
Requirements.
20. Hands-on Task: An activity in which learners use both their hands and minds.
This can involve making, repairing, or experimenting with something (Kirk,
2001).
21. Heating Plant: Plant designed and operated to essentially provide heating and
may include cooling for a building, facility, complex, or other similar situation.
22. High Performance Workplace: A workplace with an environment focusing on
competitiveness, continuous improvement, quality work methods and procedures,
customer satisfaction, technicians functioning as self-directed teams, expert
technicians training other technicians, with an emphasis on continuous training
and skills enhancement, and with clearly established workplace skills, knowledge
and levels of competency. Characteristics of a high-performance workplace were
mentioned by former Labor Secretary Robert Reich, (Reich, 1993) during
testimony before a committee in Congress and may be generally identified as: (a)
greater reliance on workers for problem-solving; (b) heavy emphasis on worker
retraining to continually upgrade skills; (c) cooperation between labor and
management; and (d) integration of technology into the production process so that
machines serve the worker rather than workers serving machines.
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23. Human Relations or Sociability-type Skills: Skills related to daily
communication, interchange and interactions with other human beings and
society.
24. Hybrid Task Analysis Method: Modified version of the traditional job analysis
system which utilizes shorter analysis methods for completing the task analysis
for a specified occupation.
25. Industry Standards: National competency standards endorsed by a specific
industry.
26. Instruction Design System (ISD): A systematic process of translating general
principles of learning and instruction into plans for instructional materials and
learning (Kirk, 2001).
27. Internet-based Training: Training delivered primarily by TCP/IP (computer
terms) network technologies such as email, newsgroups, proprietary applications,
and so forth. Although the term is often used synonymously with Web-based
training, Internet-based training is not necessarily delivered over the World Wide
Web, and may not use the HTTP and HTML technologies that make Web-based
training possible.
28. Job: A collection of tasks performed to produce a product or service.
29. Job Analysis: Breaking down the complexity of a person's job into logical
parts such as duties and tasks. It identifies and organizes the knowledge, skills,
and abilities required to perform the job correctly. A job analysis is accomplished
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by gathering and documenting task activities by observation, interviews, or other
recording systems.
30. Knowledge: Facts, principles, processes, methods or techniques that are
essential to demonstrating competency. Knowledge may be general (chemistry,
physics, electronics), or occupation specific (facilities, plants, tools, equipment).
31. Learning: While defined differently by various learning theorists, it is often
considered to be the acquisition of new information, skills, insights, physical
behaviors, and/or attitudes (Kirk, 2001). Generally, learning is considered to have
taken place when there is an identified change in a learner’s behavior,
appreciation or motor skills.
32. Module: A specific learning segment, complete in itself, which deals with one
or a number of units of competency.
33. Multi-Skilled Technician or “Super-Tech”: A multi-disciplined professional
represented by clustered occupational areas requiring education and training to a
specified depth and breadth in multiple skilled trade areas. (Martini, 1999).
34. National Apprenticeship Standard: A developed listing of the tasks required in
a skilled trade occupation as recognized by the USDL Apprenticeship and
Training Division.
35. Objective: A statement of outcome with general objectives stated in broad
terms and specific objectives detailing particular outcomes.
36. Occupational Information Network (O*NET): A detailed database providing
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information on skills, abilities, knowledge, and many other occupational
characteristics, and replaces the USDL Dictionary of Occupational Titles. O*NET
information is available online.
37. The Occupational Outlook Handbook: A widely used career exploration book,
with information from O*NET and other programs. The 2002-2003 edition of the
Handbook, which incorporates the 2000 SOC (Standard Occupational
Classification), was released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in December 2001.
38. Panel of Experts: A group selected for a specific project with appropriate
credentials for such a project, (See SME).
39. Performance Standards: Criteria used to determine if a task has been
performed successfully or unsuccessfully. Scores that must be achieved to declare
an instructional goal has been accomplished.
40. Power Engineer: One skilled in the management of energy conversion, who
operates and maintains equipment essential to power generation, heating,
ventilation, humidity control, refrigeration, and air conditioning in industrial
plants, institutions, and other building complexes.
41. Power Plant: An industrial, commercial or utility plant where the heat,
cooling, power and other utilities are centered or located in a building, complex or
other facility. The term power plant may designate a facility which provides for
the distribution of power but may not in reality produce this power through
electrical generation. A public or private utility power plant is usually considered
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as primarily generating electricity.
42. Process Plant: A plant designed to be engaged in industrial or commercial
production or processing and may include capabilities which furnish steam,
power, cooling, and other utilities.
43. Reliability: Instruments that repeatedly produce the same results.
44. Single-trade: Major singular occupational areas identified by career systems,
apprenticeship standards, or occupational analysis systems, as focused on a
particular occupational area such as electrician, plumber, painter. etc., and does
not provide for cross-training or cross-functional activities by the trades person in
other trade areas.
45. Skills Inventory: A list of skills or competencies that an individual possesses,
usually created by self-evaluation.
46. Skill Standards: Identification of the essential skills and knowledge workers
must have and definition of the performance levels they must achieve, to
demonstrate competency in a specific work segment or function.
47. Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) - Issued by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) and requiring that it be used in all federal
occupational data collection activities. The SOC replaces several classification
systems that may be familiar to career and technical educators and career
counselors, particularly the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the Occupational
Employment Statistics coding system, the 1990 Census occupational
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classification, and the little-used 1980 Standard Occupational Classification.
48. Standards: Describes the criterion or standards of performance which must be
attained, representing established norms against which measurements are
compared. These include the time allowed to perform a task and the quality and
quantity of work to be produced.
48. Stationary Engineer: One who operates, maintains, and repairs power
generating equipment to run industrial and other machinery and provide light,
heat, and ventilation to offices and homes.
49. Subject Matter Expert (SME): A person who can perform a job or a selected
group of tasks to standards. The person’s experience and knowledge of the job
designates him/her as a technical expert. An SME must know what is critical to
the performance of the task and what is nice-to-know. An SME must have recent
job experience. Otherwise, his/her knowledge of the task may be outdated by new
procedures or equipment.
50. Task: A unit of work having a definite beginning and ending, containing two
or more performance steps which, when properly performed, results in the
completion of a product or a process. A task has a performance standard that can
be defined, described, and verified. A task may also be defined as the smallest
essential part of a job or a unit of work activity that is a logical and necessary
action in the performance of a job.
51. Task Analysis: Involves the systematic process of identifying specific tasks to
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be identified for training, along with a detailed analysis of each of those tasks.
Task analysis information can be used as the foundation for (a) developing
instructional objectives, (b) identifying and selecting appropriate instructional
strategies and instructional media, (c) sequencing instructional content, and (d)
designing performance evaluation tools. It is always done in the context of a
specific job. It facilitates training program design by providing a description of
the fundamental elements of a job. According to Kirk, (2001), it is the process of
breaking down the competencies or tasks into different domains or components:
cognitive (knowledge), psychomotor (skills), and affective (attitudes). Each
component should be measurable and observable in terms of learner behavior
expressed as learning outcomes.
52. Task Inventory: A list that itemizes all of the tasks that make up a selected
job, which is obtained from (a) document studies, (b) task observations, (c)
questionnaires, (d) SME interviews, or (e) a combination of these.
.53. Test Specifications: Written documentation of the elements to be included in
a test. It includes the (a) structure, (b) number of proposed items, (c) nature (or
proportion) of the subject areas, (d) format of the test items, (e) scope of the test,
(f) objectives of each area of the test, and (g) other items appropriate to test
construction and administration.
54. Theoretical 4-Year Degreed Mechanical and Electrical Engineers: four-year
college-trained "theoretical engineer".
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55. Traditional Job Analysis Model: Method identified as either worker-oriented
or job-oriented occupational analysis. Worker-oriented job analysis utilizes
general human behaviors performed by workers as opposed to the job-oriented
job analysis which identifies the technologies associated with the job.
56. Training: A process that aims to improve knowledge, skills, attitudes, and/or
behaviors in a person to accomplish a specific job task or goal. Training is often
focused on business needs and driven by time-critical business skills and
knowledge, and its goal is often to improve performance. The USDL generally
defines training as learning that is provided in to improve performance on the
present job, (USDL, 2006).
57. Validation: A process of testing the effectiveness of instruction by
administering the criterion test immediately after the instruction. Also, a process
through which a course is administered and revised until the base-line objectives
have been attained by learners. Validation may also refer to the outcome of the
successful trying of curriculum on a group of relevant learners.
58. Work Environment: The workplace where productive activities are taking
place for purposes of making products, carrying on business activities, or similar
activities.
59. Workplace: Any area where work operations are taking place.
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Chapter 2
Review Of The Literature
Power Engineering Occupation Defined
The occupation of Power Engineer or Stationary Engineer is a multidisciplined profession found in every community. Power engineers operate heat
producing equipment such as boilers, and their related equipment, as well as
associated piping systems and apparatus to produce heating, cooling and power
for industry, residential and commercial applications. Although each community
may have only a small number of power engineers, these individuals make an
indispensable and essential daily contribution to the local business and industrial
base, by providing necessary heat and power service in an appropriate and timely
manner.
A power engineer is defined as a person skilled in the management of
energy conversion, who operates and maintains equipment essential to power
generation, process and production operations, heating, ventilation, humidity
control, refrigeration, and air conditioning. The power engineer carries out these
tasks in industrial plants, commercial enterprises, institutions and other building
and plant complexes.
It should be noted that the occupational area of power engineer is
represented by the "practical power engineer" (the subject of this paper), who
takes precedence over the four-year college-trained "theoretical engineer," who
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came along a number of years after practical power engineer dominated the
industrial scene (circa-1896 and before). The power engineer occupation includes
components from the occupations of (a) building engineers; (b) janitors; (c)
building managers; (d) facility engineers; (e) stationary engineers; (f) building and
plant maintenance engineers, technicians and managers; (g) firemen; (h) boiler
operators; (i) process and power plant operators; and (j) heating-ventilation-air
conditioning (HVAC) contracted services personnel, responsible for operating
and maintaining buildings and plants, to name a few. As a group power engineers
number more than three times as many jobs nationally as the combination of
theoretical four-year degreed mechanical and electrical engineers.
Most power engineers have (a) less than a college degree, (b) may have a
journeyman's card and/or extensive field experience, (c) may have a license or
similar credential, and (d) up to a two-year associate degree of college training.
Due to their diverse backgrounds, skills, experiences, widely-varying shift work
schedules and exposure to multiple systems and equipment, a skills standard for
this occupational area is at best difficult to identify and a viable standard for
focused training is next to impossible to find.
The power engineer is identified by official documentation for census and
career development purposes as encompassing more than one of the following
occupational areas and in some cases elements of all of these. Descriptions have
been taken from the last published list of the (USDL) Dictionary of Occupational
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Titles (DOT) and adjusted to census descriptors and O-Net descriptors:
1. Stationary Engineer (any industry) 950.382-026
2. Turbine Operator (utilities) 952.362-042
3. Boiler Operator (any industry) 950.382-010
4. Firer, Low Pressure (any industry)
5. Building-Maintenance Supervisor, Electrical (any industry) 829.131014
6. Building-Maintenance Supervisor, mechanical (any industry) 891.137010
7. Janitor (any industry) 382.664-010
8. Maintenance Repairer, Building (any industry)
9. Maintenance Engineer (any industry) 382.664-010
10. Air-Compressor Operator (any industry) 950.685-010
11. Air-Conditioning Mechanic, Industrial (construction) 637.261-014
12. Air-Conditioning Technician (profess. & kin.) 007.181-010
13. Refrigerating Engineer (any industry) 950.362-014
14. Heating-Plant Superintendent (any industry) 959.131-010
15. Heating Technician (profess. & kin.) 007.181-010
16. Pump-Station Operator, Waterworks 954.382-010
17. Power-Plant Operator (utilities) 952.382-018
18. Auxiliary-Equipment Operator (utilities) 952.362-010
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19. Gas-Engine Operator (any industry) 950.382-018
20. Diesel-Plant Operator (utilities) 952.382-010
21. Hydroelectric-Station Operator (utilities) 952.362-018
22. Substation Operator (utilities) 952.362-026
23. Wastewater-Treatment-Plant Operator (sanitary ser.) 955.362-010
24. Water Tender (any industry) 599.685-122
25. Water-Treatment-Plant Operator (waterworks) 954.382-014
26. Incinerator Operator I (sanitary ser.) 955.685-010; (NAS, 1971, 1978,
1981).
A comprehensive analysis of the data found in the above noted
occupational areas, along with other industry standards and job analyses, was
required when preparing the instrumentation for this study, to ensure that all
subject areas impacting the occupation of power engineer were included. One of
the necessary steps in creating a national standard, as Clark noted in his definition
of the Hybrid Task Analysis Method, “….Using job task documents, a list of tasks
is compiled by an analyst.”, (Clark, 1997, Glossary). to identify the full extent of
the occupation.
A number of occupational areas, in addition to those noted, were also
considered. These were new occupational fields and/or not addressed in the
USDL materials. This group included: (a) Physical Plant Manager or Engineer,
(b) Facilities Engineer, (c) Building Engineer or Building Operator, (d) Combined
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Cycle Plant Operator, (e) Air Reduction Plant Operator, (f) Cryogenics Plant
Operator, (g) Chiller Operator, (h) Landfill Power Plant Operator, and (i) Plant or
Building Control Room Operator.
Minimal Methods for Recognition of the Occupation of Power Engineer—Lack of
a Genuine National Standard
The USDL has available a National Apprenticeship Standard for the Trade
of Stationary Engineer, which was first published in 1973, as a model for all
stationary or power engineer apprenticeship programs. Apprenticeship standards
are developed through inputs that reflect both management and labor, and that
may sometimes be on a national scale from business and industry. The final form
of such documents provides curricula which must be covered during the term of
an apprenticeship, within the limits specified by the apprenticeship agreement.
The USDL standard for power engineers was primarily developed through the
efforts of the International Union of Operating Engineers for use by their
organization. This standard does not represent the comprehensive inputs of the
industrial, business and educational communities that a national standard must
have. It is, nevertheless, an exceptional document in that it provides general
curricula suggestions for business, industrial and labor interests when constructing
an apprenticeship format or program.
While formerly utilizing the DOT, the USDL changed orientation by
utilizing the SOC system with the development of the Occupational Information
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Network (O-Net). According to Sommers, (2002):
…the federal Office of Management and Budget has created a standard
system of occupational definitions called the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC). …that covers all occupations in which work is
performed for pay or profit; reflect the current occupation structure of the
United States.…based upon work performed, skills, education, training,
licensing, and credentials. The SOC defines 821 detailed occupations,
organized into a hierarchical structure that includes broad occupations and
minor groups and culminates in 23 major groups. …. SOC makes several
improvements over earlier occupational classifications, including
providing a single standard for data collection, more detail, and
combinations of similar occupations…. (it) include(s) the Occupational
Information Network (O*NET), the Occupational Employment Statistics
Program, the Occupational Outlook Handbook, and state and local
information resources (Sommers, 2002, p.1).
Although extensive in its original plan, the SOC and related occupational
information systems have not been fully accepted or pursued willingly. Some
individuals have doubts as to the extent of the SOC product and its usefulness for
specific purposes, particularly in the development of curriculum and applications
by employers to workplace situations. As noted by Personnel Systems and
Technologies Corporation (PS & TC, 2002),
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Now that the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) has been declared
obsolete by its publisher, the US Department of Labor, many HR
practitioners have been forced to evaluate other occupational analysis
(OA) systems in order to get the data they need to do their jobs. The
Department of Labor developed the online "Occupational Information
Network" (O*NET) database to serve as the DOT's replacement.
Unfortunately, the O*NET approach has been the subject of significant
criticism for, among other things, lacking verifiability, being too abstract,
relying on the overly-general SOC title system, producing highly
redundant work-activity scales that lack construct validity, and lacking
empirical linkages between job analysis ratings and the KSAO
[Knowledge, Skills, Abilities and Other elements] requirements of jobs.
Although the O*NET is "free" to anyone who wishes to use it, the truism
that there is no free lunch comes quickly to mind when one considers the
very serious questions that have been raised regarding the quality and
usefulness of the O*NET database. (PS&TC, 2002, p. 1).
The compilation of SOC and O-Net occupational materials is extensive
and includes a wealth of general information. However, the subject matter has not
been examined to the extent necessary to complete a detailed task analysis for an
occupation.
Important to this study was the fact that the named occupational areas, in
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many cases, may represent individual job areas, depending upon the
circumstances of the local employer. One must take into account the elements of
all of these occupations, when addressing the need for full preparation or training
for the comprehensive occupation of power engineer, as most of these will be
included in a comprehensive occupational analysis for this occupation. The data
from this study (a) can effectively be utilized as inputs for the development of a
national skill standard; (b) meet specific training requirements of employers,
professional organizations and other agencies; and (c) provide data for related
activities for students or workers such as career development, counseling, or
assessment of their current status.
This study identified common components of each occupational area
noted to the depth required to provide a comprehensive analysis from which one
might identify the entry and advanced levels of skills and knowledge required for
employment as a power engineer. It is conceivable that a person following the
curricula developed from this process, completing this type of an educational or
training program might find employment in any number of these occupational
areas.
Educational and Career Path Methods (such as Career Cluster Option) for
Identifying the Outlook on the Occupation of Power Engineer
Career clusters can help students build career pathways by providing a
broad, long-term focus on preparation for the workplace. This option may
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minimally describe the status of the power engineering occupation by means of a
career “cluster” arrangement which (a) identifies job titles and their descriptions,
(b) major subject areas for review, and (c) study and identification of the related
occupations (Edling & Loring, 1996). Career information systems have organized
programs that focus around a range of occupations within a larger career area.
This type of educational format provides students with a more flexible approach
and alternatives for both work and continuing education. As MPR Associates
(1996) state,
“Cross-industry occupational clusters offer students the opportunity to
learn a wide range of skills that can apply across a range of industries and
careers. In the emerging high performance workplace this approach may
offer both employers and students economic benefits”. (MPR Associates,
1996, p.1).
Although this type of data for the occupation of power engineer could prove
useful, it does not currently exist.
The Power Engineer—A True Multi-Skilled Technician/Engineer
Extensive National Science Foundation (NSF) research, completed at
Henry Ford Community College (HFCC), identified a “new” occupational area,
the multi-skilled technician, as part of the Maintenance Engineering Technology
Program-National Science Foundation (METPRO-NSF) study. The “multiskilled” technician or “Super-Tech” is a person with multiple levels of abilities
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relevant to the tasks at hand.
The multi-skilled technician is an occupational phenomenon, required by
necessity in small and mid-sized manufacturing plants and other facilities.
Employers must utilize multi-skilled technicians to remain competitive when they
are unable to maintain a staff of single-trade technicians. All persons seeking
employment and careers, in today’s job market, must now select a path which will
provide for multiple employment options upon completion of their education.
Singular-occupation preparation and focused direction is a thing of the past.
The METPRO-NSF research (Martini, 1999) found that operation and
maintenance has been characteristically accomplished by singular skilled trades,
or specifically trained technicians in the past. These trades include electrical
technicians, electricians, instrument and control technicians, mechanical
technicians, fitters, welders, riggers, plumbers, mechanics, millwrights, and
others. Although these personnel have traditionally focused on singular aspects of
trade, this concept is changing nationally and globally. The need to employ
workers who can accomplish multiple tasks in multiple skilled trade areas is the
current employment picture, as a result of employer demand. Employers are
finding it increasingly difficult to develop and maintain a workforce with many
separate trades due to (a) the expense of training, (b) the rapidly changing
technologies in the industrial workplace, (c) industry downsizing and
deregulation, and (d) the increased expense of maintaining a staff of single-trade
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workers. Hence, the era of “Super-Tech” has arrived!
Additional findings from the METPRO-NSF research indicated that:
1) Nearly every company contacted was familiar with the terms multiskilled, multi-trade, and cross-training…. 3) Small and mid-sized plants
contacted with skilled trade operation and maintenance departments have
either accepted the fact that multi-skilled operation is the way to go or,
they had already switched to multi-skill mode of operation…. 5) … Large
plant employers have converted to multi-skill maintenance functions
usually to two major trade groups electrical and mechanical (Martini &
Morris, 1999, p. 6).
A Facilities Operation and Maintenance “Super-tech” would find
employment in local, commercial, and industrial plants and buildings (schools,
stores, malls, and hospitals) and may specialize in (a) commercial electronicsbuilding controls; (b) refrigeration and air conditioning; (c) preventive
maintenance, plumbing and pipe-fitting; and (d) operation of boilers, chillers and
other facilities engineering-type activities. The HFCC Program in Facilities MultiSkilled Technology is a comprehensive program to increase the prospective
maintenance technician’s ability to perform complex multi-functional tasks in an
industrial high-performance workplace environment. The new multi-skilled
maintenance technician or “Super-tech” program provides a potential employer
with a qualified, cross-functional technician who can perform multiple tasks and
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exhibit many special skills, as opposed to specializing in only one trade area.
Persons completing this program have the capability to enter many of the
occupational areas noted above.
Martini (1999) utilized the DACUM-type process, applied by the National
Occupational Competency Test Institute (NOCTI, 1980) in the METPRO-NSF
research. The establishment of the HFCC multi-skilled facilities maintenance
program was based upon this process, which included (a) the involvement of
(SMEs) from the industry, (b) completion of a task analysis, and (c)
documentation of a useable skill standard. A list of the tasks and duties for the
occupations was compiled at an intensive DACUM session (Manley, 1999),
which were then validated as appropriate to the occupation by SMEs. A
secondary list of the duties and perceived competencies was developed from the
work of the SMEs, which reflected the competencies required for success on the
job for the occupation of multi-skilled maintenance technician (Martini & Morris,
1999).
In this paper, the concept of multi-skilled is being applied to the
occupation of power engineer. This requires extensive and exhaustive review of
the knowledge, skills, abilities and other elements (KSAO) as documentation of
the depth and breadth of the on-the-job tasks required of the multi-skilled power
engineer.
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NOCTI’s Turbo DACUM and Other DACUMs
A comprehensive occupational analysis accurately establishes baseline
data, or a comprehensive inventory of job elements, for a particular occupation or
occupational cluster. The comprehensive occupational analysis of job elements
will further establish, through SMEs, the major structure or traits representing
worker superiority, or superior performance in the occupation. This data may then
be used for valuation of occupational performance. The occupational analysis
process relies upon the following criteria, (a) as identified by Norton (1985), (b)
as noted by Panitz and Olivo (1971) and Chrenka (1992), (c) as utilized by
Manley (1999) in the METRPO-NSF Multi-skilled Program Turbo-DACUM
process, and (d) as utilized by others through traditional DACUM development
and implementation activities:
1. Expert workers are the best source for effective and valid job and task
analysis, and for the development of occupational certification systems.
2. Any occupation may be described effectively in terms of tasks or job
elements.
3. All tasks or job elements imply knowledge, skills, abilities, and
attitudes/values.
4. Assessment or evaluation of basic occupational skills and knowledge
may be accomplished with a test instrument developed and tested with a panel of
subject matter technical experts.
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Training for Power Engineers
Training (and credentialing) of power engineers has always been difficult
for a number of reasons. power engineers usually are unable to attend school on a
regular basis due to being assigned to a rotating shift. Even if schools were
available, which in most cases they are not, it is difficult for the power engineer to
attend. Programs to train power engineers are not implemented due to insufficient
numbers of power engineers in each community to justify their development. The
power engineering occupation requires education and training in a variety of
academic and skill areas, due to the custom design of most plants and the
diversity of equipment in each plant. Usually post secondary education
institutions are numbers-driven and the development and implementation of a
power engineer program does not take place for lack of a minimum number of
students. For educators, the lack of a readily available, adequate, and
comprehensive occupational analysis for the occupation of power engineer further
complicates the development of quality programs which might attract potential
students to this occupation.
In an extensive national survey, conducted as a preliminary to this study,
Martini (1993) contacted a number of vocational, trade and technical schools and
colleges and found that very few, (ten or less) had full power engineering
preparatory programs for the certificate and associate degree levels. Most
institutions that were polled indicated one or more courses in adult education type
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no-credit programs. Many institutions indicated HVAC courses were used as a
means for preparing power engineers for employment in their area. Guiling
(1993) conducted a similar survey of education and training opportunities for
power engineers, and offered a list with addresses for many of these institutions.
That study gave no indication of the extent, or type of the programs that were
available to train power engineers at these institutions.
Power Engineer Career Options Must be Open and Boundary-less
Boundary-less career education is a new catchword, denoting the
extension of learning in the vocational area brought about by the need to change
one’s view of career options, due to the changing employment scene. New
vocational education models are being developed around lifelong learning needs
(Moore, 2002) and the "Intelligent Career" model, which stresses the importance
of "knowing-how," "knowing-why," and "knowing who" when addressing ways
to enhance career preparation (Parker, 2002; Wnuk & Amundson, 2003).
These new models use the term "boundary-less" to distinguish these new
career directions from the traditional career model. The concept of boundary-less
careers maintains that career development can take place through lateral and
horizontal as well as vertical movement (Kelly, 2002). Within the realm of the
basic career education model and the newer models of career education are
strategies that are uniquely suited to the structural and cultural factors of a given
population. The occupation of power engineer is a prime candidate for this
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method of career exploration, development and implementation due to (a) the
broad scope of the duties and tasks required, (b) its multi-skill orientation of
requiring skills and knowledge in multiple trade areas, and (c) the need to be able
to handle the requirements of a continuously changing high technology energy
workplace.
Credentialing for Power Engineers
Power engineers need credentials, including course or program
certificates, degrees and licenses and/or competency measures of their potential
effectiveness on the job for at least three reasons: (a) to gain initial employment,
(b) to fully develop their skills on the job, and (c) to attain advancement to higher
positions. Most schools with courses specific to power engineering only offer a
course or two, none of which leads to a certificate or degree. Elonka and
Robinson (1981) and Gulling (1993) state that licensing or certification is
available in only ten states and approximately 50 odd cities throughout the U.S.
The National Institute for the Uniform Licensing of Power Engineers
(NIULPE) has a voluntary licensing program for power engineers, operating
examining boards in over twenty states. The number of engineers served by this
program is limited by the lack of participation and lack of support by industry.
This furthers the difficulty for the majority of power engineers to obtain even the
minimal credential of a power engineer's license.
Upon its initiation in 1972, NIULPE conducted a study of power engineers
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to discover the common elements within the occupation of power engineer
required for reasonable competence in the occupation. The primary purpose of the
study was to put together a series of license examinations which would, when
taken and passed, attest to the competence of a power engineer. When developing
the program, consideration was given to the various sizes of plants and equipment
operated by all types of power engineers. This study resulted in the development
of a national standard of power engineer curricula (NIULPE, 1972), which was
submitted to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), for purposes of
standardizing the elements necessary for training and licensing power engineers.
The proposed standard was denied by ANSI and is currently under review by
NIULPE with possible resubmission at a later time.
It should be noted that the limited scope of the input (without research
precision) of the NIULPE document raises doubt as to its validity and its ability to
provide a comprehensive standard as the basis for a licensing effort. In addition,
the individual subject areas for the standard have not been verified through
substantial inputs from the educational, industrial or business communities, as is
normally required for implementation of such a standard. Nevertheless, the
would-be standard is an exceptional document in terms of providing the basic
curricula to fill a void existing in the power engineering area. It does provide the
basis for initiation of educational efforts, according to national minimum standard
curricula, which was not available prior to its introduction. In addition, the
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licensing effort connected with this project is exceptional, in that it provides a
simple test of competence for power engineer which was not previously available.
The NIULPE program of licensing is currently required in many parts of the
country by insurance companies, for safety and liability purposes, and by business
and industry for the same reasons.
The Canadian Department of Manpower and Immigration commissioned a
power engineering study, (Interprovincial Analysis, Power Engineer, 1976), to
identify tasks generally performed by all power engineers in that country for the
dual purposes of curricula construction and development and ultimate testing. The
availability of funding for this project allowed a comprehensive study and
provided a document which is quite comprehensive in scope. Exceptional portions
of the document include those which identify the practical as well as the academic
requirements for skills and knowledge required for competency by the individual
power engineer at varying license levels. It does, however, tend to overemphasize specific subjects in some areas, which may or may not represent the
required skills and knowledge to be generalized for all power engineers.
Although there may be significant similarities between the standards for
the occupation of power engineer in the U. S. and Canada, it is apparent from the
Profile of the Power Engineer developed in Canada, (Interprovincial Analysis,
Power Engineer, 1976), that some subject areas covered in the Canadian analysis
may be specific only to that country. In addition, it is quite obvious that the break
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down of the subject matter is a direct result of worthy efforts to coordinate and
distribute portions of the subject matter across the various license levels to allow
examination at various license levels. When applied to an occupation such as
power engineer, this latter effort is at best futile as it requires taking into account
the job and workplace differences in various plants and the multiple responsibility
differences assigned to power engineer workstations, rather than attempting to
assign them to various license classes.
The result of using the Canadian study for curriculum development and
license exam preparation, with its knowledge and skill data partitioned among the
various license classes, is less than desirable in some cases. Case in point, new
engineers finding initial employment in high pressure utility plants do not find
curricula study materials or resulting exams on these plants in the lower class
areas. Most of the data referring to these plants is found in a higher class license
curricula or license exams. New engineers must first start out using lower license
class materials which may not contain the need-to-know material necessary to
operate the plant where they are employed.
Licensing for Power Engineers
Some licensing, credentialing, and educational and training programs exist
to prepare power engineers for occupational engagement in the field. The purpose
of licensing in most jurisdictions is “to provide safety for life, limb and property”
(Detroit Stationary Engineer, Boiler Operator and Refrigeration Operator
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Licensing Code, 1980, p. 1). In today’s economy, licensing is often implemented
to make money for the jurisdiction. In most cases, however, licensing exists
locally due to some catastrophic event or happening which caused the populace to
conclude that persons operating boilers and related equipment must be licensed
with testing of their knowledge to ensure the safety of those in the community.
Generally, observations of licensing programs identify some or all of the
following components:
1. Licensing tests of power, building facilities and/or specialized individual job
areas is often implemented without regard to where the individual will be
employed.
2. Licensing exists in some 50 to 60 odd communities and 10 or more states and
through several license agencies such as NIULPE, ASOPE (American Society of
Power Engineers), and ASME-QFO (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers-Qualifications of High Capacity Fossil Fuel Fired Operator, 1999) for
the occupation of power engineer.
3. Power engineer licensing is required by many facilities and companies but the
tests may not reflect facilities’ requirements.
4. More power engineers are employed in facilities positions than power, process
or production positions, for which the license exams may be oriented.
5. Testing of facilities operation and maintenance occupations is minimal or nonexistent in most areas where licensing or testing is taking place.
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6. Some license agencies test to multiple specialties. This requires the would-be
power engineer to pass multiple tests, obtain multiple certifications and complete
endless educational programs to facilitate adequate preparation for employment in
a multi-skilled environment. When a common bench-marked skill standard for the
occupation of power engineer is not available to develop licensing and
credentialing programs, there is no means to ensure that the multi-skilled nature
of the occupation is fully tested with these programs to all the specifications of the
workplace in these jurisdictions.
As a licensee, an instructor working with examiners to prepare students to
take license exams, as an engineer in an advisory capacity, and as an examining
engineer, the author of this paper has been associated with licensing programs in
the City of Detroit, City of Dearborn in Michigan and with NIULPE on the
national level. Although this involvement has been extensive, to my knowledge,
none of these agencies or organizations have completed comprehensive job
analyses for the occupation of power engineer for the purposes of test
development. The legal ramifications of this do exist. However, if not challenged
in the courts, license agencies may continue to operate regardless of the
inadequacy of their development and implementation processes for conducting
licensing.
Most licensing agencies put together license exams which utilize singular
or minimal involvement of SMEs, leaving out the assistance of legitimate,
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knowledgeable, and experienced test development personnel. Such programs are
put into existence with a resulting poor coverage of the necessary requirements to
determine the actual skills, knowledge, and adequacy of the individual’s abilities
to handle a position such as that of power engineer. The availability of an
acceptable occupational analysis and/or a national skill standard, which includes
the competencies necessary for setting up testing to adequate job competencies,
can easily be accessed by licensing agencies to fully develop new tests or validate
existing test data.
Competency Building for Education and Testing for the Profession of Power
Engineering
A number of educational programs exist that have been established
through industry support from advisory committees, technical experts and specific
industrial or commercial groups or organizations including BOMI (Building
Owners and Managers International), NAPE (National Association of Power
Engineers), RSES (Refrigeration Service Engineers), RETA (Refrigeration
Engineers and Technicians Association), to meet the demands of industry. Some
professional organizations, such as the Association of Facilities Engineers (AFE)
and the Association of Energy Engineers (AEE), cater to facilities and plant
engineering staffs to build their numbers. However their orientation is toward the
theoretical engineer and little attention is provided to the practical power
engineering side of the occupational area.
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A number of schools, vocational-technical education programs, adult
education programs, trade school programs, and community college programs
exist for training various elements of the occupation of power engineer. These are
usually based upon a localized sampling of industrial or commercial requirements
of those who employ power engineers. Such programs are most commonly
established through advisory committees, focus groups, or technical expert inputs,
but they do not reflect the full comprehensive nature of the occupation.
Skill standards that represent less than the full occupational area of power
engineer are in existence as separate documents. This information identifies
singular occupations and does not successfully define the complex occupation of
power engineer. These standards may have been used without the necessary
precision of a specialized effort to pull all the individual multi-skilled elements of
the occupation together. Documents included in this category are those identified
through DOT, O*NET, VTECS, and USDL-Apprenticeship Standards for such
occupational areas as stationary engineer, boiler operator, and power plant
operator.
Power Engineer Profile Studies – National Association of Power Engineers
This study builds on previous research conducted through The NAPE and
the National Engineer Magazine (Martini, 1974). A survey published in the
journal was analyzed and the results published as a Profile of the Power Engineer,
identifying the demographics of the respondents and the major duty areas found in
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the occupation. These validated major duty areas served as the basis for any
additional extensive Profile of a Power Engineer Seminar/Survey, further
verifying the various duties and tasks for the occupation of power engineer.
The Power Engineer Survey was prepared for purposes of implementation
of the Power Engineering Program at HFCC, and published in the National
Engineer, (1974). It provided the opportunity for 113 power engineers to respond,
as a national sample of power engineers, to questions pertaining to the
occupational requirements, duties and tasks of power engineers. Results of that
survey identified the following job elements as most frequently included or used
by power engineers on the job, with frequency expressed as percentages of the
time implemented on the job: (a) basic math, 38%; (b) science and physics, 47%;
(c) basic trade and technical skills (reading prints, sketching, using tools, basic
machine shop, basic electrical, and basic mechanical), 51%; (d) organization and
administration 61%; (e) boilers and steam generators (including construction,
fuels, combustion, operation, maintenance, and repair), 76%; (f) power plant
auxiliaries 65%; (g) hydro power systems 42%; (h) turbines, engines, steam, gas,
diesels, 50%; (i) building, plants and mechanical systems, 62%; (j) electrical
systems and equipment, 75%; and (k) air conditioning and refrigeration systems,
70%. No significant additions or corrections were received in spaces provided on
the questionnaire.
As must be noted, the percentages for frequency of use for the subject
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matter may be variable depending upon the type of plant, the currency of the
equipment, and the variety of responding power engineers from many parts of the
country. All of the major subject areas of the Profile of a Power Engineer study
must necessarily be included, and were selected as valid and reliably appropriate
major elements in the total consideration for the occupation of power engineer in
the present study.
Powerhouse Engineer Study at General Motors
The current study also builds on previous research conducted by this
researcher for the occupation of powerhouse engineer for General Motors (GM)
in 1984. The GM study was conducted through the Energy Section at GM
Corporate Headquarters to identify a training need for the estimated one thousand
powerhouse engineers employed at all GM plants in the U.S. (Martini, 1984). At
the time of the research, powerhouse engineers at General Motors were identified
and defined through a survey instrument as including stationary engineers, boiler
operators, shift engineers, auxiliary operators, and building and plant facilities
operation and maintenance personnel.
For the 1984 GM study, a representative cross-section of 68 power
engineers at eight representative plants were selected on the basis of the diversity
of the skills and knowledge required for these positions, and the requirements for
operation and maintenance of the equipment and systems found in these plants.
These plants (and the related personnel) were selected on the basis that they
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represented the whole of the universe for the occupation of power engineer at GM
nationally.
The study by (Martini. 1984), identified the following elements as
important to the training in the percentages indicated for the occupation of power
engineer at G M: (a) boiler construction, 14%; (b) boiler operation and
maintenance, 24%; (c) fuels, combustion and fuel burning equipment, 8%; (d)
power plant auxiliaries, 10%; (e) compressors, 9-10%; (f) water treatment, waste
treatment, and cooling, 8-16%; (g) turbines and engines, 6-7%; (h) electrical
systems and equipment, 3%; (i) air conditioning, refrigeration systems, and
equipment, 2-3%; (j) building piping and heating systems and equipment, 4%; (k)
pollution control systems and equipment, 4%; (l) automatic controls systems, 47%; and (m) administration and safety, 2-12%. No significant additions or
corrections were received in spaces provided on the questionnaire.
As must be noted, the percentages of attention to subject matter are
variable, depending upon the type of plant, the currency of the equipment, and (in
the case of this specific study) the objectives of prescribing valid training for all
power engineers nationally in GM power houses. All of the major subject areas of
that study must necessarily be included and were selected as valid and reliably
appropriate major elements in the total consideration for the occupation of power
engineer in the present study. See Appendix A.
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Power-Building Engineer Program Study at Henry Ford Community College
The present study builds upon the research completed by Martini (1995)
for HFCC. The study was conducted for the purpose of identifying the extent of
the occupation of Power-Building Engineer for the program offered at HFCC.
That study attempted to define the scope of the occupation of power engineer,
with identification of the elements of the occupation. At that time, the occupation
had been described as that of a facilities operation and maintenance technician.
The (Martini, 1995) HFCC study identified the level of involvement in the major
duties by power engineers and building and facilities engineers, including (a)
entry and advanced level power engineers, (b) hospital Power Engineers, (c)
school and/or institution power engineers, and (d) building engineer-building
maintenance technician. The study was commissioned as a verification study, to
assist in upgrading and enhancing the Power-Building Engineer Program at the
HFCC. See Appendix A.
For the (Martini, 1995) study, a cross-section of 43 power engineers, at a
comparable number of plants and buildings, was selected on the basis of the
diversity of their skills and the knowledge required for these positions. In
addition, consideration was given to the requirements for operation and
maintenance of the varied equipment and systems found in these plants or
buildings. The study provided (a) substantial data relative to the scope of the
occupation, (b) the identification of the duties and tasks performed by those
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responding to the study, and (c) the type of equipment and systems in the plants or
buildings associated with the respondents.
Based on the 1995 HFCC study, the present study developed an extensive
and specific documentation of the occupational analysis for the occupation of
power engineer. The data from the previous study was utilized to enhance inputs
to the present study by providing specific information for one segment of the
occupation oriented primarily to heating plants and smaller buildings.
Based upon the above noted studies and extensive search of dissertations
there were no dissertations found which addressed the specific occupational
requirements for the occupation of power engineer or its related occupational
areas. Given this fact, one can clearly see that no relevant studies have been
conducted that fully address the nature of the occupation of power engineer. No
study has produced the extent of comprehensive data necessary to identify fully
the skills, knowledge, tasks and duties for the occupation of power engineer
which has been the objective of this study.
Need for a Comprehensive Occupational Analysis for the Occupation of Power
Engineer
An occupational analysis of necessity must be a “living” document,
changed as industry changes and reflecting the current status of the occupation
through regular updates and adjustments. A comprehensive occupational analysis
for the occupation of power engineer is required due to the following:
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1. Industry is constantly changing. Every occupational area must keep updated as
to the current needs and demands of the occupation to ensure workers are
successful in their chosen field.
2. Levels of occupational skills (entry level and advanced level), knowledge,
skills and performance-aptitude, abilities, and attitudes must be identified to
provide preparing agencies with the necessary and precise curricula development
data which will allow educators and trainers to put together programs for valid
education and training.
3. Provision must be made for the development and implementation of valid and
reliable license and competency testing programs, to test the proficiency of
existing and prospective power engineers entering or advancing in the profession.
4. Documentation must be in place to verify the fact that the occupation of power
engineer is a multi-skilled, multi-functional and cross-functionally trained
occupation, demanding precise definition through a comprehensive occupational
analysis. Such an analysis, when readily available to industry, may be used to
address the employment needs of job recognition, hiring, retention, and
credentialing for this occupation.
5. There must be definitive criteria whereby an adequate level of both breadth and
depth of the duty and task areas for the occupation of power engineer are
addressed by those in the occupation and those connected in any way with the
occupation.
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Problem Statement
This study addresses the fact that a comprehensive definition of the
occupation of power engineer is nonexistent. In addition, this study recognizes the
lack of an occupational analysis which fully identifies the comprehensive scope
and nature of the occupation of power engineer.
The purpose of this study was to identify, define and develop the full
scope of the occupation of power engineer and to identify and verify a list of
duties and tasks, through a comprehensive job analysis, which must be addressed
and met in the preparation and training of current and future power engineers.
Specifically, the study was designed to provide the answers to the following
questions:
1. What major duties are considered to be essential to the success of power
engineers in the field?
2. What tasks are performed by power engineers in the field?
3. What is the degree-level of importance of each task?
4. What is the frequency of performance of each task?
5. What is the level of performance required of each task?
6. What is the degree of difficulty in learning each task?
7. What is the level of knowledge and what are the levels of the skills, abilities
and other (KSAO) elements which are characteristic of power engineers in the
field?
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8. What equipment and tools are considered essential as part of the duties and
tasks regularly required by power engineers on the job?
9. What applied mental skills and knowledge are considered essential and/or are
frequently required by successful power engineers on the job?
10. What is the essential work environment and what are the related physical
conditions under which the power engineers regularly work on the job?
11. Which physical activities, including physical strength and other physical
demands, are essential and regularly required by successful power engineers on
the job?
12. Which personal traits are essential and required by successful power engineers
on the job?
13. Which human relations skills are essential and constantly required by
successful power engineers on the job?
14. Which specific communication skills are essential and regularly required by
successful power engineers on the job?
To accomplish the above objectives, this research built on previous
research in the areas of occupational analysis, to produce data necessary for the
development of skill standards and enhancing the occupation of power
engineering. This type of valid comprehensive data will impact significantly the
processes of preparation for the profession for all existing and future power
engineers. See Appendix A, Power Building Engineer Surveys, to review the
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characteristics of data identified with previous studies.
This study addressed the full comprehensive nature of the occupation of
power engineer as a multi-skilled, multi-functional and cross-functionally
oriented occupation, to produce a valid occupational analysis. This study
paralleled similar studies for other occupations which included the processes of
development of a skill standard in the fashion identified in studies by Bailey,
(1997); Bailey and Merritt, (1995); Hoachlander, (1999); Holmes and Rahn,
(1998); Merritt, (1996); Rahn,O’Driscoll, and Hudecki, (1999); and Stern, Bailey,
and Merritt, (1996). This study additionally is intended to ensure the integration
of academic and industry standards and to address accountability issues related to
standards implementation as noted by Bailey, (1997); Bailey and Merritt, (1995);
Hoachlander (1999); and Rahn, O’Driscoll, and Hudecki, (1999). This study also
addressed the development of CTE skill standards resources for CTE teachers as
indicated by (Holmes & Rahn, 1998).
Summary
This chapter pointed out the importance of the power engineering
occupation in the energy area and identified the purpose and significance of this
study relative to the urgent need for an analysis of the occupation. It further
identified the characteristics of the occupation relative to its specialized nature
and the needs of power engineers in the field to enter, advance and master the
occupation.
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occupation. The chapter will identify the elements of the methods used for the
study. It will also document the procedures necessary to complete the study.
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Chapter 3
Methods And Procedures
Design of the Study
It was determined that the exploratory nature of this study warranted the
use of a descriptive research design. Descriptive studies are effective when used
to (a) describe the existing distribution of variables, (b) investigate educational
problems, (c) collect data to test hypotheses, and (d) answer questions about
opinions of people on a topic or subject. Borg and Gall (1996) identified
descriptive studies as providing a suitable basis for determining emphasis and
changes in curricula, programs, or applications.
This study addresses the major duties and task elements of the occupation
of power engineer. It provides extensive background data along with a clear
definition of the knowledge, skills, and performance required by existing and
prospective power engineers to enter, survive and even excel in the constantly
changing high performance, high technology energy workplace to which power
engineers of today are confronted. The study was guided by the following
research questions:
1. What major duties are considered to be essential to the success of power
engineers in the field?
2. What tasks are considered to be performed by power engineers in the field?
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3. What is the degree-level of importance of each task?
4. What is the frequency of performance of each task?
5. What is the level of performance required of each task?
6. What is the degree of difficulty in learning each task?
7. What is the level of knowledge and what are levels of the skills, abilities and
other (KSAO) elements which are characteristic of power engineers in the field?
8. What tools, equipment, and applied basic technical skills are considered
essential as part of the duties and tasks regularly required by power engineers on
the job?
9. What is the essential work environment and what are the related physical
conditions under which the power engineer regularly works on the job?
10. Which physical activities, including physical strength and other physical
demands, are essential and regularly required by successful power engineers on
the job?
11. Which personal traits are essential and required by successful power engineers
on the job?
12. Which human relations skills are essential and constantly required by
successful power engineers on the job?
13. What applied mental skills and knowledge are considered essential and
frequently required by successful power engineers on the job?
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14. Which specific communication skills are essential and regularly required by
successful power engineers on the job?
Methods and Procedures Phases
The methods and procedures for this study consisted of several major
phases:
(a) The creation of a DACUM Process Model chart, with tentative major duties
and tasks identified for the occupation of power engineer, through the use of a
Modified DACUM Process Model, which required initial research to generate and
analyze the accumulated data for further study and the resulting instrumentation
development.
(b) The development and testing of a verification survey instrument using a
DACUM-type format and the traditional DACUM verification process.
(c) The identification and selection of SMEs to validate the duties, tasks, and
other elements for the occupation.
(d) The completion of data collection with the DACUM verification survey
instrument.
(e) The analysis of the collected data.
(f) The identification and compilation of the final competency lists, the
demographic data, and the data identifying the essential characteristics of the
occupation of power engineer.
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(g) The completion of a summary with the conclusions and recommendations
relative to the use of the data.
The DACUM Process and the Modified Model
The regular DACUM process.
The regular DACUM process, as identified by Norton (1996) uses a
carefully selected group of six to twelve highly successful top performers in an
occupation, who work under the guidance of a facilitator, to develop a DACUM
research chart. Brainstorming techniques are implemented to elicit the collective
expertise and consensus of the group. The process produces a graphic chart
profiling the duties and tasks performed by successful workers in the occupation.
The process and/or group may also identify the (a) general skills and knowledge
required of successful workers; (b) worker behaviors and aptitudes essential for
success on the job; and (c) tools, materials equipment and supplies used in the
occupation (Norton, 1996).
The developed DACUM data and chart may be utilized for many
purposes. In education and training it may be used for (a) training needs
assessment, (b) curriculum development, (c) recruitment and placement, (d) TechPrep, (e) vocational-technical program development, and (f) school-to-work
connections. In business and industry it may be used for (a) the process of making
management decisions, (b) worker performance evaluations, (c) training
achievement records, (d) competency test development, and (e) meeting ISPO/QS
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9000 and TQM standards.
The regular DACUM verification process.
Norton (1996) recommends that DACUM-developed charts, for a specific
occupation be verified to gain greater confidence in the completeness and
accuracy of the chart when applied to or used for local, state, or national purposes.
In the verification process, additional data may be obtained relative to the
occupation such as (a) the importance of the tasks, (b) the difficulty of learning
various elements of the occupation, (c) the level of competence necessary to be
successful in the occupation, (d) the frequency of performance of the tasks, and
(e) other items such as entry or advanced technician level requirements (Norton,
1996).
To complete the verification process, an additional group of 10 to 15
highly successful and top performing SMEs are selected and engaged, to measure
their agreement between the major duties, tasks and other items for the occupation
of power engineer. The actual process may be accomplished by SME committee,
a mailed questionnaire, or through interviews or observations. Once the data is
collected, analyzed and recorded, the DACUM chart is refined and finalized to
include the additional information (Norton, 1996).
Many resources were utilized for the process in this study. In the
development of the Modified DACUM Model Process, the power engineering
occupational area was identified and defined by official documentation including
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census, career development, and other descriptions. This documentation was
taken from previous (less comprehensive) studies on the occupation of power
engineer, job descriptions provided by business and industry, and the following
studies: (a) the last published list of the USDL Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOT), adjusted to census descriptors and O*Net descriptors, (b) the USDL
National Apprenticeship Standard for the Trade of Stationary Engineer, (c) the
Federal Office of Management and Budget (SOC); (d) the NSF (National Science
Foundation) research completed at HFCC which identified a “new” occupational
area--that of the multi-skilled facilities technician or “Super-Tech” (Martini &
Morris, 1999), (e) the NIULPE Green Book, developed to discover the common
elements within the occupation of power engineer, upon its initiation in 1972,
through a study of power engineers (NIULPE, 1972), and (f) the Canadian
Department of Manpower and Immigration commissioned study, Interprovincial
Analysis Series, Power Engineer (1976).
The modified DACUM process model.
The Modified DACUM Process Model procedure included the following
steps:
1. Identification of the description of the occupation of power engineer and its
comprehensive nature.
2. Identification of the broad categories, or duties for the occupation.
3. Specification, review and refinement of task statements under each duty.
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4. Specification, review and refinement of knowledge, skills, aptitudes, abilities,
and other elements.
5. Specification and refinement of the elements of tools and equipment, applied
mental skills and knowledge, work environment, physical activities including
physical strength and other physical demands, personal traits, human relations
skills, and specific communication skills.
6. Sequencing the skill statements through compilation and consolidation on a
DACUM chart.
Initially, a review was conducted of all materials to identify the definition
and scope of the occupation of power engineer. A one-sentence definition was
identified and provided as a start for the DACUM chart. In the Core Knowledge
and Skills Subject-Competency Area, 19 duties or general areas of competence
were identified and recorded. Each duty involves a number of tasks which
contribute to the performance on the job.
The tasks for each duty were identified and recorded. Norton (1985)
claims, “each duty area should consist of at least six specific task statements”
(Norton, 1985, p. 57). As generally identified below, criteria for each of Norton’s
(1985) six task statements were met: (a) reflect a meaningful unit of work; (b)
contain an action verb and an object that receives the action; (c) may contain one
or more relevant qualifiers, but may omit qualifiers effectively and efficiently; (d)
are explicit, concise, and stand alone; (e) avoid references to attitudes needed; and
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(f) avoid references to tools or equipment which merely support task performance
(Norton, 1985).
A secondary review was conducted of all materials to identify the
elements of the Advanced Knowledge and Skill Major Subject Concentrations. In
this area, 18 duties were identified and recorded representing general areas of
competence for the required tasks. Norton’s (1985) six task statements were again
utilized as criteria for each task, as delineated previously (Norton, 1985).
A tertiary review was conducted of all materials to identify (a) the
elements of the knowledge, skills, abilities and other elements; (b) the elements of
the tools and equipment; (c) applied mental skills and knowledge; (d) work
environment; (e) physical activities, including physical strength and other
physical demands; (f) personal traits; (g) human relations skills; and (h) specific
communication skills. These elements were identified from data obtained from
the analysis of all power engineer related occupations. All elements found in this
data were included in the appropriate category.
The DACUM chart.
The DACUM chart was assembled and completed through the WIDS
(Wisconsin Instructional Design System) Learning System Design software,
Version , 7, (Mashburn & Neill, 2002). This was accomplished using The
DACUM Occupational Analysis Module in the WIDS software,
The WIDS DACUM Occupational Analysis Module yields a skill profile
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chart that lays out duties (areas of responsibility) and tasks that high
performers in a target occupation or role accomplish on a regular basis. It
provides the foundation for the development of programs, courses,
workshops, evaluation instruments, and other performance improvement
interventions, by using information gathered from high performers within
an occupation or role (Mashburn & Neill, 2002, p. 12).
The Power Engineer WIDS DACUM Chart may be reviewed in its entirety. (See
Appendix B)
Modified model DACUM verification process.
The original DACUM Verification Process was conducted to validate the
data identified in the initial analyses of the various occupations. The group of
SMEs was accessed through a survey questionnaire which was utilized to collect
data. This validation step significantly ensured that the original collected and
analyzed data were appropriate, valid, and reliable. Through utilization of the
survey instrument, the validation step simply requested respondents to rate each
task according to the (a) frequency of performance, (b) learning difficulty, (c)
importance to the job, and (d) level of competence required on the job. After data
collection and analysis, the DACUM Chart was refined and adjusted, using results
from the analyzed data.
The WIDS DACUM Process System.
The WIDS DACUM (Occupational Analysis) Module includes a module
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for creating a survey instrument and completing an occupational verification
survey. From the data on the DACUM Chart, the WIDS software offers a quick
method for building a DACUM verification survey instrument. This module
includes (a) directions to respondents for completing the survey; (b) indications of
frequency, difficulty, and criticality rating scales; and (c) the duty/task response
list. To complete this process the survey is administered to selected SMEs and the
data is then imputed and analyzed. Although the WIDs DACUM Chart was
created with the WIDs system software, however, the WIDS DACUM
Occupational Analysis Module Validation Survey was not used, as it did not
provide the depth or the capability to complete the collection of a more extensive
or comprehensive set of data.
Instrumentation for Verification
The success of this study was significantly dependent on development of
an appropriate survey verification instrument. In this study, the Regular DACUM
Verification Process model was used for the analysis of the considerable
occupational data, from multiple occupational areas (representing the multiskilled focus of the power engineer occupation), and served as the major source
for SMEs validation activities.
As identified by Norton (1985), there are inherent risks in adopting
DACUM results without further study and data input. To ensure valid application
of DACUM data, he indicates:
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Greater confidence that tasks identified are, in fact, the important ones may
be gained by having other experts review it for completeness and accuracy.
This is especially important if the results are to be used for state or national
curriculum development or instructional purposes (Norton, 1985, p. 65).
In the traditional job analysis model, the SMEs in groups generate this
type of data. The method for putting together primary data in this study, however,
may be considered more reliable given the extensive analysis of previous surveys
specific to the occupation of power engineer, and the comprehensive reviews of
related occupations. From its inception, the Modified DACUM Process Model
offered the provision of consideration and selection of every possible knowledge
and skill area, which could then be reviewed and validated by the SMEs in the
verification instrument. This is the primary reason that the study’s completion
may be generalized to a national population.
As is noted in the literature review, power engineer job components, skills,
knowledge, and major/minor subject areas were identified by accessing numerous
databases and multiple occupations. These studies together provided data which
represents the whole of the multi-skill nature of the occupation of power engineer.
The complied data was utilized to create the verification survey instrument
questionnaire for the study.
Asher (1984) indicates that a questionnaire may be valuable as a data
source if it is used correctly. This is particularly true when questions are
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organized such that they make sense to the respondents, and further enhanced
when the sentence structure and the vocabulary are stated as simply as possible
(Asher, 1984).
The questionnaire for the DACUM Verification Process was developed in
a format similar to that advocated by Dillman (1994). It consisted of closed ended
questions (task statements) with a multiple response format. A cover letter was
sent with the questionnaire explaining the orientation and importance of
participating in the study. Instructions were included on each questionnaire page
for completing the responses to the page. The cover page of the questionnaire
included mailing or return instructions for the questionnaire. A self-addressed,
self-stamped envelope was provided to respondents for mailing the questionnaire
after completing it. A copy of the survey questionnaire is shown in Appendix C.
Survey instrument parts.
The survey instrumentation was developed into six parts:
1. The cover or first page included a brief description of the purpose of the study
and instructions for completing the survey and returning the results.
2. The second page (page A) included the Survey Respondent Demographic Data
instrument to identify the job title, background, personal employment
characteristics of respondents, and the status of their training.
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3. The third page (page B) included the Major Competency Areas Rated by
Percentage to identify the approximate activity percentages spent by respondents
on the job in various major subject areas. See Appendix E-1.
4. Pages one through three included the Core Knowledge and Skills Subject
Competency Areas to identify basic occupational preparation knowledge and
skills, identifying major duty areas and tasks specific to those duties. See
Appendix E-2.
5. Pages four through nine included the Advanced Knowledge and Skills Subject
Competency Areas to identify those major components necessary to success in the
occupation, identifying major duty areas and tasks specific to those duties. See
Appendix E-3.
6) Pages 10 through 12 included the rating instrumentation sections for (a) Tools
and Equipment; (b) Tools, Instruments and Equipment; (c) Personal and
Protective Equipment; (d) Applied Basic Technical Skills; (e) Work Environment,
Job Physical Conditions and Activities; (f) Personal Traits; (g) Human Relations
Skills; and (h) Mental Skills and Communication Skills, to identify the extent of
workplace requirements for these elements of the occupation. See Appendix E-4.
Responses available for SME demographics (Page A)
On this page respondents were asked to identify the following:
1. Current job title
2. Location of their current plant
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3. Type of plant and identification of all types of plants in which they had worked
4. Current number of employees at their facility
5. Average age of employees at their facility
6. Average education of the employees at their facility
7. If the majority of the employees in this occupation are members of a union
8. If the company has an apprenticeship program for this occupation
9. Length of the training period for entry level positions at the company
10. Optional name, address, Fax number and e-mail address
11. Indication of all present and previous positions in the energy field
12. Identification of all present and previous positions corresponding to a job title
list
13. Identification of the plant-oriented occupational area in which the respondent
had spent most of their time.
Ratings for the major competency areas rated by percentage, (page B).
Each respondent was asked to break down his/her job by percentage, to
show the approximate percentage of the time that was spent in each of the
indicated areas, with all combined areas totaling 100%. Ratings in percent were
required for: (a) basic math and science; (b) technical communication; (c) safety
and administration; (d) building and plant electrical maintenance; (e) building and
plant mechanical maintenance; (f) HVAC operation and maintenance; (g) steam
generator operation and maintenance; (h) plant utility operations and
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maintenance; (i) water treatment; (j) turbine and engine operation and
maintenance; and (k) controls and control system operation.
Ratings validating instrument task data.
SMEs were asked to complete the survey, validating the tasks and job
elements or duties. SMEs were asked to complete items on the survey rating each
task and duty on a scale of one to three. A rating of "three" indicated an
"essential" task; a rating of "two" indicated an important task; and a rating of
"one" indicated a task as rarely used on the job. SMEs were instructed to indicate
a rating for each task, using the three-point interval scale: 3= absolutely essential
to be successful on the job, 2=necessary and frequently used on the job, and
1=rarely used on the job.
Copies of the Survey Questionnaire Instrument may be reviewed in Appendix B.
Task rating instructions -- required skill and knowledge.
In these columns respondents were asked to rate whether the task required
knowledge alone, or required both skill and knowledge as follows:
1 = A little
2 = Between a little and a lot
3= A lot
Task rating instructions for importance.
In these columns respondents were asked to rate the importance of the task
and whether it is critical to the job, as follows:
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1 = A little
2 = Between a little and a lot
3= A lot
Task rating instructions for frequency.
In these columns respondents were asked to rate the frequency of the task,
as to how often it is done on the job, as follows:
1 = A little
2 = Between a little and a lot
3= A lot
Task rating instructions for competency.
In these columns respondents were asked to rate the competency required
when accomplishing the task, and whether or not precision is required, as follows:
1 = A little
2 = Between a little and a lot
3= A lot
Task rating instructions for learning difficulty.
In these columns respondents were asked to rate the learning difficulty
experienced when learning the task, and whether or not it was difficult to learn, as
follows:
1 = A little
2 = Between a little and a lot
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3= A lot
Task rating instructions for tools and equipment, applied technical skills,
environment-physical conditions, personal traits, mental skills, human relations
and communication skills.
In these columns respondents were asked to rate the (a) tools and
equipment; (b) tools, instruments and equipment, personal and protective
equipment; (c) applied basic technical skills; (d) work environment; (e) physical
conditions and activities; (f) personal traits; (g) human relations skills; (h) mental
skills; and (i) communication skills, with responses weighted as follows:
1 = Useful, rarely used on the job
2 = Necessary, frequently required on the job
3 = Absolutely essential, constantly required on the job
Instrument pilot test.
To establish instrument reliability, a pilot test of the verification survey
instrument was conducted. Three students, who were also employed in the power
field from the Power Engineering Program at HFCC were utilized as a pilot
group, to critique the questionnaire on (a) clarity, (b) brevity of statements, (c)
presentation of instructions, (d) length of the document, (e) scaling, and (f)
format. Based upon the pilot study, (a) the survey instrument was refined, (b)
spelling and structural errors were corrected, (c) the arrangement of the duty and
task data was re-sequenced for flow, (d) instructions were modified to a simpler
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format, and (e) parts of the instrument were consolidated from multiple pages of
up to 24 down to the final format of 15 pages. The final survey instrument was
reduced to the legal page format and printed for distribution.
Population
Power Engineering Occupation Population in the United States
The occupation of power engineer is a multi-disciplined profession found
in every community. Power engineers operate heat-producing equipment, such as
boilers and their related equipment, as well as associated piping systems and
apparatus to produce heating, cooling, and power for industry, residential and
commercial applications. Power engineers, although small in number in each
community, make an indispensable and essential daily contribution to the
business and industrial base, by providing necessary heat and power service in an
appropriate and timely manner.
Relative to the term power engineer, it is defined as: one skilled in the
management of energy conversion, who operates and maintains equipment
essential to power generation, heating, ventilation, humidity control, refrigeration,
and air conditioning, in industrial plants, institutions, and other building
complexes. The power engineer occupation, of necessity and in actuality, includes
components from the occupations of: a) building engineers, b) janitors,
c) building managers, d) facility engineers, e) building and plant maintenance
engineers, f) technicians and managers, g) stationary engineers, h) firemen, i)
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boiler operators, j) HVAC contracted services personnel (who as facility
technicians and engineers are responsible for operating and maintaining buildings
and plants), and k) process and power plant operators, among others. As a group,
power engineers number more than three times as many jobs nationally as the
number of theoretical four-year degreed mechanical and electrical engineers
added together. It is estimated that upwards of 1.8 million persons belong to the
power engineering group when all the operation and maintenance occupations
(which include many of the duty and task elements found in the power
engineering occupation) are considered.
For purposes of this study, to adequately assess the duties and tasks of this
extensive occupational area, it was necessary to carefully consider the common
elements or threads of duties and tasks confronting or found in every related job
description of the occupation of power engineer. This was accomplished by
looking at the equipment and systems, the plants and buildings, work environment
and working conditions, and the common denominator activities related to
operation, maintenance and associated elements. A study can successfully
duplicate a job analysis, which may be generalized to the total population of
power engineers in the United States, by carefully selecting a cross-section of
successful SMEs, with backgrounds representing the major equipment, systems,
buildings, plants, work environment and working conditions, and their associated
operation and maintenance activities.
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Selection of the Sample
Subject Matter Experts – SMEs
A comprehensive occupational analysis accurately establishes baseline
data or a comprehensive inventory of job elements for a particular occupation or
occupational cluster. By utilizing the input of a panel of SMEs, the
comprehensive occupational analysis of job elements more thoroughly establishes
the major structure or traits representing worker superiority, or superior
performance in the occupation. These data are then used for valuation of
occupational performance. The occupational analysis process utilizing appropriate
SMEs relies upon the following criteria as noted by Panitz and Olivo (1971) and
Chrenka (1992), and as utilized in the METPRO-NSF Multi-skilled Program
Turbo-DACUM process by Manley (1999) and by others, including Norton
(1985) and Zanella (1999), through traditional DACUM development and
implementation activities:
1. Expert workers are the best source for effective and valid job and task analysis,
and for the development of occupational certification systems.
2. Any occupation may be described effectively in terms of tasks or job elements.
3. All tasks or job elements imply knowledge, skills, abilities, and
attitudes/values.
4. Assessment or evaluation of basic occupational skills and knowledge may be
accomplished with a test instrument developed and tested with a panel of SMEs.
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The SMEs in this study represent a cross-section of individuals employed
in the industries that have been identified through the extensive occupational data
collection process. Further, the SMEs involved represent a cross-section of
individuals with the knowledge, skills, experience, and comprehension of the
various elements of the power engineering occupation as related to the tools,
materials, equipment and associated systems to the full extent of the varied
workplace situations.
Demographics of SMEs
The input of a panel of SMEs utilized in this study were those representing
the major areas for the occupation of power engineer: (a) facility engineers, (b)
building and plant maintenance engineers, (c) stationary engineers, (d) boiler
operators, (e) HVAC contracted services personnel (who as facility technicians
and engineers are responsible for operating and maintaining buildings and plants),
and (f) process and power plant operators.
Selection of the Sample
The sample group of SMEs was selected on the basis of the analysis of the
occupation of power engineer, relative to the common denominator elements of
the (a) equipment and systems; (b) plants and buildings; (c) work environment
and working conditions; and (d) common denominator activities related to
operation, maintenance and associated elements. It was determined that any
sample group of successful power engineers which was heterogeneous, to the
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point of including representative power engineers from each area relative to the
elements noted above, would produce a homogeneous, valid, and reliable job
analysis. The initial group of power engineer experts, invited to respond to the
survey, included the SMEs who were able to meet the above candidacy
requirements. A representative sample was identified by analyzing the
backgrounds of the SMEs in relation to each respondent’s exposure to the field.
This resulted in a job analysis which could then be generalized to a national
universe of power engineers throughout the U.S. (See Appendix C and Appendix
D).
Data Collection
Data Collected with the Verification Survey Questionnaire
The questionnaire consisted of closed ended questions (task statements)
with a multiple response format. A cover letter, explaining the orientation and
importance of participating in the study, was sent with the questionnaire.
Instructions were included on each questionnaire page for completing the
responses to the page. The cover page of the questionnaire included return
mailing instructions for the questionnaire. A self-addressed, stamped envelope
was provided to respondents for mail return upon questionnaire completion. (See
Appendix C).
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Initial data collection.
Primary data collection was initiated by mailing and hand-delivering the
developed questionnaire (instrumentation) to 50 power engineers. The selected
power engineers were representative of the various occupational situations
relative to the occupation of power engineer, and from a variety of geographical
settings. In an effort to obtain a representative sample, questionnaires were sent to
a cross-section of power engineer sources in (a) business and industry operation
and maintenance, (b) education, (c) manufacturing, and (d) licensing agencies.
Resultant data retrieval.
There were no questionnaires returned from educators or license agencies.
Two returns were received from boiler manufacturers with an indication that there
were no appropriate SMEs at these businesses to complete the questionnaires. The
remaining returns were received from individual power engineers from various
commercial businesses or industrial facilities. After a one-month period, an effort
was made to mail duplicate questionnaires to power engineers who had not
previously responded, but no additional questionnaires were returned from this
effort.
Analysis of useable and non-useable returns.
The initial return of the survey questionnaire resulted in 44% (22) SME
responses. However, judgments of valid survey instrument inputs resulted in
utilizing only 28% (14) of the documents received. Of the final 14 survey
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instruments, a secondary analysis eliminated one additional instrument. The
rejected questionnaire was incomplete and/or did not provide sufficient
appropriate data to be included in the analysis phase. The final return of 13 survey
instruments provided a 26% return.
Useable questionnaires were coded, for purposes of identifying
respondents during the analysis, and for keying the results to respondent
backgrounds. As was determined by analysis of the demographics of the
respondents of the questionnaire (See Appendix D), a representative sample for
the entire occupation of power engineer was obtained in that SMEs included
respondents from of each the major occupational areas.
Summary
In this chapter, the design of the study is identified with the methods and
procedures that were followed. The DACUM process and its application to the
study is identified. The modified DACUM process model, the DACUM
verification process and DACUM chart are discussed, as to their utilization and
application to the study. The survey instrument development, data collection
process, data analysis process, and rating methods are identified.
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Chapter 4
Findings And Conclusions
In the preceding chapter, the study instrumentation, the data collection
process, the data cataloging, and the data treatment methods were identified. The
methods for treatment of the generated data were identified, which included the
rating procedures and indications as to how they were applied to validate and
confirm the answers to the research questions.
In this chapter, an initial overview of the study provides direction as to the
study orientation at this point. The data discussed in chapter 3 are summarized
relative to the research questions including expansion on (a) its importance, (b)
competency level, (c) frequency on the job, (d) learning difficulty and (e)
relationship to the conditions in the workplace.
Study Overview
This study provides a definition for the broad scope of the occupation of
power engineer as it relates to the current, rapidly changing high technology
global energy marketplace. The major duties and task elements of the occupation
of power engineer were recognized and analyzed; extensive background data
provided a clear and relevant job analysis. The results of the study can be applied
by existing and prospective power engineers to enter, survive and even excel in
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the constantly changing high performance, high technology energy workplace of
today. The study was guided by the following research questions:
1. What major duties are considered to be essential to the success of power
engineers in the field?
2. What tasks are considered to be performed by power engineers in the field?
3. What is the degree-level of importance of each task?
4. What is the frequency of performance of each task?
5. What is the level of performance required of each task?
6. What is the degree of difficulty in learning each task?
7. What is the level of knowledge and what are levels of the skills, abilities and
other elements which are characteristic of power engineers in the field?
8. What tools and equipment are considered essential as part of the duties and
tasks required regularly by power engineers on the job?
9. What is the essential work environment and what are the related physical
conditions under which the power engineer regularly works on the job?
10. Which physical activities, including physical strength and other physical
demands, are essential and required regularly by successful power engineers on
the job?
11. Which personal traits are essential and required by successful power engineers
on the job?
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12. Which human relations skills are essential and constantly required by
successful power engineers on the job?
13. What applied mental skills and knowledge are considered essential and
frequently required by successful power engineers on the job?
14. Which specific communication skills are essential and regularly required by
successful power engineers on the job?
The methods and procedures for this study consisted of several major
phases:
(a) Research on the DACUM process was implemented, leading to the
development of a Modified DACUM Process Model, to be used for documenting
major duties and tasks identified for the occupation of power engineer; (b) The
developed Modified DACUM Process Model was utilized to identify common
denominator duty and task data from multiple power engineer-related
occupational areas; (c) A DACUM chart of duties and tasks (with the WIDS
program) was created for the broad scope of the occupation of power engineer;
(d) A Verification Survey Instrument, using a DACUM format and The Modified
DACUM Process Model was developed; (e) Data was collected with the Survey
Questionnaire Instrument, by accessing a representative sample of power engineer
SMEs; (f) The collected data was analyzed; (g) Identification and compilation of
the final competency lists, demographics data, and data identifying the essential
characteristics of the occupation of power engineer was completed; and (h) The
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summary, conclusions and recommendations relative to the use of the data were
completed.
Summary of the Findings
Demographics of SMEs
The panel of SMEs utilized in this research represented the major areas for
the occupation of power engineer: (a) facility engineers, (b) building and plant
maintenance engineers, (c) stationary engineers, (d) boiler operators, (e) HVAC
contracted services personnel responsible for operating and maintaining buildings
and plants, and (f) process and power plant operators provided input for this
study. (See Tables I and II).
Table I identifies the Major Competency Areas by Percent (%) and
Positions held. The SMEs, due to their exposure in the field as heating plant
engineers, building engineers, power plant engineers and/or process plant
engineers, verified the competencies in each of the duty and task areas. Table II
identifies multiple job titles held by SMEs along with a comparison to similar job
titles identified by SMEs in a previous national study of the occupation of power
engineer. In Appendix C and Table II, the numbers indicate how many
respondents listed a job title held in their career as a power engineer for the
present study.
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Table I
Major Competency Areas
Rated By (%) and
Position

From Appendix D.
Major Competency Areas
Rated By (%) & Position

Heating
Plant
Engineer

Building
Engineer

Power
Plant
Engineer

Process
Plant
Engr

Totals
(Avg)

Average
(%)

5
40
5

30
30
25

18
43
48

55
85
40

21.6
39.6
23.6

9.71
17.8
10.6

0

45

6

6

11.4

5.1

0

35

15

21

14.2

6.4

0

75.5

5

30

22.1

9.9

20

12.5

50

27

21.9

9.8

Plant Utility Operations & Maintenance

5

5

10

40

12

5.4

Water Treatment
Turbine, Engine Operation &
Maintenance

5

15

12

25

11.4

5.1

0

5

28

25

11.6

5.2

20

35

65

45

33

14.8

Basic Math And Science
Technical Communication
Safety And Administration
Building & Plant Electrical
Maintenance
Building & Plant Mechanical
Maintenance
Hvac Operation And Maintenance
Steam Generator Operation And
Maintenance

Controls, Control System Operation

1. Major competency areas identified and rated by SMEs. From Survey Instrument Page B.
2. Shaded column represents analyzed percentages of SME inputs for time spent in each
competency area on the job.
3. Inputs were from SMEs holding positions indicated at the top of each column of raw data.
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Representation of the SME Sample
The sample group of SMEs was determined to be representative of the
occupation of power engineer relative to the following common denominator
elements:
(a) equipment and systems; (b) plants and buildings; (c) work environment and
working conditions; and (d) activities related to operation, maintenance and
associated elements. It was noted from research activities that any sample group
of successful power engineers which was heterogeneous, to the point of including
representative power engineers from each area relative to the elements identified
above, would produce a homogeneous, valid and reliable job analysis when
employed as SMEs. The group of power engineer experts invited to respond to the
survey included the SMEs who were able to meet the above candidacy
requirements. It was determined that this group was a proportionately
representative sample when identified by analysis of the backgrounds of the SME
respondents. These data may be used to ensure the study result of a job analysis
which could then be generalized to the national universe of power engineers
throughout the U.S. (See Appendix C and Appendix D).
Demographics Of Respondents Showing A Representative Group Of SMEs
One of the primary goals of the study was to utilize an acceptable
randomized and valid sample of SMEs. With such a sample representing an
independent and objective base of the universe of experienced power engineers in
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the U.S. it is expected that the results of the study (as noted above) may be
generalized to the broader universe of experts employed as power engineers in
this country. Although a generalization for the occupation of power engineer may
be possible from this study, it is recommended, that any use of the data be
accompanied by a locally administered DACUM Process Verification Survey
using the example provided in Appendix F-3. This would ensure an appropriate
and specific application of the study results. Demographics of the respondent
SMEs were collected on survey instrument pages A and B, with 11 required
responses on page A showing the percentage ratings of their major competency
areas and with 98 required responses on page B showing the background of the
SMEs.
The SMEs utilized in the study had a broad range of exposure to the power
engineering field and as such constituted an acceptable sample relative to the
diverse types, sizes, and characteristics of plants in which they spent the bulk of
their time. Due to their backgrounds and experiences the SMEs included heating
plant, power plant and process plant power engineers and building engineers. An
acceptable spread of SME respondent experiences was indicated by the fact that
each of the major subject areas (related to power engineering) was represented by
SME backgrounds. Further indication of the respondents' exposure to the power
engineering field was identified by responses to the second page of the
verification survey, where the respondents were asked to rate by percentage the
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major competency areas in which they spent the bulk of their time. Evidence that
SMEs participating in the study were a representative sample is as follows:
(a) SMEs represented an acceptable range of experience exposure when averaged
across different plants. Respondents had been employed as heating plant
engineers, building engineers, power plant engineers and process plant engineers
which representing the major building and plant facilities for the occupation of
power engineer. See Appendix D, Major Competency Areas Rated By (%) &
Position; see Table I for data from Survey Instrument Page B.
(b) SMEs represented an acceptable range of exposure to the subject matter for
the occupation of power engineer. Varied exposure and experience were indicated
by the significant subject-matter-exposure-spread throughout all areas covered by
the study, as evidenced by the fact that the identified tasks were knowledgeably
rated by each SME, which were recorded in Appendices G and H.
(c) SMEs represented an acceptable range of exposure due to the power engineer
positions held in the field. There was significant exposure within the power
engineering field relative to the titles of positions held. Over 90% of the SMEs
indicated that they had previous employment experience in two or more power
engineer positions during their careers. (See Appendix C, Survey Respondent Job
Titles Provided - Past-Present, from Page A, Survey Instrument).
(d) SMEs represented an acceptable range of job titles common to the power
engineering field. Most commonly indicated job titles correspond favorably to
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those identified in the Power Engineer Profile Study conducted nationally by
Martini, (1977) for the National Engineer and National Association of Power
Engineers. (See Table II).
(e) SMEs represented an acceptable range of experience and subject matter
exposure based upon the facilities where they were employed. The spread of
exposure to major subject matter duty areas common to each type of plant was
adequately covered. The totality of the experiences of the SMEs with controls,
control system operation, steam generator operation and maintenance, plant utility
operation and maintenance, safety and administration, technical communication,
and water treatment represented the elements most common to all plants.
Additionally, the totality of the experiences of the SMEs with HVAC operation
and maintenance, building and plant electrical maintenance, building and plant
mechanical maintenance, and turbine-engine operation and maintenance
represented elements common to three out of the four types of plants in which the
SMEs were employed. (See Appendix D, Major Competency Areas Rated by (%)
and Position. From Survey Instrument Page B).
Research Question No. 1 Major Duty Areas
The first research question dealt with the Major Duties that are considered
by SMEs from the field to most likely to be found by power engineers on the job.
The major duty areas in the study (as agreed upon by the SMEs) were identified .
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Table II
Comparison of Respondent Job Titles For Present Study and Those
of Power Engineer Profile Study by (Martini, 1977)

From: Appendix C
Survey Respondent Most Commonly Held Job Titles
Provided - Past-Present.
From Page A, Survey Instrument

Boiler Water Chemist

2

Auxiliary Fireman

2

Air Conditioning Operator

2

(Above-Data continued from column one.)

Boiler Operator

5

Boiler Mechanic

5

Operating Engineer - Steam, boiler, fireman, bldg.

5

Control Room Operator

5

Turbine Operator

5

Supervisor

5

Steam Power Plant Operator

4

From: Power Engineer Profile Study By (Martini, 1977)

Most Frequently stated to Less Frequently stated Titles from
Power Engineer Profile Study, (Martini, 1977)
** Designates respondent indicated titles which correspond to
the most commonly held job titles for the present study.
*Designated respondent indicated titles which correspond to
the next most commonly held job titles for the present study.

Stationary Engineer

4

Power Plant Operator

4

Compressor Operator

4

Water Softener Operator

3

**Stationary Engineer

Turbogenerator Operator

3

**Operating Engineer

Turbine and Engine Operator

3

**Boiler Operator

Power Plant Engineer

3

**Fireman

HP Boiler Operator

3

**Stationary Engineer, Refrigeration

General Maintenance Mechanic

3

**Power Plant Engineer

Fan Operator

3

Boiler House Operator

3

Ash Handler

3

Air Conditioning Mechanic

3

Pump Operator

2

Precipitator Operator

2

Oiler

Mechanical Engineer

2

*Pump Operator

Maintenance Engineer

2

*Air Conditioning Operator

LP Boiler Operator

2

*Building Engineer and Operator

Instrument Technician

2

*Water Softener Operator

Incinerator Operator

2

Helper

2

Electrical Maintenance Mechanic

2

Building Operator

2

Building Engineer

2

**Power Engineer
**Compressor Operator
**Turbine Operator
*Diesel Engine Operator

*Ash Handler
Coal Handler
Pulverizer Operator
*Precipitator Operator
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by each respondent, breaking down the job by percentage of time spent in each of
the major duty areas on page B of the Survey Questionnaire Instrument.
Summary of the findings for research question No 1.
A list of the average amount of time expended for job duties and tasks by
the power engineer was compiled from the data. Percent ratings included: (a)
basic math and science, 12.04%; (b) technical communication, 14.8%; (c) safety
and administration, 10.65%; (d) building and plant electrical maintenance, 4.9%;
(e) building and plant mechanical maintenance, 6.46%; (g) HVAC operation and
maintenance, 10.38%; (g) steam generator operation and maintenance, 9.94%; (h)
plant utility operations and maintenance, 5.68%; (i) water treatment, 5.85%; (j)
turbine, engine operation and maintenance, 5.04%; and (k) controls, control
system operation, 13.82%.
The highest ratings where power engineers spent most of their time on the
job were indicated as (a) technical communication at 14.8%, (b) controls, and
control system operation at 13.82%, (c) basic math and science at 12.04%, (d)
safety and administration at 10.65%, (e) HVAC operation and maintenance at
10.38%, and (f) steam generator operation and maintenance at 9.94%. See Table
I. These values may also be viewed in Appendix F.
As was noted in the design of the study, the major duty areas were
expanded to allow for more detailed data collection in critical occupational areas.
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A listing of the expanded duty areas may be viewed in Tables III, Table IV and
Appendix C.
Research Question No. 1 Conclusion
Data collected from the survey questionnaire instrument confirmed the
importance, validity, and reliability of the selected 19 major duties in the core
knowledge and skill duty areas. Data collected from the survey questionnaire
instrument confirmed the importance, validity, and reliability of the selected 18
major duties in the advanced knowledge and skill duty areas. This data presents
compelling evidence that the major duties identified for the study are valid in that
respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected duties,
nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional duties
were omitted. It can be concluded that the major duties as identified and verified
by the study represent all the necessary duty areas required in the occupation of
power engineer.
Research Question No. 2 Major Duty Areas with Associated Tasks
The second research question addressed the tasks associated with the
major duty areas. As noted in Table V, for the 19 core knowledge and skill duty
areas, 480 tasks were identified. As noted in Table V, for the 18 major advanced
knowledge and skill concentration duty areas, 1,040 tasks were identified. These
tasks were included in the survey questionnaire instrument as
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Table III
Expanded Listing of Core
Major Duty Areas
1-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical
materials/data including
2-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Communicates thoughts, ideas, information,
data in WRITING
3-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Communicates, ideas, by SKETCHING,
DIAGRAMING
4-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Communicates VERBALLY with plant
5-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-APPLIES THINKING SKILLS to Decision
Making
6-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-COMMUNICATES VISUALLY with others
7-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-COMMUNICATES appropriate workplace
personal qualities
8) APPLIES ARITHMETIC to workplace activities:
9- APPLIES BASIC GEOMETRY to specific workplace activities
10-APPLIES BASIC ALGEBRA to workplace activities:
11-APPLIES BASIC TRIGONOMETRY to workplace activities:
12-APPLIES BASIC CALCULUS to workplace activities:
13-APPLIES STATISTICAL METHODS to workplace activities:
14-APPLIES MECHANICS knowledge/skills on the job
15)APPLIES FLUID MECHANICS knowledge/skills on the job
16-APPLIES THERMODYNAMICS knowledge & skills on the job
17-APPLIES CHEMISTRY knowledge/skills on the job
18-APPLIES ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS knowledge/skills on the job
19-APPLIES CONTROL/INSTRUMENTATION & COMPUTER skills/knowledge on
the job
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Table IV
Expanded Listing of Advanced
Major Duty Areas

20)APPLIES PRESSURE "VESSEL/BOILER CODES on the job
21)APPLIES INDUSTRIAL CODES/REGULATIONS on the job
22)APPLIES ADMINISTRATION-ORGANIZATION SKILLS in the
workplace
23)APPLIES MANAGEMENT SKILLS in the workplace
24)BOILER OPERATION -STEAM GENERATION -HOT WATER
PRODUCTION: Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more of the following
25)PERFORMS BOILER CHECKS -COMMISSIONING,
PRESTART, ANNUAL INSPECTION
26)PERFORMS BOILER STARTUP, SHUTDOWN, NORMAL
OPERATION. EMERGENCY OPERATION
28)PERFORMS BOILER MAINTENANCE
29)OPERATES-MAINTAINS BOILER AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
AND SYSTEMS
30)OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS (Operates, maintains one or more of the following
systems)
31) PRIME MOVERS -STEAM OR GAS-TURBINE GENERATORS
AND GAS ENGINE-DIESEL ENGINE UNITS - Inspects, tests,
checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains one or more of the
following prime movers connected to generators their auxiliaries
and accessories
32) PERFORMS PRIME MOVER OPERATION MAINTENANCE
33)PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
34) OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING &PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS
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35)OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS AND COOLING UNITS
OR SYSTEMS
36)(PAGE 9a) COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates & maintains one or
more of the following refrigerating systems, along with associated
auxiliaries & accessories
37)BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks,
tests, starts/stops, Operates & maintains one or more of the
following building-plant along with associated auxiliaries &
accessories
38) (PAGE 9b) BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops,
Operates & maintains one or more of the following building-plant
electrical-electronic-control systems along with associated
auxiliaries & accessories

Table IV Continued From Preceding Page.
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they were determined to be valid and reliable, due to their consistent appearance
in all the previous studies, job descriptions and career information developed in
previous research on the occupation of power engineer.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 2.
Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument
confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 339 (71%) of the 480 tasks
in the core knowledge and skill duty areas, with ratings at or above a 1.8 rating
level, representing a 60% agreement among SMEs on these individual tasks. Data
collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument also confirmed the
importance, validity and reliability of 776 (or 75%) of the 1,040 tasks from the
advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty areas, with ratings at or above
the 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among the SMEs on these
individual tasks. None of the tasks was challenged by respondents, nor were any
additional tasks indicated as missing in the spaces provided on the questionnaire.
All duty and task listings may be viewed on the Survey Questionnaire
Instrument in Appendix C, the DACUM Chart in Appendix F-2, the
comprehensive Core Knowledge and Skill Analyzed Data listing in Appendix G,
or in the Advanced Knowledge and Skill Analyzed Data listing in Appendix H.
The basic core knowledge and skill tasks represent elements which are the most
critical part of a power engineer's job. The highest rated items (mostly at 2.0 or
above) were identified as necessary for success by power engineers on the job and
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included skill and knowledge in the following basic areas: (a) communicating by
reading and interpreting industry data; (b) communicating in writing, verbally,
and visually; (c) applying thinking and decision making skills; (d) utilizing
knowledge and job skills relevant to fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, basic
chemistry, and controls and instrumentation knowledge and skills on the job. See
Appendix G for the comprehensive breakdown of the core knowledge and skill
data.
The advanced knowledge and skill tasks represent elements which are the
most critical part of a power engineer's job. The highest rated items (mostly at 2.0
or above) were identified as necessary for success by power engineers on the job
and included skill and knowledge in the following areas: (a) application of
industrial codes and regulations; (b) boiler operation-steam generation and hot
water production; (c) commissioning, prestart, and inspection of boilers; (d)
normal and emergency boiler operation including startups and shutdowns; (e)
boiler maintenance, operation and maintenance of boiler auxiliary equipment and
systems; (f) operation and maintenance of water treatment equipment and
systems; (g) operation and maintenance of prime movers-steam or gas turbine
generators and gas engine-diesel engine units; (h) operation and maintenance of
compressors; (i) operation and maintenance of building-plant mechanical
systems; and (j) operation and maintenance of building-plant electric, electronic
and controls systems. See Appendix H for the comprehensive breakdown of the .
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Table V
Task Agreement Levels – Above
and Below ( 60%) By SMEs

60% Agreement Level by
SMEs or at or Above the
1.8 Rating Level

Less Than the 60%
Agreement Level by SMEs
or Below the 1.8 Rating
Level

Knowledge
and Skill
Tasks

Core Knowledge and Skill Tasks

339
(71% Agreement)

141

480

Advanced Knowledge and Skill
Areas

776
(75% Agreement)

264

1040

Task Agreement Levels - Above &
Below ( 60%) by SMEs

TOTAL
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advanced knowledge and skill data.
Conclusion for research question No. 2.
The data presents compelling evidence that the basic core knowledge and
skill tasks and advanced knowledge and skill tasks identified for the study are
valid in that respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the
selected tasks, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any
additional duties were omitted. It can be concluded that the major tasks as
identified and verified by the study represent all the necessary task areas required
in the occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 3 Importance of Advanced Knowledge and Skills
The third research question addressed the importance or criticality to the
job for each task from the 18 major advanced knowledge and skill concentration
duty areas. The average of the ratings by the SMEs for each task was computed
from the survey data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated
means. Of the 208 tasks rated on importance the following breakdown was
recorded:
Summary of the findings for research question No. 3.
From the 18 major advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty
areas, importance data with interval scale ratings indicated by SMEs were
analyzed. The average or mean of the frequency rating values for each task was
computed from the survey data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the
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calculated means. The breakdown of the 208 tasks rated for importance is as
follows:
(a) 31 tasks were identified as absolutely essential to success on the job, with a
2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating, or well above the 1.8 rating representing the 60%
respondent agreement level. These tasks represent the most critical part of a
power engineer’s job, with 24 of the 31 tasks related to the operation,
maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of boilers and boiler
related equipment and systems, electrical and mechanical equipment and systems,
controls-control systems and equipment, HVAC, chillers, compressors and related
systems and equipment. See Table VI for a listing of the tasks which are most
important or critical to success on the job.
(b) 143 tasks were identified as necessary and frequently used on the job, with a
1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, which is at or slightly above the 1.8 rating
representing the 60% respondent agreement level. These tasks represent the
second most critical part of a power engineer's job.
116 of the 143 tasks were identified as related to the operation,
maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of boilers and boiler
related equipment and systems, electrical and mechanical equipment and systems,
controls-control systems and equipment, HVAC, chillers, compressors and related
systems and equipment.
(c) 34 tasks were identified as useful but rarely used on the job, with a 1.0 to 1.79
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rating, below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level. The
complete list of rank ordered tasks based upon importance may be found in
Appendix I.
Conclusion for research question No. 3.
The third research question addressed the importance or criticality to the
job for each task. Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire
instrument confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 72 of the 96 tasks
in the core knowledge and skill duty areas, with ratings at or above a 1.8 rating
level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument also
confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 172 of the 208 tasks from the
advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty areas, with ratings at or above
the 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among the SMEs. Overall, there
was agreement that 80% of the tasks as identified by the study and verified by the
SMEs included all necessary tasks required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the advanced tasks identified
as important for the study are valid in that respondents did not negatively or
positively challenge any of the selected tasks, nor did they indicate (in the spaces
on the questionnaire) that any additional tasks were omitted. It can be concluded
that the tasks identified as important and verified by the study represent all the
necessary important task areas required for the occupation of power engineer.
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Table VI
Advanced Knowledge & Skill Tasks Rated
Highest (2.5 To 3.0) on Importance
by SMEs– Rank Order Sorted

From Appendix I. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task
Ratings on - IMPORTANCE Sorted in Descending Rank Order
37f) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests,
Starts/stops, Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Fire
2.89
protection systems, sprinklers, fire alarm-detection
systems
26n) Operates boiler safely under emergency
2.73
conditions-leaks, incorrect
25b) Inspects out-of-service boilers for normal wear,
2.70
pressure vessel problems, casing leaks
25a) Cleans, boils out boiler, prepare for inspection
2.67
22a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity
2.62
schedules
21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out
2.62
activities on the job
21c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities
2.62
on the job
35k) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling
2.60
Units/Systems- Air Handlers, Air Distribution Systems.
Chill Water Coils, Piping 37h) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests,
2.55
Starts/stops, Bldg/Plant Mechanical SystemsCompressed air systems
35I) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling
Units/Systems- Cooling Tower Pumping- Water
2.55
Systems 35h) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling
2.55
Units/Systems- Cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft 26e) Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
tube/shell temperatures maintaining within prescribed
2.55
startup limits
26c) Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
2.55
recommendations for sequencing and pressure rise
26a) Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
2.55
accessories and auxiliaries
21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in
2.54
the workplace
21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials
2.54
on the job
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35n) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling
Units/Systems- Ventilation Systems, Economizers,
Outside Air Intake Units, Heat Recovery Units 35l) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling
Units/Systems- Air Filters-Slab, Roll, Bag, High &
Regular Efficiency 34a) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg
Units/Systems-Steam Heating-Valves, Traps, Strainers,
Separators, Vents, Piping - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
33e) Controls unit during normal operation monitoring
all indicators - O & M on Compressors, Compressed Air
Systems
33c) Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
monitoring operation - O & M on Compressors,
Compressed Air Systems
32k) Tests unit safety equipment (overspeed, safety,
etc) - Prime Mover Operation/MaintenanceInspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32i) Controls unit safely during emergency operations Prime Mover Operation/MaintenanceInspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32b) Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover
components - Prime Mover Operation/MaintenanceInspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
30d) Operates-Maintains Deaeration and other
feedwater heaters
29f) Maintains boiler feedwater pumps, heaters and
related equipment
28h) Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps, piping.
regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating
systems
28c) Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare for
further service
26j) Tests safety valves on start up as prescribed by
manufacturer and codes
24h) WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant
heating or process steam boiler - Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs emergency
procedures on

Table VI Continued From Preceding Page.
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Research Question No. 4 Task Frequency of Performance
The fourth research question looked at the frequency of performance of
each advanced knowledge and task by power engineers on the job. Frequency of
performance refers to how often power engineers on the job are required to
perform the task.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 4.
From the 18 major advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty
areas, frequency data with interval scale ratings indicated by SMEs were
analyzed. The average or mean of the frequency rating values for each task was
computed from the survey data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the
calculated means. The breakdown of the 205 tasks rated for frequency is as
follows:
(a) 13 tasks were identified as most frequently performed on the job, with a 2.5 to
3.0 agreement rating, or well above the 1.8 rating representing the 60%
respondent agreement level. These tasks represent the most frequently performed
tasks by a power engineer on the job. Eight of the 13 tasks were related to the
operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of boilers
and boiler related equipment and systems. See Table VII for the list of tasks.
(b) 115 tasks were identified as often performed on the job, at the 1.8 to 2.49
agreement rating, at or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60%
respondent agreement level. These tasks represent the second most frequently
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performed tasks by a power engineer on the job. Thirty-nine of the 115 tasks were
related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and
performed tasks by a power engineer on the job. Thirty-nine of the 115 tasks were
related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and
inspection of boilers and boiler related equipment and systems, and the
application of OSHA standards to workplace situations. Thirty-four of the 115
tasks were related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling
and inspection of chillers and cooling equipment, water treatment, and prime
movers. Twenty-two of the 115 tasks were related to the operation, maintenance,
monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of building and plant mechanicalelectrical systems and equipment.
(c) 84 tasks were identified as useful and sometimes performed on the job, at the
1.0 to 1.79 rating level, below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level. The complete list of rank ordered tasks based upon frequency
may be found in Appendix J.
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Table VII
Advanced Knowledge and Skill Tasks Rated Highest
(2.5 To 3.0) by SMEs as Done Most Frequently
On The Job – Rank Order Sorted

From Appendix J. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task Ratings
Most Frequently Required of Power Engineers on the Job - Sorted by
Descending Rank Order
26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of prestart
conditions insuring all safe start conditions are met

29

2.64

37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire protection
systems, sprinklers, fire alarm-detection systems

23

2.56

28

2.55

28

2.55

33

2.54

21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out
activities on the job

33

2.54

21d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the
workplace

31

2.54

21b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace
conditions

33

2.54

21a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations
on the job

33

2.54

30f) Water Treatment-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsTests boiler & makeup water -determining necessary
chemical feed

25

2.50

26i) Boiler Operation- Places boiler in normal operating
position, closing drains, vents, free-blows

25

2.50

26h) Boiler Operation- Adjusts loading to maintain normal
loading for process and heating operations Controlling unit
in automatic

25

2.50

24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform
Emerg proceed on- WT bent tube, assembled, central
power plant heating or process steam boiler

20

2.50

26d) Boiler Operation- Controls boiler equipment in manual
or auto-fans, burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow
26c) Boiler Operation- Starts up boiler utilizing
manufacturers recommendations for sequencing and
pressure rise
22d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules
for equipment
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Conclusion for research question No. 4.
The fourth research question looked at the frequency of performance of
each task data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument
which confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 53 of the 96 tasks in
the core knowledge and skill duty areas, with ratings at or above a 1.8 rating level,
representing 60% agreement among SMEs. Data collected from the completed
survey questionnaire instrument confirmed the importance, validity and reliability
of 129 of the 208 tasks from the advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty
areas, with ratings at or above the 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement
among the SMEs. Overall, there was agreement that 61% of the tasks as identified
by the study and verified by the SMEs included all necessary tasks required for
power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the advanced tasks identified
by the study as frequently completed on the job by power engineers are valid in
that respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected
tasks, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional
tasks were omitted. It can be concluded that the tasks identified as frequently
completed on the job by power engineers and verified by the study represent all
the necessary frequency task areas for the occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 5 Task Competency Level
The fifth research question looked at the competency or level of
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performance of each knowledge and skill task. SMEs identified the level of
precision or performance required for each task when accomplished by power
engineers on the job.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 5.
Data from the 18 major advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty areas
was analyzed relative to the level of competency or performance required of
power engineers on the job. The tasks were rated according to the interval rating
scale agreement among the SMEs. The average of the values for each task was
computed from the survey data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the
calculated means. Of the 204 tasks rated for competency or level of performance
on the job the following breakdown was recorded:
(a) 26 tasks were identified which must be performed with the highest level of
precision on the job, or at the 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating level, well above the 1.8
rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level. See Table VIII for a list
of tasks requiring the highest level of precision on the job.
Twelve of the 26 tasks were found to be related to the normal operation,
emergency operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and
inspection of boilers, and boiler related equipment and systems. Six of the 26
tasks were found to be related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing,
controlling and inspection of chillers and cooling equipment, water treatment, and
prime movers.
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Table VIII
Advanced Knowledge and Skill Tasks Rated (2.5 To 3.0) by
SMEs as Requiring the Highest Level of Competency
On The Job – Rank Order Sorted
From Appendix K. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task Ratings
(2.5 to 3.0) Representing the Highest Level of COMPETENCY or Level of
Precision Required by Power Engineers on the Job- Sorted by
Descending Rank Order
37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire
protection systems, sprinklers, fire alarm-detection
systems
26(27)n) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler safely
under emergency conditions-leaks, incorrect
26h) Boiler Operation- Adjusts loading to maintain
normal loading for process and heating operations
Controlling unit in automatic
25g) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks/AnnualInspection- Checks/tests/operates pulverized fuel
System-pulverizers-feeders, fans/exhausters coal
scales, bunkers, burners
23b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
31h) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains - Large steam
turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW)
24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Checks/Start-Stops,
perform Emergency procedures on- WT bent tube,
assembled, central power plant heating or process
steam boiler
22b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities
with plant trades
31n) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains - Diesel engine
31c) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains - Mechanical
drive-turbine driven blowers, fans
25j) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks/Annual
Inspection- Checks/tests boiler components-safety
valves, feedwater regulator, stop valves, vents,
drains, blowdowns
38d) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control SystemsEquipment, Inspects/Checks/Tests/
Operates/Maintains- Electrical lighting distribution
system/circuits
26d) Boiler Operation- Controls boiler equipment in
manual or auto-fans, burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater,
steam flow
26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of pre-start
conditions insuring all safe start conditions are met

29

2.90

30

2.73

27

2.70

27

2.70

35

2.69

24

2.67

21

2.63

34

2.62

26

2.60

26

2.60

31

2.58

28

2.55

28

2.55

28

2.55
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26a) Boiler Operation- Energizes power to boiler,
control systems, accessories and auxiliaries
26(27)m) Boiler Operation- Shuts down boiler Using
proper procedures
25d) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks/Annual
Inspection- Check water side of boilers for defectsdrums, shells, tubes, handholes, headers, drum
internals
21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations
in the workplace
21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous
materials on the job
35e) Chiller/Cooling Units/SystemsOperate/Maintain- Absorption Chillers
35d) Chiller/Cooling Units/SystemsOperate/Maintain- Above 500 Ton Centrifugal Units
30g) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Chemical feed pumps, controls
and feed apparatus
29i) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains
boiler controls and control systems
29d) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsServices soot blowing and flyash removal systems
and equipment
26i) Boiler Operation- Places boiler in normal
operating position, closing drains, vents, free-blows
25h) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks/Annual
Inspection- Checks/tests/operates stoker fired
systems-stoker, grates, over fire air fans, stoker drive
and controls

28

2.55

28

2.55

28

2.55

33

2.54

33

2.54

20

2.50

20

2.50

30

2.50

25

2.50

25

2.50

25

2.50

25

2.50
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(b) 169 tasks required the second highest level of precision or a standard precision
performance level on the job, representing a 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, at or
slightly above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level.
Thirty five of the 169 tasks were found to be related to the operation,
maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of boilers and boiler
related equipment and systems and equipment. Twenty two of the 169 tasks were
related to the operation, maintenance, testing, inspection, and plant
commissioning, for chillers, refrigeration and cooling equipment. Thirty Three of
the 169 tasks were related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing,
controlling and inspection of building and plant, mechanical and electrical
systems, and equipment. Forty of the 169 tasks were related to the operation,
maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of prime movers, air
compressors and air systems, and water treatment equipment and systems. Thirty
of the 169 tasks were related to administrative duties, orienting and training new
employees, and with ensuring compliance with safety codes, standards and
regulations.
(c) 9 tasks were identified as little precision in performance level on the job, a 1.0
to 1.79 rating, below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement
level. The complete list of rank ordered tasks, based upon competency or level of
performance on the job may be found at Appendix K.
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Conclusion for research question No. 5.
The fifth research question looked at the competency or level of
performance of each knowledge and skill task. Data collected from the completed
survey questionnaire instrument confirmed the importance, validity and reliability
of 93 of the 96 tasks in the core knowledge and skill duty areas, with ratings at or
above a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument also
confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 195 of the 208 tasks from the
advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty areas, with ratings at or above
the 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among the SMEs. Overall, there
was agreement that 97% of the tasks as identified as requiring a high level of
competency on the job by the study, and verified by the SMEs, included all
necessary tasks required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the tasks identified by the
study when completed on the job by power engineers requiring a high level of
competency were valid in that respondents did not negatively or positively
challenge any of the selected tasks, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the
questionnaire) that any additional tasks were omitted. It can be concluded that the
tasks identified as requiring a high level of competency when accomplished on
the job by power engineers represent all the necessary competency tasks for the
occupation of power engineer.
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Research Question No. 6 Task Degree of Learning Difficulty
Research question six identified the perceived degree of difficulty in
learning the various tasks. SMEs rated the level of difficulty for learning each
task.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 6.
The average of the values for each task was computed from the survey
data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means. Two
hundred and four tasks were rated for learning difficulty as follows:
(a) 2 tasks were rated as very difficult to learn at a 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating.
The first task included one for the operation, maintenance, and testing in the
inspection of building and plant mechanical systems and equipment duty area.
The second task consisted of the application of codes and regulations to make
decisions regarding the analysis of equipment and systems. See Table IX for a
list of these tasks.
(b) 127 tasks were identified as somewhat difficult to learn, 1.8 to 2.49 rating, or
slightly above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level.
Thirty-six of the 127 tasks were found to be related to the operation, maintenance,
monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of boilers and boiler related
equipment and systems and equipment. Nine of the 127 tasks were related to the,
operation, maintenance, testing, inspection, plant commissioning, for chillers,
refrigeration and cooling equipment. Twenty-six of the 127 tasks were related
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Table IX
Advanced Knowledge and Skill Tasks Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0)
by SMEs as Having the Highest Level of Learning
Difficulty on the Job – Rank Order Sorted

From Appendix L. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task
Ratings on Learning Difficulty - Sorted on Descending Rank
Order
37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects-Checks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire
protection systems, sprinklers, fire alarm-detection
systems
20f) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: State & Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes
and Regulations

24

32

2.67

2.46
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to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of
building and plant, mechanical and electrical systems, and equipment. Twentyseven of the 127 tasks were related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring,
testing, controlling, and inspection of prime movers, air compressors and air
systems, and water treatment equipment and systems. Fifteen of the 127 tasks
were related to administrative duties, orienting and training new employees, and
with ensuring compliance with safety codes, standards, and regulations.
(c) 76 tasks were identified as somewhat easy to learn, 1.0 to 1.79 rating below
the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level. The complete list
of rank ordered tasks based upon learning difficulty may be found in Appendix L.
Conclusion for research question No. 6.
The sixth research question identified the perceived degree of difficulty in
learning the various tasks. Data collected from the completed survey
questionnaire instrument confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 89
of the 96 tasks in the core knowledge and skill duty areas, with ratings at or above
a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument also
confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 127 of the 204 tasks from the
advanced knowledge and skill concentration duty areas, with ratings at or above
the 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among the SMEs. Overall, there
was agreement that 72% of the tasks were identified as requiring a greater degree
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of difficulty when learning them by the study. The SMEs, verified that these tasks
in this area included all necessary tasks required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the tasks identified by the
study as more difficult to learn were valid in that respondents did not negatively
or positively challenge any of the selected tasks, nor did they indicate (in the
spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional tasks were omitted. It can be
concluded that the tasks identified as requiring more effort to learn when
accomplished on the job by power engineers represent all the necessary learning
difficulty task areas for the occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 7 Task Knowledge and Skill Alignment
The seventh research question identified the alignment of knowledge and
skill task elements in the occupation. The tasks from the 18 major advanced
knowledge and skill concentration duty areas were rated by SMEs as related to
power engineers in the field.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 7.
The average of the values for each task was computed from the survey
data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means. Of the
205 tasks rated for levels of the knowledge and skill alignment elements required
on the job, the following breakdown was recorded:
(a) 22 tasks were identified as requiring high levels of knowledge and skill
alignment on the job, at the 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating and included operation,
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Table X
Advanced Knowledge and Skill Tasks Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0) by SMEs
as Having the Highest Level of Knowledge and Skill Alignment
On The Job – Rank Order Sorted
From Appendix M. Power Engineer Occupational Data Skills-Knowledge Alignment - Required - Task Ratings Sorted in Descending Rank Order
26c) Boiler Operation- Starts up boiler utilizing
manufacturers recommendations for sequencing and
pressure rise
30c) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Demineralizer -Ion exchange
system-equipment
30d) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Deaeration and other feedwater
heaters
26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of pre-start
conditions insuring all safe start conditions are met
25I) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks Annual-Inspection Checks boiler apparatus-air
preheaters, superheaters, economizers, soot
blowers, ash handling systems
25b) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-ChecksAnnual-Inspection Inspects out-of-service boilers for
normal wear, pressure vessel problems, casing leaks
30b) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Water softener zeolite system equipment -Makeup water system
26(27)n) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler safely
under emergency conditions-leaks, incorrect
25f) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks-AnnualInspection Checks-test&-operates mechanical draft
components-fans, dampers, fan coupling, draft
controls
25e) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks Annual-Inspection
Checks fireside of boilers for problems- windbox,
burner, refractory, furnace, gas passes, tubes,
baffles
24j) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Checks/Start-Stops,
perform Emergency proceed on- WT large central
station -steam generation -electrical output boiler
24b) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Checks/Start-Stops,
perform Emergency proceed on- Firetube(Ff) firebox
or horizontal return tube boilers

27

3.00

26

2.89

23

2.88

23

2.88

25

2.78

25

2.78

22

2.75

27

2.70

27

2.70

24

2.67

24

2.67

16

2.67
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30f) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Tests boiler & makeup water determining necessary chemical feed
30e) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Chemical feed apparatus
25d) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks Annual-Inspection Check water side of boilers for
defects-drums, shells, tubes, handholes, headers,
drum internals
30a) Water Treatment-Equip/SystemsOperates/Maintains- Makeup System or filtrationclarification system
29g) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains
fans, fan prime movers, speed control equipment
25j) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Checks Annual-Inspection Checks/tests boiler componentssafety valves, feedwater regulator, stop valves,
vents, drains, blowdowns
31o) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains - Hydro turbine
31f) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains - Small and
mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW)
26(27)m) Boiler Operation- Shuts down boiler Using
proper procedures
24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Checks/Start-Stops,
perform Emergency proceed on- WT bent tube,
assembled, central power plant heating or process
steam boiler

21

2.63

21

2.63

26

2.60

23

2.56

23

2.56

28

2.55

15

2.50

20

2.50

25

2.50

20

2.50

Table X continued from preceding page.
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maintenance, checking, and inspections for boilers, water treatment, plant
auxiliary equipment, and prime mover equipment and systems. See Table X for a
list of these tasks.
(b) 127 tasks were identified as requiring standard levels of knowledge and skill
alignment on the job, 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating
representing the 60% respondent agreement level. Thirty-four of the 127 tasks
were found to be related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing,
controlling and inspection of boilers and boiler related equipment and systems
and equipment. Twenty of the 127 tasks were related to the operation,
maintenance, testing, inspection, and plant commissioning for chillers,
refrigeration, and cooling equipment. Twenty-six of the 127 tasks were related to
the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing, controlling and inspection of
building and plant, mechanical and electrical systems and equipment. Thirty-one
of the 127 tasks were related to the operation, maintenance, monitoring, testing,
controlling and inspection of prime movers, air compressors and air systems and
water treatment equipment and systems. Nine of the 127 tasks were related to
administrative duties, orienting and training new employees, and with ensuring
compliance with safety codes, standards and regulations.
(c) 56 Tasks were identified as requiring lower knowledge and skill alignment
levels on the job, at the 1.0 to 1.79 rating, below the 1.8 rating representing the
60% respondent agreement level. The complete list of rank ordered tasks based
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upon levels of the knowledge and skill alignment elements required on the job
may be found in Appendix M.
Conclusion for research question No. 7.
Research question seven considered the level or alignment of knowledge
and skill element tasks. Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire
instrument confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of 36 of the 96 tasks
in the core knowledge and skill duty areas, with ratings at or above a 1.8 rating
level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs. Data collected from the
completed survey questionnaire instrument also confirmed the importance,
validity and reliability of 152 of the 204 tasks from the advanced knowledge and
skill concentration duty areas, with ratings at or above the 1.8 rating level,
representing 60% agreement among the SMEs.
Overall, there was agreement that 62% of the tasks were identified as
having a higher level of alignment between knowledge and skill alignment
elements when identified by the study. The SMEs verified that the tasks listed in
this area included all necessary tasks required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the tasks identified by the
study as having a higher level of alignment of knowledge and skill elements were
valid in that respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the
selected tasks, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any
additional tasks were omitted. It can be concluded that the tasks identified with
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the higher level of alignment of knowledge and skill elements when considered on
the job by power engineers represent all the necessary the level of alignment of
knowledge and skills task areas for the occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 8 Tools, Equipment, Instruments, Mechanical Skills and
Knowledge
Research question eight identified the tools, instruments, and equipment,
and applied mechanical knowledge and skills associated with the occupation of
power engineer. SMEs rated the elements which were required as an essential part
of the duties and tasks performed by power engineers on the job.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 8.
The average of the values for each item or task was computed from the
survey data. The items or tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated
means. Of the items or tasks rated for tools and equipment the following
breakdown was recorded, with three separate areas polled from the questionnaire:
These are identified from page 10 of the survey instrument as page 10-1, page 102, page 10-3 and page 10-4.
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Table XI
Tools, Equipment, Instruments, Personal Protective Equipment, and Basic Technical
Skills Rated Highest, (2.5 To 3.0) by SMEs as the Most Essential Items
Required By Power Engineers on The Job – Rank Order Sorted
From Appendix N-1, And Survey Instrument Page 10-1. Tools And Equipment. Rank Order of
General Tools and Equipment
(39-48) TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, TECHNICAL SKILLS, PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT
39. Mechanics Tool Set - wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers, hammers, sockets,
etc.

Raw Data
Weight

Average of
Responses

31

2.58

From Appendix N-1, And Survey Instrument Page 10-2. Tools And Equipment. Rank Order of
Tools, Instruments and Equipment
49) TOOLS, INSTRUMENTS, & EQUIPMENT
49-1. Pens, pencils, logs, record sheets, etc
49-15. Computer monitoring work station
49-4. Combustion analyzers, orsats, etc.
49-12. Flashlight
49-2. Thermometers, temperature sensors Water Test Instruments-pH,
hardness, solids, titration sets, colorimeter etc.
49-3. Water Test Instruments-pH, hardness, solids, titration sets, colorimeter
etc

Raw Data
Weight
36
36
35
35

Average of
Responses

33

2.75

31

2.58

3.00
3.00
2.92
2.92

From Appendix N-2, And Survey Instrument Page 10-3. Tools And Equipment. Rank Order of
Personal and Protective Equipment.
50) PERSONAL & PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
50-4. Safety glasses
50-7. Ear protection, plugs, muffs

Raw Data
Weight
35
31

Average of
Responses

2.92
2.58

From Appendix N-2, And Survey Instrument Page 10-4. Applied Mechanical Skills/Knowledge.
Rank Order of Applied Basic Technical Skills.
51) APPLIED BASIC TECHNICAL SKILLS
51-1. Computes using simple arithmetic
51-2. Computes using hand calculator
51-12. Measures/interprets water quality data

Raw Data
Weight
34
30
30

Average of
Responses

2.83
2.50
2.50
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Summary of page 10-1 general tools and equipment:
(a) 1 item was identified as absolutely essential and used constantly on the job,
with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating, use of a mechanics tools set. See Table XI for
identification of this task.
(b) 4 items were identified as necessary and frequently used on the job, with 1.8
to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level. These included the plumbing tool set, electrical tools and
instruments, machine-bench tool set, and rigging equipment.
(c) 5 items were identified as useful but rarely used on the job, with 1.0 to 1.79
rating, below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level.
Summary of page 10-2 tools, instruments and equipment:
(a) 6 items were identified as absolutely essential and constantly used on the job,
with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating, including: pens, pencils, logs and record sheets;
computer work stations; combustion analyzers; flashlight; test instruments such as
thermometers and temperature sensors; water test instruments such as pH testers;
hardness testers; colorimeters and titration sets. See Table XI for identification of
these tasks.
(b) 11 items were identified as necessary and frequently used on the job, with 1.8
to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level, which included: VOM’s, meggers and Amprobe instruments,
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hand calculators and clipboards, air flow and draft measuring instruments,
pressure testers, fuel test instruments, precision test instruments for checking
clearances, valve and surface type lapping equipment, and vibration-sound
detectors.
(c) 2 items were identified as useful but rarely used on the job, with 1.0 to 1.79
rating. These were below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level.
Summary of page 10-3 personal and protective equipment:
(a) 2 items were identified as absolutely essential and constantly used on the job,
with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These were safety glasses and ear protection.
See Table XI for identification of these tasks.
(b) 13 items were identified as necessary and frequently used on the job, with 1.8
to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level. These included industrial work clothing, steel toe shoes, heavy
heat-protective gloves, street clothing, hard hat, eye wash solution-station, first
aid station, face shield-goggles, respirator for dust or fumes, rubber gloves and
boots, chemical spill station, chemical clothing, and chemical shower.
(c) 4 items were identified as useful but rarely used on the job, with 1.0 to 1.79
rating, below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level.
Summary of page 10-4 applied mechanical skills and knowledge:
(a) 3 items were identified as absolutely essential and constantly used on the job,
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with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These included the use of simple arithmetic,
using a hand calculator and the measurement and interpretation of water quality
data. See Table XI for identification of these tasks.
(b) 7 items were identified as necessary and frequently used on the job, with 1.8
to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level. These were the calculation of results from statistical and other
collected data, measurement and interpretation of temperature, pressure and linear
quantities, and computation from charts, tables, graphs, and computing using
algebra level math.
(c) 5 items were identified as useful but rarely used on the job, with 1.0 to 1.79
rating, below the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent agreement level.
The complete list of rank ordered items or tasks based upon tools and equipment
and applied basic technical skills may be found in Appendix N-1 and N-2.
Conclusion for research question No. 8.
Research question eight identified the tools and equipment and applied
mechanical skills and knowledge skills which were required as an essential parts
of the duties and tasks performed by power engineers on the job. Of the items or
tasks rated for tools and equipment and applied mechanical skills, the following
breakdown was recorded, with three separate areas polled from the questionnaire.
These are identified from page 10 of the survey instrument as page 10-1, page 102, page 10-3, and page 10-4.
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(a) Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed
the importance, validity, and reliability of general tools and equipment items
from. survey instrument page 10-1 with 5 of the 10 items rated at or above a 1.8
rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
(b) Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed
the importance, validity, and reliability of the tools, instruments and equipment
items from survey instrument page 10-2 showing 17 of the 19 items with ratings
at or above a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
(c) Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed
the importance, validity, and reliability of tools, equipment and personal
protective equipment from survey instrument page 10-3 with 15 of the 19 items
rated at or above a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
(d) Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed
the importance, validity, and reliability of basic technical knowledge and applied
mechanical skill items from survey instrument page 10-4 with 9 of the 14 items
rated at or above a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Overall, the data from pages 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, and 10-4 indicated an
agreement among SMEs that 74% of the tasks identified by the study and relative
to the tools, equipment, and applied mechanical knowledge and skills were those
required on the job by power engineers. The SMEs, verified that the tasks in this
area included all necessary tasks required for power engineers on the job.
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This data presents compelling evidence that the items and tasks identified
by the study, relative to the tools and equipment and applied mechanical skills
and knowledge, must be considered as essential parts of the activities performed
by power engineers on the job. This data appears to be valid in that respondents
did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected items or tasks, nor
did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional tasks or
items were omitted.
It can be concluded that the tasks or items identified relative to the tools,
equipment, and applied mechanical skills and knowledge were required as
essential parts of the duties and tasks performed by power engineers on the job;
and further, that these tools, equipment, and applied mechanical skills, knowledge
items, and tasks represent all the necessary items and tasks (in these areas) for the
occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 9 Work Environment- -Physical Conditions
Research question nine identified the work environment and physical
conditions under which power engineers regularly work on the job. The daily
physical conditions encountered on the job were rated by SMEs. The average of
the values for each item or task was computed from the survey data. The items or
tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means.
Summary of Page 11-1 work environment-physical conditions.
(a) 3 Items noted in Table XII, 11-1, were identified as absolutely essential and
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constantly faced on the job, with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These were working
with pressurized equipment (steam and gases), electrical hazards and high-voltage
switchgear, and working indoors.
(b) 15 items were identified as commonplace and frequently faced on the job,
with 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60%
respondent agreement level. These included the dangers inherent to the use of
ladders and catwalks; being exposed to noisy areas above 85 db, with hearing
protection required; working outside; being subjected to mechanical hazards and
moving equipment; working at heights-above the floor on grating and catwalks;
being cramped in confined spaces and boilers; being exposed to high temperatures
and the danger of burns; being exposed to drafty, hot/cool variation areas of room
temperature and hot steamy, wet, humid areas; being subjected to dusty and dirty
conditions, fumes and odors; having to work with reduced lighting levels, toxic
substances, chemicals, and asbestos; having to work in areas of reduced
ventilation and oxygen, with stale air; and needing to remain in one room for
extended periods.
(c) 1 item was identified as possible but rarely found on the job, with 1.0 to 1.79
rating. The complete list of rank ordered items based upon work environment and
the related physical conditions may be found in Appendix O-1.
Conclusion for research question No. 9.
Research question nine identified the work environment--physical
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conditions which are an essential part of the activities and encountered by power
engineers on the job. Of the items or tasks rated for work environment-physical
conditions, the following breakdown was recorded from the survey questionnaire.
These are identified from page 11 of the survey instrument as page 11-1, and are
partially listed in Table XII.
(a) Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed
the importance, validity and reliability of work environment--physical conditions
items from survey instrument page 11-1 with 18 of the 19 items with ratings at or
above a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Overall the data on page 11-1 shows there was a 95% agreement on the
items as identified by the study. The SMEs, verified that these items included all
necessary items for work environment--physical conditions required for power
engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the items identified by the
study for work environment--physical conditions must be considered essential
parts of the activities performed by power engineers on the job. This data appears
to be valid in that respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of
the selected items, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that
any additional items were omitted.
It can be concluded that the items identified relative to the work
environment--physical conditions were required as essential parts of the duties
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and tasks performed by power engineers on the job, and that these work
environment--physical condition items represent all the necessary items for the
occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 10 Physical Strength--Activities
Research question ten identified physical activities including physical
strength and other physical demands. These essential elements were rated by
SMEs as they were regularly required by successful power engineers on the job.
Summary of page 11-2, work environment-physical activities.
The average of the values for each item or task was computed from the
survey data. The items or tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated
means. Of the items rated for physical strength and other physical demands, the
following breakdown was recorded. This separate area was polled with page 11 of
the survey instrument and recorded as Table 11-2.
(a) 8 items noted in Table XII, 11-2, were identified as absolutely essential and
constantly faced on the job, with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These included
seeing and recognizing colors; hand-eye coordination; talking and
communicating; judging depth, distance, and balance; hearing speech and
abnormal sounds; turning and twisting objects and valve handles; coordinating
hand-eye-foot activity; and feeling and sensing temperature and texture.
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Table XII
Work Environment-Physical Conditions and Physical Activities
Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0) by SMEs Identifying the
Most Likely Conditions Under Which the Power
Engineer Works on the Job
From Appendix O-1, And Survey Instrument Page 11-1. Environment - Physical Conditions. Rank
Order.
52) WORK ENVIRONMENT- PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
52-8. Pressurized Equipment - Steam, gases
52-7. Electrical Hazards, High volt swltchgear
52-15. Work Inside
52.14. For Access. Must use ladders, catwalks

Raw Data
Weight
35
33
33
32

Average of
Response
s
2.69
2.54
2.54
2.46

From Appendix O-1, And Survey Instrument Page11-2. Environment - Physical Conditions. Rank
Order Of Physical Activities.
53) WORK ENVIRONMMENT- PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
53-12. Seeing, recognizing colors
53-19. Hand-eye coordination
53-11. Talking, communicating
53-14. Judging depth, distance, balance
53-13. Hearing speech and abnormal sounds
53-9. Turning, twisting objects, valve handles
53-20. Hand-eye-foot coordination
53-16. Feeling sensing temperature, texture
53-21. Hand-finger dexterity
53-15. Smelling, detecting specific odors

Raw Data
Weight
36
35
35
34
34
33
33
33
32
32

Average of
Response
s
2.77
2.69
2.69
2.62
2.62
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.46
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(b) 13 items were identified as commonplace and frequently encountered or
required on the job, with 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating
representing the 60% respondent agreement level. These included climbing stairs,
ladders, and catwalks; seeing and reading close-up instruments; seeing and
recognizing objects at a distance; reaching, stretching, and bending over; walking
and running; standing for long periods; kneeling, stooping, crawling, and
creeping; sitting for long periods; gripping, holding, and moving objects; pushing,
pulling, dragging, lifting and carrying articles of 50 lbs or more.
(c) No items were identified as possible but rarely found on the job, with 1.0 to
1.79 rating. The complete list of rank ordered items based upon physical strength
and other physical demands may be found in Appendix O-1.
Conclusion for research question No. 10.
Research question ten identified the work environment--physical activities
which were an essential part of the activities encountered by power engineers on
the job. Of the items or tasks rated for work environment--physical activities, the
following breakdown was recorded from the survey questionnaire. These were
identified from page 11 of the survey instrument as page 11-2, and those items
with the highest ratings were listed on Table XII.
(a) Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed
the importance, validity, and reliability of work environment--physical activities
items from survey instrument page 11-2 with 19 of the 19 items rated at or above
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a 1.8 rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Overall the data on page 11-1, shows there was a 100% agreement on the
items as identified by the study. The SMEs, verified that these items included all
necessary items for work environment--physical activities required for power
engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the items identified by the
study of the work environment--physical activities must be considered essential
parts of the activities performed by power engineers on the job. This data appears
to be valid in that respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of
the selected items, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that
any additional items were omitted.
It can be concluded that the items identified relative to the work
environment--physical activities were required as essential parts of the duties and
tasks performed by power engineers on the job and that these work environment-physical activity items represent all the necessary items in this area for the
occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 11 Personal Traits
Research question eleven identified the personal traits for persons in the
occupation of power engineer. SMEs rated these traits as they were identified as
essential and required by successful power engineers on the job.
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Summary of the findings for research question No. 11.
The average of the values for each item was computed from the survey
data. The items were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means. Of the
items rated for personal traits, the following breakdown was recorded. This
separate area was polled with page 11 of the survey instrument and recorded as
page 11-3. See Table XIII for a complete listing of all 24 personal traits.
(a) 22 items were identified as absolutely essential and constantly required on the
job, with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These included: adaptability to changing
situations; taking responsibility for actions, taking the initiative; being confident
with self control; showing patience and emotional stability; using common sense;
communicating positively; remembering and following directions; being tactful, a
good listener, cooperative, and organized; and working alone effectively.
(b) 2 items were identified as commonplace and frequently required on the job,
with 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, or slightly above the 1.8 rating representing the
60% respondent agreement level. These included: accurately reading and
operating controls and exhibiting a sense of humor.
(c) No items were identified as possible but rarely required on the job, with 1.0 to
1.79 rating. The complete list of rank ordered items based upon personal traits
may be found in Appendix O-2.
Conclusion for research question No. 11.
Research question eleven identified the personal traits which were an
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essential part of the activities encountered by power engineers on the job. Of the
items rated for personal traits, the following breakdown was recorded from the
survey questionnaire. These were identified from page 11 of the survey
instrument as page 11-3, and those items with the highest ratings were listed on
Table XIII. Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument
confirmed the importance, validity, and reliability of personal traits items from
survey instrument page 11-3 with 24 of the 24 items with rated at or above a 1.8
rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
Overall the data on page 11-3, shows there was a 100% agreement on the
items as identified by the study. The SMEs, verified that these items included all
necessary items for personal traits required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the items identified by the
study for personal traits must be considered as an essential part of the activities
performed by power engineers on the job. This data appears to be valid in that
respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected items,
nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional items
were omitted. Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument
confirmed the importance, validity and reliability of personal traits items from
survey instrument page 11-3 with 24 of the 24 items with ratings at or above a 1.8
rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs.
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Table XIII
Worker Personal Traits Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0)by SMEs Identifying
the Most Essential Traits Required by Successful Power
Engineers on the Job – Rank Ordered
From Appendix O-2, And Survey Instrument Page 11-3. Required Personal Traits. Rank Order of
Worker Personal Traits
54) PERSONAL TRAITS
54-5. Adaptability to changing situations
54-11. Takes responsibility for actions
54-13. Takes Initiative as required
54-3. Confident
54-4. Studied responses - not Impulsive
54-6. Patience In critical situations
54-7.Emotional stability
54-8. Safety awareness of all situations
54-9. Uses common sense
54-15. Has self control
54-16. Works effectively alone
54-20. Good communicator-giving directions
54.21. Follows written Instructions explicitly
54-10. Cooperative
54-17. Remembers details & Instructions
54-19. Good listener
54-22. Tactful in leader & peer type situations
54-14. Organized
54-18. Is persistent In completing operations
54-1. Dependability
54-2. Insightful
54-23. Performs precise operation sequences
54-24. Accurately reads-operates controls

Raw Data
Weight
39
39
39
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
37
37
37
36
36
36
36
35
35
39
33
33
32

Average of
Response
s
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.69
2.69
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
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.
Overall the data on page 11-3, shows there was a 100% agreement on the
items as identified by the study. The SMEs, verified that these items included all
necessary items for personal traits required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the items identified by the
study for personal traits must be considered as an essential part of the activities
performed by power engineers on the job. This data appears to be valid in that
respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected items,
nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional items
were omitted.
It can be concluded that the items identified relative to the personal traits
were required as essential parts of the duties and tasks performed by power
engineers on the job, and that these personal trait items represent all the necessary
items in this area for the occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 12 Human Relations Skills
Research question twelve identified the human relations skills for the
occupation of power engineering. SMEs rated these skills which were essential
and constantly required by successful power engineers on the job.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 12.
The average of the values for each item was computed from the survey
data. The items were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means. Of the
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items rated for human relations skills, the following breakdown was recorded.
This separate area was polled with page 12 of the survey instrument and recorded
as page 12-1.
(a) 10 items were identified on Table XIV as absolutely essential and constantly
required on the job, with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These included: working
well with others, working around others, following written and verbal orders,
training others effectively, showing appreciation for the work of others, asking for
help, giving help, recognizing and admitting mistakes, developing “team” spirit
with others, and answering questions and giving guidance.
(b) 9 items were identified as commonplace and frequently required on the job,
with 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60%
respondent agreement level. These included: giving verbal orders precisely, using
tact with others, using telephone effectively, giving direction and criticism,
scheduling work for others, reviewing status and progress with others, dealing
with vendors and suppliers, planning for outages, and planning work for others.
(c) No items were identified as possible but rarely required on the job, with 1.0 to
1.79 rating. The complete list of the rank ordered human relations skills were
listed Table 12-1, and may be found in Appendix P-1.
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Table XIV
Human Relations Skills Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0) by SMEs as Most
Essential and Constantly Required by Successful Power
Engineers on the Job - Rank Order Sorted

From Appendix P-1, And Survey Instrument Page 12-1. Required Human Relations . Rank Order
of Most Essential Human Relations Skills
55) HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS
55-2. Working well with others
55-3. Working around others
55-4. Following written & verbal orders
55-13. Training others effectively
55-1. Showing appreciation for work of others
55-9. Asking for help
55-10. Giving help
55-11. Recognizing, admitting mistakes
55-12. Develop "team" spirit with others
55-15. Answering questions, giving guidance
55-7. Accepting direction, criticism

Raw Data
Weight
36
36
36
36
34
34
34
34
34
34
32

Average of
Response
s
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.46
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Conclusion for research question No. 12.
Research question twelve identified the human relations skills which were
an essential part of the activities and encountered by power engineers on the job.
Of the items rated for human relations skills, the following breakdown was
recorded from the survey questionnaire. These were identified from page 12 of
the survey instrument as page 12-1, and those items with the highest ratings were
listed on Table XIV.
Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument
confirmed the importance, validity, and reliability of human relations skills items
from survey instrument page 12-1 with 19 of the 19 items rated at or above a 1.8
rating level, representing 60% agreement among SMEs. Overall the data on page
12-1, shows there was a 100% agreement on the items as identified by the study.
The SMEs, verified that these items included all necessary items for human
relations skills required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the items identified by the
study for human relations skills must be considered as an essential part of the
activities performed by power engineers on the job. This data Appears to be valid
in that respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected
items, nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional
items were omitted.
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It can be concluded that the items identified relative to the human relations
skills were required as essential parts of the duties and tasks performed by power
engineers on the job and that these human relations skill items represent all the
necessary items in this area for the occupation of power engineer.
Research Question No. 13 Applied Mental Skills
Research question thirteen identified the applied mental skills and
knowledge for the occupation of power engineer. SMEs rated those mental skills
considered essential and frequently required by successful power engineers on the
job.
Summary of the findings for research question 13.
The average of the values for each item was computed from the survey
data. The items were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means. They
are described below and in Table XV with a complete listing at page 12-2,
required applied mental skills.
(a) 18 items were identified as absolutely essential and constantly found on the
job, with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These included: hearing and interpreting
correctly, working with minimal supervision, seeing and interpreting effectively,
writing clearly and effectively, coordinating mental motor skill control, judging
safe actions, speaking clearly and effectively, observing precise and multi-source
skills, handling multi-step procedures, managing repetitive procedures effectively,
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Table XV
Required Mental Skills Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0) by SMEs Identifying
Those Most Essential and Constantly Required by Successful
Power Engineers on the Job

From Appendix P-1, And Survey Instrument Page12-2. Required Mental Skills. Rank Order of
Required Moat Essential Mental Skills

56-7. Hearing, Interpreting, correctly

38

Average of
Response
s
2.92

56-21. Works with minimal supervision
56-9. Seeing, Interpreting effectively
56-10. Writing clearly, effectively
56-15. Mental-Motor skill control coordination
56-16. Uses studied judgment - safe actions
56-22. Working under pressure
56-6. Speaking clearly, effectively
56-14. Observation skills - precise, multi-source
56-19. Handles multi-step procedures
56-23. Handles repetitive procedures effectively
56-17. Visualizes - control conditions from data
56-5. Computing data using charts, tables
56-12. Interpret multi-source data
56-13. Selecting best procedure based on data
56-2. Remembering written, oral directions
56-4. Computing data using graphs, diagrams
56-18. Works with frequent interruptions
56-11. Analyzing data from multiple sources

37
36
36
36
36
36
35
35
35
35
34
31
34
34
33
33
33
32

2.85
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.54
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46

56) REQUIRED MENTAL SKILLS

Raw Data
Weight
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visualizing control conditions from data, computing data, using charts and tables,
interpreting multi-source data, selecting best procedure, based upon data,
remembering written and oral directions, computing data using graphs and
diagrams, and working with frequent interruptions.
(b) 5 items were identified as necessary and frequently found on the job, with 1.8
to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60% respondent
agreement level. These included: remembering details and numbers, appraising
requests and demands of others, computing conditions with formulas, and
interviewing quickly and effectively.
(c) No items were identified as useful but rarely found on the job, with 1.0 to
1.79 rating. The complete list of rank ordered items based upon applied mental
skills and knowledge may be found in Appendix P-1.
Conclusion for research question No. 13.
Research question thirteen identified the required mental skills from
Survey Instrument page 12-2. required by power engineers on the job. Of the
items rated for required mental skills the following breakdown was recorded. Data
collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument confirmed the
importance, validity, and reliability of required mental skill items with 23 of the
23 items having ratings at or above a 1.8 rating level, and representing 60%
agreement among SMEs. As is noted in Table XV, this equated to an overall
agreement that 100% of the identified items were essential requirements of power
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engineers on the job. The SMEs, verified that these items included all necessary
items in this area that were required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the items identified by the
study of the required mental skills must be considered essential parts of the
attributes for power engineers on the job. This data appears to be valid in that
respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected items,
nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional items
were omitted.
It can be concluded that the items identified relative to required mental
skills were required as essential attributes of power engineers on the job, and that
these required mental skill items represent all the necessary items in this area for
the occupation of power engineer
Research Question No. 14 Communication Skills
Research question fourteen identified the specific communication skills
for the occupation of power engineering. SMEs rated those communication skills
which were essential and regularly required by successful power engineers on the
job.
Summary of the findings for research question No. 14
The average of the values for each task was computed from the survey
data. The tasks were then rank ordered based upon the calculated means. Of the
tasks rated for communication skills, the following breakdown was recorded.
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These were polled with page 12 of the survey instrument and recorded as page
12-3. The results of the analyzed data is noted below. The highest rated items may
be found at Table XVI with a complete listing at Appendix P-2.
(a) 14 tasks were identified as absolutely essential and constantly required on the
job, with 2.5 to 3.0 agreement rating. These included: writing words and numbers
legibly; listening-hearing-following oral instructions; reading and using diagrams
and schematics; writing letters, work orders, and requests; recording information
of logs and charts; reading-recording instrument control data; being computer
literate-using computer; speaking-communicating with individuals; speakingcommunicating-explaining procedures; listening-hearing-correcting detected
problems; using computer to monitor/control systems; reading equipment
operation manuals; reading and using required codes and standards; and,
speaking-communicating on the telephone.
(b) 9 tasks were identified as commonplace and frequently required on the job,
with 1.8 to 2.49 agreement rating, or above the 1.8 rating representing the 60%
respondent agreement level. These included: reading and following flow and
control diagrams; reading, using data from technical bulletins; writing reports,
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Table XVI
Specific Communication Skills Rated Highest (2.5 To 3.0)by SMEs Identifying
Those Most Essential and Constantly Required by
Successful Power Engineers on the Job

From Appendix P-2, Survey Instrument Page 12-3, Required Specific Communications Skills
57) SPECIFIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS
57-8. Write words & numbers legibly
57-18. Listen-Hear - Follow oral Instructions
57-3. Read & use diagrams & schematics
57-9. Write letters, work orders, requests
57-16. Record information on logs & charts
57-17. Read-Record instrument control data
57-20. Computer literate - Uses computer
57-12. Speak- communicate with individuals
57-15. Speak- communicate - explain procedures
57-19. Listen-Hear - Correct detected problems
57-22. Computer to monitor/control systems
57-1. Read equipment operation manuals
57-2. Read & use required codes & standards
57-14. Speak- communicate on telephone
57-5. Read, follow flow & control diagrams
57-6. Read, use data from technical bulletins
57-10. Writes reports, summaries, findings
57-11. Speak- communicate with small groups

Raw Data
Weight
37
37
35
35
35
35
35
34
34
34
34
37
33
33
32
32
32
32

Average of
Response
s
2.85
2.85
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.46
2.46
2.46
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summaries, and findings; speaking--communicating with small groups; writing
memos and bulletins in logs/records; reading, interpreting, and using statistical
data; using “touch-screen” computer controls; using a computer to write, log, email, and the like, and making plant system drawings/sketches.
(c) 1 task was identified as possible but rarely required on the job, with 1.0 to 1.79
rating. The complete list of rank ordered specific communication skills may be
found in Appendix P-2.
Conclusion for research question No. 14.
Research question fourteen identified the required specific communication
skills from Survey Instrument page 12-3 required by power engineers on the job.
Of the items rated for required specific communication skills, the following
breakdown was recorded.
Data collected from the completed survey questionnaire instrument, as
noted in Table XVI confirmed the importance, validity, and reliability of required
mental skill items with 19 of the 23 items having ratings at or above a 1.8 rating
level, and representing 60% agreement among SMEs. This equated to an overall
agreement that 83% of the identified items were essential requirements for power
engineers on the job. The SMEs, verified that the items in this area included all
necessary items required for power engineers on the job.
This data presents compelling evidence that the required specific
communication skills, identified by the study must be considered as essential parts
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of the skills required for power engineers on the job. This data was valid in that
respondents did not negatively or positively challenge any of the selected items,
nor did they indicate (in the spaces on the questionnaire) that any additional items
were omitted. It can be concluded that the items identified relative to required
specific communication skills were required as essential for power engineers on
the job, and that these required specific communication skills represent all the
necessary items in this area for the occupation of power engineer
Summary
In this chapter, an overview of the study identified the direction of the
study. The data generated, analyzed, and initially reported in Chapter 3 was
summarized relative to the 14 research questions including expansion upon its
importance, knowledge and skills alignment, competency level, frequency on the
job, learning difficulty of the tasks and its relationship to human relations, mental
skills, communication skills, work activities, and environmental conditions in the
workplace. Conclusions relative to importance and the quality of the data were
identified for each of the 14 research questions.
In the next chapter, conclusions for the study were enumerated along with
references to expanded data from the preceding chapters. Recognition of the
limitations of the study and recommendations for further study were also
identified.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Recommendations
General Discussion
The following conclusions and their implications were evident from the
study data:
1. The Modified DACUM Process Model developed and utilized for the
study was an appropriate system for identifying the full scope of the occupation of
power engineer and for defining a working definition of the occupation as a multiskilled entity. The system provided a valid, reliable, and standardized method for
cataloging and presenting the items identified by the study.
The WIDs DACUM process also provided a readily available verification survey
template, which could be utilized to access the study data, to complete further
studies without extensive additional research. (See Appendix F-3 to view the
template)
2. The study elaborated the specific and precise data required for the
development of a valid definition related to the comprehensive, multi-skilled
nature of the occupation of power engineer. Rather than using the brainstorming
mode of the traditional DACUM process, employment of the Modified DACUM
Process Model allowed for the research, development and evaluation of
comprehensively identified duty and task data. This latter approach contributed to
the utilization of data acquired from engineering job components, It was also a
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means of accessing numerous databases pertaining to the multiple occupations
representing the whole of the multi-skilled nature of the occupation of power
engineer. Extensive reviews of the available national and international job
description data were then conducted, and careful consideration was given to the
results of previous national and local studies which identified the scope, duties,
and tasks of the occupation of power engineer. These resources provided the
DACUM input data which were assembled for the study of this occupation.
Validity of the data was suggested by the fact that no additional data was recorded
or identified as missing by SME respondents. This fact inferred that the data used
in the study represented all necessary items related to the occupation, and that the
study provided the means and precision to distinguish between the items utilized
in the study and any other data which may be related to the occupation.
3. The traditional Survey Questionnaire Instrument, through the input of
SMEs, was an appropriate system for verifying and validating the duties, tasks,
and other relevant occupational data of the full scope of the occupation of power
engineer. The system provided an overall identification of items with SME
agreement ratings of 1.8 or above, indicating qualities of the power engineer that
were absolutely essential and constantly required on the job, or commonplace and
frequently required on the job. The study suggested that this information must be
included as part of any effort to enhance the occupation of power engineer. A 1.8
rating represented the 60% respondent agreement level selected as appropriate for
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the study.
There were 1,824 possible responses from the core and advanced skills
and knowledge task areas. There were 304 possible responses from the respondent
demographics, tools, equipment, mechanical skills-knowledge, physical
conditions, physical activities, human relations and mental skills, personal traits
and specific communications areas. This represented a total of 2,128 responses
that could be elicited from the SMEs. From an adjusted total of 1,824, responses
in the core and advanced task areas, 1,292 responses , or 71% of the possible
responses were identified as being valid and essential to the occupation of power
engineer. The remaining responses in these areas were identified as related but not
commonplace for the occupation. No additional responses were recorded or
identified as missing by respondents. This fact strongly suggests compelling
evidence that the data represented all necessary items related to the power
engineering occupation, and that the study provided the means and precision to
distinguish among the items identified.
4. The process of establishing an acceptable randomized and valid sample
of SMEs, representing an independent and objective base of experienced power
engineers in the U.S., was completed with a studied assessment of the experience
and field exposure of the respondents. The process resulted in the selection or
certification of a variety of SMEs based upon the titles of the jobs or positions
they held, the character or orientation of the plants in which they acquired their
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experience, and the extent to which they had experience in each of the major
duty-task areas of the occupation.
Selected SMEs had a broad range of exposure to the power engineering
field and constituted an acceptable sample relative to the diverse types, sizes, and
characteristics of plants in which they spent the bulk of their time. Relative to
plant exposure, those selected included power plant and process plant power
engineers and building engineers, all connected with the operation and
maintenance of heating-cooling and utility plants, process and power plants and
their related equipment and systems. An acceptable spread of SME respondent
experiences was indicated by the fact that each of the major subject areas (related
to power engineering) was represented by SME backgrounds. Further indication
of the respondents' exposure to the power engineering field was identified by
responses to the second page of the verification survey, where the respondents
were asked to rate by percentage the major competency areas in which they spent
the bulk of their time. This data appeared to provide compelling evidence that all
the selected SMEs had an in depth exposure to all major subject areas.
The SMEs’ diversification of exposure within the power engineering field
was identified in Appendix C, relative to the titles of the positions held by
selected respondents during their careers as power engineers. As indicated by the
titles most of the respondents (up to 80% of the sample) indicated that they had
previous employment experience in three or more positions of the power engineer
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field.
Based upon the compelling evidence relative to the background and
experiences of the selected SMEs, it was projected that the study may be
generalized nationally in the U.S., in that the SME experts utilized in the study,
represented the universe of experts employed as power engineers in this country.
Although a generalization for the occupation of power engineer may be possible
from this study, it is recommended that any use of the data be accompanied by a
locally administered DACUM Process Verification Survey using the example
provided in Appendix F-3.
5. From the assembled and analyzed core knowledge/skills data, it was
suggested that the majority of these elements must be included in any effort to
enhance the occupation of power engineer: (a) basic communication
requirements of reading, writing, sketching/diagramming, verbalization, and
visual skills; (b) thinking and personal quality skills; and (c) application skills in
math and arithmetic, statistical methods, mechanics and fluid mechanics,
thermodynamics, chemistry, electrical/electronics, and control/ instrumentation.
The recorded data indicated that 71% (339 of the 480 items) were identified with
SME agreement ratings of 1.8 or above, indicating they were absolutely essential
or constantly required on the job, or commonplace and frequently required on the
job.
6. From the assembled and analyzed advanced knowledge/skills major
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subjects concentration data, there appeared to be compelling evidence that the
majority of these elements must be included in any effort to enhance the
occupation of power engineer: (a) administration and organization competenciesapplied pressure "vessel/boiler codes, industrial codes/regulations,
administration/organization skills, and management skills on the job; (b)
boiler/generator--types, checks, inspections, commissioning, boiler operation,
steam generation, hot water production, boiler checks, prestart, and annual
inspection; (c) boiler-generator operation and maintenance--boiler startup,
shutdown, normal operation, emergency operation, and boiler maintenance; (d)
boiler auxiliaries and water treatment--operates, maintains boiler auxiliary,
maintains water treatment equipment and systems; (e) prime mover and
compressor operations--prime mover operation maintenance, and operationmaintenance on compressors/compressed air systems; (f) building and plant
heating and cooling equipment and systems--operates and maintains building and
plant heating systems and equipment, and maintains chillers and cooling
units/systems; (g) building/plant--electrical/mechanical/control systems and
commercial/industrial refrigeration- building/plant mechanical systems,
building/plant electric, electronic & control systems.
The recorded data indicated that 75% (776 of the 1,040 items) were
identified with SME agreement ratings of 1.8 or above, indicating they are
absolutely essential or constantly required on the job, or were commonplace and
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frequently required on the job.
7. From the assembled and analyzed data relative to tools, instruments
and equipment, personal protective equipment, applied technical skills,
environmental-physical conditions, physical activities, worker personal traits,
human relations skills, mental skills, and specific communication skills, there was
compelling evidence that the majority of these elements must be included in any
effort to enhance the occupation of power engineer.
The recorded data demonstrated that 91% (177 of the 194 items) were
identified with SME agreement ratings of 1.8 or above, indicating they were
absolutely essential or constantly required on the job, or were commonplace and
frequently required on the job. The data on tools and equipment, work
environment, job physical conditions, personal traits, human relations skills,
mental skills, and communication skills presents compelling information which
can be applied by potential job applicants, workers, career counselors, students,
teachers, employers and human resource personnel, to identify the extent of
workplace requirements for these elements as related to the occupation of power
engineer.
8. Important information was obtained in the study from the assembled
and analyzed advanced knowledge/skills major subjects duty, and task
concentration data, and the core knowledge/skills duty and task data. SMEs
provided breakdowns for the levels of skill and knowledge, the importance, the
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frequency of performance, the precision or competency level required on the job,
and the learning difficulty for each duty and task. This study identified important
applications from which the consequences of inaction to critical training areas
within the field of power engineer employment may be documented.
The discrimination level provided by the data pertaining to the purpose
and importance of each task, provides definite direction and guidance to those in
the occupation or to those seeking to enhance the occupation of power engineer.
The rank-ordered data of the areas identified by the study can be utilized toward
(a) the development of curriculum by major educational and training
organizations or institutions developing such efforts, (b) the calculation of the
number of test items relevant to each task during the creation of an occupational
assessment instrument or license exam, and (c) the designation of the most
emphasis required of key elements of an on-the-job focused upgrade or training
effort.
The frequency data obtained on each task may be applied by educators,
trainers, or job instruction personnel, to assist in sequencing training decisions.
The competency data obtained on each task may be applied by educators,
industrial trainers, supervisors, and administrative personnel to determine the
precision with which the tasks must be accomplished as an acceptable
performance on the job. The learning difficulty data obtained for each task may be
applied by educators, trainers, or job instruction personnel to assist in sequencing
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training decisions.
The valid information relative to task competency levels, frequency of
performance on the job, and task learning difficulty was generated as a means of
addressing the primary need for a readily available, current, comprehensive and
reliable power engineer occupational analysis system. The system was devised as
a means of providing (a) employers with a skilled and knowledgeable workforce;
(b) workers with a clear set of objectives to work toward in their preparation, and
a yardstick to measure their efforts; (c) educators with definitive guidance and
direction, when developing instruction for training power engineers; (d) license
agencies and certification organizations with the benchmarks against which skills,
knowledge, and performance can be measured for success on the job; and (e) the
nation with a competitive advantage in a rapidly changing high technology global
energy marketplace.
9. Results of this study may be applied to verify and enhance training and
other needs related to power engineers at the local levels by utilizing the
DACUM-Generated Example Power Engineer Verification Instrument in this
study. (See Appendix F-3). An effective completion of this type of effort may be
accomplished by (a) carefully selecting an experienced and qualified group of
SMEs, (b) checking the current data for future additions, (c) adjusting the data to
local job conditions, and then (d) administering and analyzing the data.
10. Test specifications may be developed, indicating the extent of the
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questions which must be utilized in a 100 question test, from the task data on
importance in both the core and advanced skills and knowledge areas. Two
options are provided in Appendix Q.
Limitations of the Study
1. A major assumption was that there is a common denominator, or a
common set of skills and knowledge, which may be generalized for all specific
occupations within the broader scope of the occupation of power engineer, and
that skill standards could be developed for each of the individual specific
occupational areas for the occupation of power engineer. However, to provide the
flexibility for individuals in the profession to meet the challenges of emerging
technology and a rapidly changing industrial environment, one set was expected
to be identified in this study.
Based upon the SME responses to the Survey Questionnaire Instrument,
there appears to be compelling substantiation that this common denominator set
of skills and knowledge was identified by the study,. The SME input identified
1,292 or 71% of the 1,824 possible adjusted responses, as being valid and
essential to the occupation of power engineer. The remaining responses were
identified as being related to, but less than commonplace for the occupation. No
additional responses were recorded or identified as missing by respondents.
Comment: Although the data for this study were considered
comprehensive, consideration for limitations on the use of the data should be
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made based upon the fact that there are specific, localized power engineer jobs
which may not require the full extent of the data provided by the study. A
specialized focus on a particular power engineering job may be completed by
administering the DACUM-Generated Example Power Engineer Verification
Instrument from this study for specific situations (see Appendix F-3).
2. The second assumption was that trade and technical experts (SMEs)
utilized in this study have authoritative knowledge of the requirements for basic
skills, knowledge, and performance sequences connected with success on the job,
that were required for specific occupations within the broader scope of the
occupation of power engineer. It was further inferred that the collective
background and experience of the SMEs represented the universe of power
engineer expertise on the subject, based upon the compelling evidence of the
group's broad exposure in the power engineering field.
The selected SMEs constituted an acceptable sample relative to the varied
type, size, and characteristics of plants in which they spent the bulk of their time.
An acceptable diversification of respondent experiences was indicated by the fact
that more than one respondent had occupational exposure from each of the major
subject areas. Additional compelling evidence, showing the widely varied
respondent expertise in the power engineering field, was identified in Appendix C
relative to the titles of the positions held during their careers as power engineers.
Most of the respondents (up to 80% of the sample) had past experiences in three
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or more positions in the power engineer field.
Comment: Consideration for limitations on the use of the data from this
study relative to the SMEs and their inputs should include a review of the
intended use or application. The SME inputs provided exceptional data for use in
career guidance, worker and potential worker information, and data for educators
and trainers to develop and implement valid curricula and training. However, care
must be taken by such persons as administrators, supervisors, human resource
personnel, test developers, and licensing agency personnel to ensure that any
information from this study was locally validated prior to use, so to provide the
precise and reliable result necessary for their purposes.
3. A third assumption was that the resulting generalized analysis may
become locally valid through a verification study completion by a local group of
SMEs, selected on the basis of their representation of various conditions and
environments. There are substantial similarities in the work done by power
engineers in each plant. However, differences in size, design features, automation,
major equipment, company policies and procedures, economic considerations,
plant personnel and their personalities, available operation and maintenance
activities, and other factors all affect how (and by whom) the tasks are performed.
Comment: As noted in the first assumption, there are specific localized
power engineer jobs which may not require the full extent of the data provided by
the study. A specialized focus on a particular power engineering job may be
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completed by using the DACUM-Generated Example Power Engineer
Verification Instrument from this study (see Appendix R).
4. A fourth assumption was that the analysis results cannot be presented as
a definitive set of operating procedures. Rather, the results describe (a) the types
of tasks required; (b) the conditions to which power engineers respond; and (c)
the types of skills, knowledge and experiences required to work effectively under
varying circumstances, which should be adjusted based upon the power
engineer’s position, and the plant and/or the building where the power engineer is
employed.
Comment: The study provides information on all facets of the occupation
of power engineer, through the identification of duties and tasks and the related
data characteristics of the occupation of power engineer. It is not intended to
recommend or advocate operational procedures found in workplace situations but
rather to document their overall existence within the comprehensive occupation of
power engineer. Every workplace situation is different. This study serves to
identify the scope of the power engineering occupation in its comprehensive and
multi-skilled nature without intending to represent individual or specific job (or
position) mandates required by employers or others.
5. A fifth assumption was that the existing DACUM Verification Process
and the Modified DACUM Process Model developed for the study represent
appropriate methods to accurately identify (a) the knowledge and skills, (b) the
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importance and frequency of performance, (c) the level of competency or
precision, (d) the learning difficulty of the duties and tasks for the occupation of
power engineer.
Comment: The Modified DACUM Process Model developed and used in
this study was validated as being highly effective in producing study results which
were comprehensive and indicative of the full scope of the occupation of power
engineer. The quality of the Modified Model DACUM Process met a significant
majority of the regular DACUM quality standards identified by Norton (1999).
Thirty six of the 47 quality DACUM indicators were met through the Modified
DACUM Process Model in the study. Of the 11 items not met, 7 items were
related to the operation of a committee, and were not considered as applicable for
this study as a committee was not used in the initial process. (See Appendix S to
review the quality indicators for the DACUM process)
The Modified DACUM Process Model, which requires rigorous, timeconsuming, and extensive research activities for purposes of developing the duty
and task list (or research other than brainstorming), as in the traditional DACUM
process, was proven to be an acceptable means for establishing basic input data
for this type of study. The compelling evidence was the fact that 1,292 of the
1,714 items provided by initial research were subsequently verified by SMEs as
being valid requirements for the occupation of power engineer. The remaining
items were identified as (a) related to the occupation, (b) no items were
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challenged as being inappropriate to the occupation, and (c) no further items were
suggested to be added by respondents.
Recommendations for Further Study
It is recommended that further studies be conducted to provide additional
data for the occupation of power engineer, with the following goals in mind:
1. A national study that includes SMEs from regionally identified parts of
the country should be accomplished. This would verify that trade and technical
experts (SMEs) from different geographical and industry-oriented segments can
be accessed, and that they have knowledge of the requirements for basic skills,
knowledge, and performance sequences connected with success on the job
required for specific occupations within the broader scope of the occupation of
power engineer. The national study, encompassing SMEs from a broad area of the
U.S. (and with diversified backgrounds and experiences), would be representative
of the universe of power engineer expertise, and produce similar results to those
achieved by this study.
2. A future study should be made relative to the establishment of a
competency system for power engineers similar to that of the Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration Institutes’ Industry Competency Exam (ICE) system. This study
and subsequent studies can be utilized as comprehensive documentation for such
a system, to fully assess the level of competency for power engineers entering the
field.
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3. A future study should take place to develop a full standard for the
occupation of power engineer similar to that completed by the National Skills
Standard Board’s Manufacturing Skill Standards System. This can provide a
nationally recognized standard for use by employers, workers, educators and
others, to ensure enhancement of the occupation of power engineer.
4. A future study should take place to develop a national licensing
program for the occupation of power engineer in the U.S. This would be similar to
the Canadian program, which has been in existence for a number or years, and
would allow (a) full documentation of the experience, background, and
advancement of power engineers; and (b) the capability to transfer power
engineer credentials throughout the country--from state to state--without question
of individual abilities.
5. A future study should take place to develop a repository of resources,
questions, tests, and other information for use by persons required to interact with
education, training, and career activities necessary for the occupation of power
engineer.
6. The comprehensive data produced by this study should be utilized as a
resource to develop more extensive power engineer occupational enhancements
by those connected in any way with the occupation, to accomplish such activities
as (a) providing the basis for a model curriculum which may be used by
professional groups, educators, and trainers; (b) serving to stimulate institutions
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and organizations to offer an abundance of programs for power engineers who are
generally unable to attend classroom-laboratory-type instruction, due to shift work
requirements on the job. These programs would provide unique education and
training opportunities such as distance learning or online instruction, and (c)
provide guidance for advancement in the occupation by prospective and employed
power engineers, thus furthering the enhancement of the occupation of power
engineer.
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National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, at
http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/pdf/webBase2000/cipman.pdf. A draft 2000
edition is available for comment at http://nces.ed.gov/
npec/papers/cippreface.html.
National Crosswalk Center. (2006). Full list of occupation titles, along with their
SOC occupation assignment, is available on the Census Bureau website at
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/ ioindex.html. Crosswalks relating the
SOC to the legacy classification systems it replaces, as well as to the CIP
and military occupations, are available from the National Crosswalk
Service Center at http://www.state.ia.us/ncdc/.
Occupational Outlook Handbook. (2006). Widely used in career exploration,
uses information from O*NET and the OES program. The 2002-2003
edition of the Hand-book, which incorporates the 2000 SOC, was released
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in December 2001 http://www.
bls.gov/oco/home.htm.
O*NET Online. (2006). The O*NET system is a unique, powerful source for
continually updated information on skill requirements and occupational
characteristics. The O*NET system, which was significantly upgraded
and improved in November 2003 and continues to undergo periodic
enhancements, includes the O*NET database, O*NET OnLine, and the
O*NET Career Exploration Tools. O*NET (May be accessed at)
Retrieved on July 6, 2006 from http://online.onetcenter.org/
Standard Occupational Classification (SOC). (2006). Available online at the
Bureau of Labor Statistics site, http://www.bls.gov/soc/home.htm. This
site provides the complete list of occupations contained in the SOC, as
well as the SOC User Guide and links to ordering information for the print
and CDROM versions of the SOC.
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State and local job outlook information based on the SOC. (2001). Produced by
state work force agencies, began to appear in 2001. You can locate your
state's products at http://www.acinet .org /acinet /state1.htm.
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APPENDIX A
Power Building Engineer Surveys

Heating, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration System and
Unit Operation & Maintenance

HVAC OPERATION & MAINTENANCE -

Wallboard/Plastering, Masonry, Floor and Carpeting
installation and maintenance

STRUCTURAL & INTERIOR
MAINTENANCE - Carpentry, Painting,

plumbing, piping, fixture maintenance, sanitary, sewage
and waste disposal systems, fire supply and sprinkler
systems

BUILDING & PLANT MECHANICAL
MAINTENANCE - Potable and hot water systems,

electrical repair and maintenance, Operation of electrical
systems, lighting maintenance

70% (10.2%)

Not included in survey

60% (8.8%)

75% (10.96%)

60% (8.8%)

SAFETY & ADMINISTRATION - Maintains a
safe workplace using safe procedures and safety
equipment properly; reporting, writing, record keeping,
ordering and purchasing supplies, materials and
equipment

BUILDING & PLANT ELECTRICAL
MAINTENANCE - Residential and commercial

51% (7.5%)

47% (6.9%)

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION - Reads,
interprets, uses prints, diagrams, manufacturers¬instructions to complete operation and maintenance
activities; Writes reports and work orders, keeps logs,
writes letters, memos, purchase orders or requisitions

science principles and processes to-¬calculate, measure,
analyze or solve problems or work out solutions to
specific applications)

BASIC MATH & SCIENCE - Uses basic math and

2-3%

Not included in survey

2-13%

4-10%

1-6%

1-6%

5% (Est)

(1995) Study commissioned to upgrade the PowerBuilding Engineer Program at Henry Ford CC -Included
National Association of
General Motors
power engineers, building and facilities engineers. A
Power Engineers (NAPE)Powerhouse Engineer
cross-section of 43 power engineers at a comparable
Henry Ford Community
(1984)
Conducted for the
number of plants and buildings were selected on the
College (1974) - Profile of
basis of the diversity of the skills and knowledge and the a Power Engineer Survey Energy Section at GM
Corporate Headquarters
requirements for operation and maintenance of the
FREQUENCY DATA
equipment and systems found in these plants or
buildings. Other Studies-(1974, 1999)

POWER-BUILDING ENGINEER SURVEYS

APPENDIX A. Power Building Engineer Surveys-Data: 1974, 1984, 1995

17%

7.50%

13.13%

12.50%

8.13%

12.50%

11.25%

Building EngineersBuilding Maintenance
Technicians (1995)
IMPORTANCE

12.85%

4.13%

10.35%

4.35%

11.10%

3.95%

3.90%

School-Institution
Engineers (1995)
IMPORTANCE

17.80%

Not included in survey

15.10%

14.00%

11.10%

7.80%

7.80%

Hospital Engineers
(1995) IMPORTANCE

7.50%

Not included in survey

17.50%

10%

10%

7.50%

7.50%

Entry Level Engineers
(1995) IMPORTANCE

APPENDIX A. Power Building Engineer Surveys-Data: 1974, 1984, 1995

13.75%

Not included in survey

17.50%

5.25%

6.25%

12.50%

6.25%

Advanced Level
Engineers (1995)
IMPORTANCE

12%

8%

15%

22%

4%

5%(Est)

5%(Est)

Facilities Operation &
Maintenance Engineer 1999
- NSF-NOCTI Maintenance
Engineering Technician
Grant DACUM
IMPORTANCE
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treatment for boilers, cooling and air conditioning
equipment, pumping and water storage equipment

WATER HANDLING & TREATMENT Water

combustion equipment, fans & draft equipment, pollution

PLANT UTILITY OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE - Ash handling equipment,

turbines, engines, generating equipment and other
rotating power equipment

TURBINE, ENGINE OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE - Operating, maintaining, servicing

Operating,
servicing, maintaining boilers, steam generators, and
their accessories and equipment

STEAM GENERATOR-BOILER
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE -

building interior, exterior

BUILDING HOUSEKEEPING &
CUSTODIAL MAINTENANCE - Cleaning

facilities, roofing, siding, and exterior maintenance

BUILDING EXTERIOR & LANDSCAPE
MAINTENANCE - Lawn, shrubs, walkways, parking

Antenna Systems, Intercom Systems, Security Systems,
Residential Appliances, Telephone Systems

BUILDING ACCESSORY SYSTEMS &
EQUIPMENT - Sound/Signal Systems, Fire Systems,

8-16%

100%

684% (96.97%)

22%

15-17%

28%

10%

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

78.1% (11.4%)

65% (9.5%)

50% (7.3%)

76% (11.11%)

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

51.5% (7.5%)

98.75%

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

5.00%

5.00%

6.88%

96.05%

6.60%

4.65%

2.40%

12.75%

6.83%

7.05%

5.15%

104.91%

5.80%

3.40%

1.78%

15.80%

0.78%

0.55%

3.20%

100.00%

10%

12.50%

Not included in survey

17.50%

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

APPENDIX A. Power Building Engineer Surveys-Data: 1974, 1984, 1995

93.00%

5.25%

8.75%

Not included in survey

17.50%

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

99%

Not included in survey

5%

4%

15%

Not included in survey

Not included in survey

4%
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APPENDIX B
Survey Respondent Demographics
(From Page A, Survey Instrument)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

19

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A

Over 100
Less than 10
50 to 99
11 to 25
26 to 49
A-5. Average age of employees at this facility:
40 to 49
30 to 39
50 to 59
Over 60
20 to 29

A-4. Current Number of Employees at this facility:

Other Plant - List:

1

1

A-1. Current Job Title: (Headings)
A-2. Location of Plant:
North Mid-West
1
Northeast
Southeast
South Mid-West
Southwest
Northwest
A-3. Type of Plant:
Heating Plant
1
1-Hydro Power Plant, 2-Waste Water Trreatment, 3-Air Separation,
1
4-RDF Fired Utility-Heating
Power Plant-Industrial
Commercial Building
Power Plant-Utility
Power Plant - Other:
Cogen Plant - Process
Cogen Plant - Power
Apartment-Condo

APPENDIX B.
Survey Respondent Demographics
From Page A, Survey Instrument
1) Manager,
Steam
Production

B

1

1

1

1

2) Senior Asst
Mech Engineer

C
3) Lead
Operating
Engineer

D

1

1

1

1

1

4) Regional
Building
Engineer

E

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5) Supervisr
OperationsMaint-enance

F

1

1

1

1

1

6) Site Utilities
Manager

G

I

J

K

L

M

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10)Control Rm
7)Prod-uction 8) Power House 9)Super-vising
11) Maint12)Oper-ating
Oper-ator Shift
Technician
Operator
Operator
enance Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

H

APPENDIX B. Survey Respondent Demographics From Page A, Survey Instrument

5
5
1
0
0

3
3
3
3
0

4
3
3
2
0
0
0
0

5

8
2
1
1
0
0

Totals - Raw
Data

N

O
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50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

44
45
46
47
48
49

41
42
43

38
39
40

32
33
34
35
36
37

A
A-6. Average education of employees at this plant in your
location
Certificate or Trade School
Assiciate Degree
High School
4-Year Degree
No Degree
A-7. Are the majority of the employees in this occuapation
members of a union?
Yes
No
A-8. Does your company have an extablished apprenticeship
program for this occupation?
No
Yes
A-9. The length of the training period for persons at the entry
level position in your plant for this occupation is:
Over 18 months
Less than 2 months
7-12 months
2-6 months
13-18 months
A-10. FROM THE LIST BELOW - INDICATE THE
OCCUPATIONAL AREA/S IN WHICH YOU HAVE SPENT MOST
OF YOUR TIME:
6) Plant operation and maintenance
5) Building operation and maintenance
4) Electric utility
2) Commercial heating and cooling
3) Industrial process
7) Other (list): 1-Navy
1) Residential heating and cooling
1

1

1

1

1

1

B

C

1

1

1

1

1

D

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

E

1

1

1

1

1

1

F

1

1

1

1

G

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

H

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1
1
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J

1

1

1

1

1

1

K

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

L

1

1

1

1

1

1

M

1

1

1

1

1

1

N

8
4
4
3
2
1
0

3
3
3
2
1

7
5

7
5

6
5
2
1
0

O
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APPENDIX C
Survey Respondent Job Titles - Past-Present.
(From Page A, Survey Instrument)
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APPENDIX C. Survey Respondent Job Titles Provided - Past-Present. From Page A, Survey Instrument .

A

1

B

C

D

APPENDIX C. Survey Rspondant Job Titles Provided - Past-Present.
From Page A, Survey Instrument

2
3 Turbine Operator

E

G

H

1

2

5 Operating Engineer - Steam, boiler, fireman, bldg.
6 Control Room Operator
7 Boiler Operator

3
1
1
1
1
1

8 Boiler Mechanic

4

1

10 Stationary Engineer
11 Power Plant Operator

1

12 Compressor Operator
13 Water Softener Operator

1
1
1
1

14 Turbogenerator Operator
15 Turbine and Engine Operator

1

18 General Maintenance Mechanic

1

20 Boiler House Operator

1

21 Ash Handler

1
1

6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

L

M

11

12

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

28 Maintenance Engineer

1
1

29 LP Boiler Operator
30 Instrument Technician

1
1
1

1

31 Incinerator Operator

1
1

32 Helper
33 Heating Equipment Repairman

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

38 Boiler Water Chemist

1
1
1
1

39 Auxiliary Fireman

1

40 Assistant
41 Air Conditioning Operator

1
1

1
1

1
1

10
1

1

26 Precipitator Operator

37 Building Engineer

K

1
1
1
1

1
1

25 Pump Operator

36 Building Operator

1
1

1

24 Trainee

35 Electrical Maintenance Mechanic

9
1
1

1

1

23 Turbine Mechanic

8
1

1

1

22 Air Conditioning Mechanic

34 Foreman

J

1

17 HP Boiler Operator
19 Fan Operator

5
1

1

9 Steam Power Plant Operator

27 Mechanical Engineer

I

N

Respondants Profiles - Rank Ordered by Most Common Indicated

4 Supervisor

16 Power Plant Engineer

F

1
1

1
1
1

1

5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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APPENDIX C. Survey Respondent Job Titles Provided - Past-Present. From Page A, Survey Instrument .

A

B

C

D

E

F

42 Utilities Engineer

G

43 Switchboard Operator - Electrical
44 Superintendent
45 Stationary Engineer, Refrigeration

50 Powerhouse Engineer
51 Power House Superintend
52 Power Engineer
53 Oiler

1
1
1
1

58 Cooling System Operator
59 Coal Handler
60 Coal Car Unloader
61 Chief Engineer
62 Boiler-room Board Man
63 Boilerhouse Repairman
64 Boiler Room Helper
65 Boiler Inspector
66 Apprentice
67 Air Conditioning Attendant
68

L

1
1
1
1
1
1

49 Powerhouse Repairman

57 Diesel Engine Operator

K

1

48 Pulverizer Operator

56 Engine Mechanic

J

1

47 Refrigerating Engineer

55 Fireman, Boiler

I

1

46 Shift Foreman

54 Head Operator

H

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

M

N

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
140
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APPENDIX D
Survey Respondent Demographics
Major Competency Areas Rated By (%) & Position
(From Survey Instrument Page B)
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APPENDIX D. MAJOR COMPETENCY AREAS RATED BY (%) POSITION. From Survey Instrument Page B.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Heating Plant
Engineer

Building
Engineer

Power Plant
Engineer

Process Plant
Engr

Totals (Avg)

Average (%)

BASIC MATH AND SCIENCE

5

30

18

55

27

9.71%

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

40

30

43

85

49.5

17.81%

SAFETY AND ADMINISTRATION

5

25

48

40

29.5

10.61%

BUILDING & PLANT ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE

0

45

6

6

14.25

5.13%

BUILDING & PLANT MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE

0

35

15

21

17.75

6.38%

HVAC OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

0

75.5

5

30

27.625

9.94%

STEAM GENERATOR OPERATION AND
8 MAINTENANCE

20

12.5

50

27

27.375

9.85%

PLANT UTILITY OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

5

5

10

40

15

5.40%

WATER TREATMENT

5

15

12

25

14.25

5.13%

TURBINE, ENGINE OPERATION & MAINTENANCE

0

5

28

25

14.5

5.22%

CONTROLS, CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION

20

35

65

45

41.25

14.84%

278

100.00%

APPENDIX D.
MAJOR COMPETENCY AREAS RATED BY (%) &
1 POSITION. From Survey Instrument Page B
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
10
11
12
13
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APPENDIX E-1
Survey Instrument
Title Page, Cover Letter and Pages A and B
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Power Engineer 188

Power Engineer 189

Power Engineer 190

Power Engineer 191

APPENDIX E-2
Survey Instrument
Pages 1,2,3 Core Knowledge & Skills

Power Engineer 192

Power Engineer 193

Power Engineer 194

Power Engineer 195

APPENDIX E-3
Survey Instrument Advanced
Knowledge and Skill Tasks – Pages 4-9

Power Engineer 196

Power Engineer 197

Power Engineer 198

Power Engineer 199

Power Engineer 200

Power Engineer 201

Power Engineer 202

APPENDIX E-4
Survey Instrument Pages 10, 11, 12 Equipment, Tools, Applied Skills, Physical Conditions,
Personal Traits, Human Relations-Job Mental Skills

Power Engineer 203

Power Engineer 204

Power Engineer 205

Power Engineer 206

APPENDIX F-1
DACUM Chart Cover Page
with list of Survey Respondents
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APPENDIX F-1. Power Engineer DACUM - Operational Data .

A

B

C

D

APPENDIX F-1
Power Engineer DACUM - Operational Data

1

2

Sponsoring Organization

3

Professional Education Research Associates Incorporated
4

Date of DACUM

5

08/30/2005
6

Organized By

7

James Martini
8

Facilitated By

9

James Martini
10

DACUM Panel of Experts

11
12

Participant

13 Peter L. Thelen
Ravi Yelamanchi

Title

Company

City

Manager, Steam Production

Lansing Board of Water and Light

Lansing

Senior Assistant Mechanical
Engineer

Detroit Waste Water Treatment
Plant

Detroit

14
15 Robert Fowler
16 Joe Trometer

Lead Operating Engineer

DTE Energy Services

Detroit

Regional Building Engineer

Lord & Taylor

Dearborn

Douglas V. Looters

Supervisor,
Operations/Maintenance

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

Detroit

Ted Wollesen

Site Utilities Manager

General Motors, Bay City Power
Train

Bay City

Production Technician

Praxair Inc.

Ecorse

Power House Operator

Ford Motor Company, Livonia
Transmission

Livonia

Supervising Operator

Detroit Edison Company

River Rouge

Control Room Operator/Shift
Engineer

Michigan Waste Energy

Detroit

Maintenance Engineer

L. P. R. Land Company

Livonia

Maintenance Supervisor

Detroit Edison

Detroit

17
18
19 Jack Edwards
Ted Glynn
20
21 Robert Julite
Grayson E. Goarcke
22
23 William R. Walz
24 Basil Schroder

The DACUM Process uses experts in the field to describe their occupation. An occupation can be
described in terms of DUTIES (arbitrary groupings of related tasks) and TASKS (observable units of
work).
25
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APPENDIX F-2
Power Engineer DACUM Chart

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

E

Obtain, read, interpret,
apply technical
materials /data to
Schematics, diagrams.
blueprints

3

08/30/2005
4

Fills in forms/records for
operation, preventive
maintenance

Obtain, read, interpret,
apply technical
materials /data to
Tables. graphs, flow
charts, decision trees

Applies basic
rules/principles when
completing problem
solving

Specifies goals & limits Recognizes problems- Accepts responsibility
5- APPLIES
generates and selects devises and implements for actions-positive or
THINKING
alternatives
plans of action
negative
SKILLS to
Decision Making

E

Applies sequential
processes to support
mastery of new skills

4- Communicates Lists, responds to vabal Acknowledges, follows Utilizes the telephone Discusses actions and Verbalizes actions and
and intercom to respond procedures with peers understandings to
VERBALLY with messages, and other verbal and written
cues
instructions
to orders
and supervisors
validate activities
plant personnel

Obtain, read, interpret,
apply technical
materials /data to Plant
and boiler room logs.
operating instructions,
tecdmical data

5

G

D

Sketches components, Sketches components, Diagrams mechanical
parts and systems to
parts and systems to
systems in simple form
convey problems
convey problems
for study

Records operation and Writes memos, reports, Creates letters,
maintenance data in
equipment condition
directions, manuals,
logs and on sheets
descriptions
graphs, flow charts

2
Obtain, read, interpret,
apply technical
materials /data to
Codes. regulations,
compliance manuals,
MSD sheets

1

Sketches and & uses
sketches to master
piping systems

F

APPENDIX F-2
Power Engineer DACUM Chart

D

Obtain, read, interpret,
apply technical
materials /data to
maintenance. service.
installation using
manufacturers literature

Tasks

C

3Communicates,
ideas, by
SKETCHING,

1- CORE
KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLSObtain, read,
interpret, apply
technical
materials/data
2- Communcates
thoughts, ideas,
information, data
in WRITING

Duties

B

C

B

A

A

Appendix F-2. Power Engineer DACUM Chart.

Obtain, read, interpret,
apply technical
materials /data to
Operating and
maintenance
instructions directions
for equipment

6

H
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15

14

13

12

11

A

I

H

G

F

C

D

E

9- APPLIES
BASIC
GEOMETRY to
specific
workplace

7COMMUNICATES
appropriate
workplace
personal qualities
8- APPLIES
ARITHMETIC to
workplace
activities:

Applies scales, lines,
angles measuring to
workplace problems

Applies hand-held
calculator to solve
workplace problems

Adds, subtracts,
divides, multiplies
fractions whole No's,
decimals

Exerts effort and
perseveres toward
attaining workplace
goals

F

Calculates areas,
volumes, perimeters in
workplace
measurements

Solves workplace
problems with basic
computer programs

Applies to workplace
activities-Coverts
fractions and decimals

H

Utilize tables, graphs, Applies hand-held
charts, sliding table/rule calculator to solve
to solve problems
workplace problems

G

Converts length, area, Converts Weight,
liquid measure, dry
volume, time units using
measure units W/tables tables/calculator

Applies percentage,
ratio & proportion in
workplace problems

Applies Pythagorean
Applies rules for
Rule & other methods of geometric figures to
indirect measure
solve workplace
problems

Solves problems with
squares, square roots
with table/calculator

Convert Metric English
measurements in
workplace situations

Takes pride in work
Manages actions with Chooses ethical
maintaining positive self goal setting, monitoring courses of action,
image
self control
displays honesty,
imtegrity

Reads, analyzes,
Enters collected data in Uses hand/arm signals,
6gestures, and voice to
COMMUNICATES interprets, acts on data visual dislays and
from visual displays
computers
communicate
VISUALLY with
others

B
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20

19

18

17

16

B

13- APPLIES
STATISTICAL
METHODS to
workplace
activities:
14- APPLIES
MECHANICS
knowledge/skills
on the job:

M

N

L

C

Solves simple &
compound machine
problems in the
workplace

Analyzes data using
knowledge of tables,
graphs, charts

Applies knowledge of
variables, limits,
derivatives on the job

Applies basic angle
measurement to
workplace activities

Solves workplace
10- APPLIES
BASIC ALGEBRA problems using signed
numbers, equations
to workplace
activities:

11- APPLIES
BASIC
TRIGONOMETRY
to workplace
activities:
12-APPLIES
BASIC
CALCULUS to
workplace

A

K

J

Applies force/vector
knowledge to solve
workplace problems

Analyzes data using
statistical measures of
central tendency

Applies knowledge of
differentiation to
workplace activities

Solves workplace
problems with right &
oblique triangles

D
Solves workplace
problems using
exponents, formulas,
equations

Solves
velocity/acceleration
workplace problems

Analyzes data using
statistical measures of
dispersion

Applies knowledge of
integration to workplace
activities

Solves workplace
problems multiple
angles & inverse
functions

E
Solves workplace
problems using
factoring. fractions,
equations

Solves impulse &
momentum workplace
problems

Uses computerized
programs to perform
statistical analysis

F
Solves common
problems using
algebraic operations

Appendix F-2. Power Engineer DACUM Chart.

H

Solves friction, gears,
Solves rotational forcebelts, pulleys workplace angular
problems
velocity/acceleration
problems

G
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24

23

22

21
Solves heat-energy power/work problems
on workplace systems

F
Applies knowledge of
piping & fluid flow to
situations on the job.

Solve workplace
problems related to
single/multi-phase
circuits

Applies testmeasurement
instrument skills to
workplace systems

Tests/measures,
monitors/operates
chemical systems on
the job

Solves/calculates heat Applies gas-heat
transfer/flow workplace transfer
system problems
knowledge/skills to
workplace problems

E
Solves
hydraulic/pneumatic
pressure transmissioo
problems

Applies knowledge of
Applies knowledge of
environmental pollution water treatment to
in the workplace
workplace systems

Applies temperature
measuremmt skills to
workplace problems

Solve workplace
Solve workplace
18- APPLIES
ELECTRICAL/ELE problems related to DC problems related to AC
circuits/equipment
circuits/equipment
CTRONICS
knowledge/skills
on the job:

P

R

D
Applies knowledge of
fluid flow to workplace
situations

Applies knowledge of
17- APPLIES
combustion/fuels to
CHEMISTRY
workplace systems
knowledge/skills
on the job:

C
Solves fluid
pressure/buoyancy
problems on the job

Q

B

15- APPLIES
FLUID
MECHANICS
knowledge/skills
on the job:
16- APPLIES
THERMODYNAMI
CS knowledge &
skills on the job:

O

A
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H

Applies knowledge/skills
with potable water
systems on the job

Applies solid State
Applies electrical
component
generation/distribution
knowledge/skills on the knowledge/skills on job
job

Applies knowledge of
waste water treatment
to workplace systems

Solves/calculates steam Applies knowledge/skills
& vapor, heat balance- of gas
cycle problems
compression/expansion
on the job

G
olves
hydraulics/pneumatics
workplace syste
problems
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28

27

26

25

A

U

T

S

B

21- APPLIES
INDUSTRIAL
CODES/REGULA
TIONS on the job:

20- APPLIES
PRESSURE
"VESSEL/BOILER
CODES on the
job:

skills/knowledge on
the job:

19- APPLIES
CONTROL/INSTR
UMENTATION &
COMPUTER

Applies State & Local
Safety
Codes/Regulations in
the workplace

Applies OSHA
Applies OSHA
Standards to personal Standards to correct
safety situations on the workplace conditions
job

Applies OSHA
Standards confined
space activities on the
job

Analyzes ensures
operating procedures
meet or exceed:
Recommended Care of
Power Boilers-Sec VII
ASME code

D
E
Applies automatic
Applies basic computer
control system
knowledge to control
knowledge to workplace workplace systems
loops

Analyzes ensures
Analyzes ensures plant
equipment meets ASME meets ASME Heating
Power Boiler Sec 1
Boiler Sec IV Code
Code

C
Solves
flow/level/pressure,
temperature control
problems on the job

Applies OSHA
Standards to materials
handling in the
workplace

Analyzes ensures
operating procedures
meet or exceed:
Recommended CareOperation-Heating
Boilers-Sec VI ASME
code

F
Utilizes computers to
record - monitor
workplace informationdata
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Analyzes ensures
operating procedures
meet or exceed: State &
Local Boiler/ Pressure
Vessel Codes and
Regulations

H

Applies OSHA
Applies regulations to
Standards to equipment control hazardous
lock-out activities on the materials on the job
job

Analyzes ensures
operating procedures
meet or exceed: Control
and Safety Devices
ASME CSD-I

G
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32

31

30

29

A

W

V

B

23- APPLIES
MANAGEMENT
SKILLS in the
workplace:

22- APPLIES
ADMINISTRATIO
NORGANIZATION
SKILLS in the
workplace:

Orients-trains new
employees in the
workplace

Controls overtime
Executes company
scheduling according to employee
company policy
contract./agreement
arrangements

Writes job
descriptions/analyzes
work performance on
the job
Coordinates
management plans with
daily workplace
activities

Recruits, interviews,
hires/fires employees

Maintains file/s of
manufacturers data on
all plant equipment

D
E
Coordinates operation & Contacts/works with
maintenance activities outside vendors to
with plant trades
obtain
services/materials

Orders, maintains
Maintains
inventory of major parts blueprint/diagrams of
or components
plant systems in "asbuilt" form

C
Prepares shift
schedules and work
activity schedules

Plans, implements
Administers employee
programs to
benefit plans
increase/promote plant
efficiency

Conducts performance Administers/oversees
Insures schedules are
reviews on employees company -employee
followed, jobs are
policies and regulations completed within budget

Writes reports, memos
describing equipment or
conditions on job

G
H
Works with
Orders, maintains
installing/servicing
stocks of expendable
contractors to maintain parts, materials
equipment

Operates computerized Develops proposals to
records-schedules
change equipmentsystems on the job
systems on the job

F
Develops/follows
housekeeping/cleaning
schedules for
equipment
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34

33

A

X

B

24- BOILER
OPERATION STEAM
GENERATION HOTWATER
PRODUCTION:
Operates, tests,
checks, starts,
stops, maintains,
does emergency
procedures.
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: WT bent tube,
assembled, central
power plant heating or
process steam boiler

C
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: Cast. iron
boilers

Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: WT pulse
type boiler

D
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: Firetube (FT)
firebox or horizontal
return tube boilers

Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: WT large
central station -steam
generation -electrical
output boiler

E
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: Scotch FT
multi-pass package
boiler

F
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: Watertube
(WT) flexible tube boiler
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G
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: Bent Tube
(WT), package, multipass," A", "0", or "D"
type boiler

H
Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures
on one or more of the
following: Steam
Generator -small WT
type boiler
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38

37

36

35

A

Z

Y

B

C

26- PERFORMS
BOILER
OPERATION:
Startup,
Shutdown,
Normal
Operation,
Energency
Operation.

Performs check of
prestart conditions
insuring all safe start
conditions are met

Checks/tests/operates
stoker fired systemsstoker, grates, over fire
air fans, stoker drive
and controls

F
Check water side of
boilers for defectsdrums, shells, tubes,
handholes, headers,
drum internals

Starts up boiler utilizing
manufacturers
recommendations for
sequencing and
pressure rise

Controls boiler
equipment in manual or
auto-fans, burner/s,
fuel, air, feedwater,
steam flow

Checks boiler apparatus-Checks/tests boiler
air preheaters,
components-safety
superheaters,
valves, feedwater
economizers, soot
regulator, stop valves,
blowers, ash handling vents, drains,
systems
blowdowns

D
E
Inspects out-of-service Performs annual
boilers for normal wear, hydrostatic tests on
pressure vessel
boilers
problems, casing leaks

Cuts boiler into the line Places boiler in normal
upon reaching working operating position,
pressure
closing drains, vents,
free-blows

Energizes power to
boiler, control systems,
accessories and
auxiliaries

Checks/tests/operates
pulverized fuel Systempulverizers-feeders,
fans/exhausters coal
scales, bunkers,
burners

25- PERFORMS Cleans, boils out boiler,
BOILER CHECKS prepare for inspection
COMMISSIONING
, PRESTART,
ANNUAL
INSPECTION
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Monitors flame,
pressure rise, water
level, tube/shell
temperatures
maintaining within
prescribed startup limits

G
Checks fireside of
boilers for problemswindbox, burner,
refractory, furnace, gas
passes, tubes, baffles

Operates boiler
accessories as requiredair heater, economizer,
superheater, reheater,
pollution equipment

H
Checks-test&-operates
mechanical draft
components-fans,
dampers, fan coupling,
draft controls
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B

BB 28- PERFORMS
BOILER
MAINTENANCE

43

CC 29- OPERATESMAINTAINS
BOILER
42
AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT AND
SYSTEMS

41

40

39

A

AA 27- BOILER
CHECKS - PART
2

Maintains feedwater
equipment-Pumps,
piping. regulating
station, stop valves,
feedwater heating
systems

Cleans waterside
surfaces to prepare for
inspection or further
service

D
Operates boiler under
normal load conditions
maintaining water level,
steam flow, safe fuel
conditions

Replaces, seals,
gaskets, repacks
valves, services
handhole plates

Cleans/repairs fireside
surfaces to prepare for
further service

E
Operates auxiliary
equipment-soot
blowers, blowdowns,
ash removal, pollution
control
Lays up boiler with
either wet or dry storage
methods for extended
outage periods

F
Operates boiler safely
under emergency
conditions-leaks,
incorrect

Performs Maintenance
on boiler accessory
equipment-soot
blowers, economizers,
superheaters, air
heaters

G

Maintains fans, fan
prime movers, speed
control equipment

Maintains economizers, Maintains boiler controls
superheaters, air
and control systems
heaters

Maintains gas/oil fuel
Maintains, repairs
Maintains, repairs,
Services soot blowing Maintains ash removal
burning equipment and pulverizers and related stokers, and associated and flyash removal
systems
storage components
equipment
equipment
systems and equipment

Maintains fuel
handling/storage
equipment-burners, coal
scales, fuel valve trains,
feeders, fuel storage

Cools boiler to safe
temperature levels for
maintenance operations
isolates boiler from
operating units

C
Tests safety valves on
start up as prescribed
by manufacturer and
codes
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Maintains boiler
feedwater pumps,
heaters and related
equipment

Performs maintain on
ash handling
equipment, pollution
equipment, fans and
draft equipment

H
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B

48

47

EE 31- PRIME
MOVERS -STEAM
OR GASTURBINE
GENERATORS
AND GAS
ENGINE-DIESEL
ENGINE UNITS 46
Inspects, tests,
checks,
starts/stops,
operates and
maintains.

45

44

A

DD 30- OPERATESMAINTAINS
WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Hydro
turbine

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Small
and mid-sized gas
turbines (up to 75 MW)

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Large
steam turbine,
compound/reheat
(above 75 MW)
Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Diesel
engine

OPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Tests,
adjusts cooling water
and cooling tower water
system feeds
Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers Mechanical driveturbine driven air
conditioning chillers

OPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Maintains
chemical feed pumps,
controls and feed
apparatus
Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers Mechanical driveturbine driven
centrifugal compressors

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Large
gas turbines

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers Mechanical driveturbine driven blowers,
fans

D
E
OPERATESOPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
MAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Water
SYSTEMS:
softener zeolite system - Demineralizer -Ion
exchange systemequipment -Makeup
water system
equipment

C
OPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Makeup
System or filtrationclarification system

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Gas
turbine/waste heat
boiler combined

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers Mechanical driveturbine driven feed or
process pumps

F
OPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Deaeration
and other feedwater
heaters
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Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers Extraction and process
turbines

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Gas
engines .(natural gas or
gasoline)

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers Gas/Steam turbine
combined cycle

H
OPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Tests boiler
& makeup water determining necessary
chemical feed

Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates
and maintains one or
more of the following
prime movers - Small
and mid-sized steam
turbines (up to 75 MW)

G
OPERATESMAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT
EQUIPMENTSYSTEMS: Chemical
feed apparatus
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A

B

52

51

50

GG 33) PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE
ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED
AIR SYSTEMS

FF 32-PERFORMS
PRIME MOVER
OPERATION
MAINTENANCE
49

D
Performs a preoperation check on
prime mover
components

E
Starts lubrication
system, cooling water,
and other auxiliaries

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Controls
unit safely during
emergency operations

Performs a preoperation check on
prime mover &
compressor

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Shuts
down prime mover unit
using recommended
procedures

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Starts
lubrication system,
cooling water, and other
accessories

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Maintains
compressor and
accessories

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Starts,
unloaded unit bringing
up to speed, monitoring
operation

Controls unit during
Observes operation of Controls unit safely
normal operation
existing units recording during emergency
monitoring all indicators temperatures, pressures operations
and other data from
controls and indicators

C
Performs a preoperational check on
energy supplyfuel/steam,

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Puts unit
on the line, loading
according to
manufacturers data

Shuts down prime
mover unit using
recommended
procedures

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Controls
unit during normal
operation monitoring all
indicators

PERFORMS
OPERATIONMAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORSCOMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS - Observes
operation of rotating
units recording
temperatures, pressures
and other data from
controls and indicators

Tests unit safety
) Maintains prime
equipment (overspeed, movers, drive units,
safety etc)
accessories and
auxiliaries

F
G
H
Performs prestart check Starts, warms up, brings Puts unit on line
on generator or driven unit up to speed
synchronizing generator
unit
monitoring operation
or putting driven unit in
service
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55

54

53

A

B

HH 34- OPERATES.
MAINTAINS
BUILDING
&PLANT
HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Hydronic HeatingRadiation, Terminal
Units, Unit Heaters

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam HeatingCombustion Air Heating
Systems

C
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam Heating-Valves,
Traps, Strainers,
Separators, Vents,
Piping

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS - Air
Handling Units -Steam
or Hot Water Coils

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Heating-Humidification Air Washing Systems

D
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam HeatingCondensate Return
Systems

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Direct.-Fired Makeup
Air Heater - Heating
Systems

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Heating-Reheat
Systems

E
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam HeatingRadiation, Terminal
Units, Unit Heater

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Rooftop PackageHeating Units/Systems

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Hydronic Heating-Zone
Valves, 3-Way Valves,
Air Separaton,Vents,
Piping

F
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam HeatingReducing Stations,
Regulating
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OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Heat-Heating
Units/Systems

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Hydronic HeatingCirculators, Aquastats,
Flow Controls

G
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam HeatingConverters, Heat
Exchangers

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Passive-Active Solar or
other Alternative
Heating System

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Hydronic HeatingExpansion Tanks,
Makeup Regulators

H
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS BUILDING
& PLANT HEATING
UNITS/SYSTEMS Steam HeatingDomestic Water
Heating Systems
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60

59

58

57

56

A

B

35- OPERATES.
MAINTAINS
CHILLERS AND
COOLING UNITS
OR SYSTEMS

JJ 36)
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION
Inspects, checks,
tests,
starts/stops,
operates and
maintains.

II

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Specialized
production/processing
refrigeration units

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Industrial
reciprocating
refrigeration units

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Electronic
Air Cleaners, Air
Cleaning Systems

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Chill Water
Distribution ~ and
Systems

C
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - 5-50 Ton
Reciprocating Units

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Industrial
centrifugal or screw
refrigeration units

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Ventilation
Systems, Economizers,
Outside Air Intake Units,
Heat Recovery Units

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Cooling
Towers, Mechanical
Draft

D
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - 50-350 Ton
Reciprocating Units
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Thermal
Storage Systems -Ice or
Water

F
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Above 500
Ton Centrifugal Units

G
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Absorption
Chillers

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Steam-jet
refrigeration units

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Cooling
Tower Pumping- Water
Systems

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Industrial
absorption refrigeration
units

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Cold
storage/food processing
refrigeration units

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Air
Handlers, Air
Distribution Systems.
Chill Water Coils, Piping
OPERATES.
OPERATES.
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS MAINTAINS CHILLERS MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR & COOLING UNITS OR & COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Exhaust
SYSTEMS - Exhaust
SYSTEMS - Exhaust
Systems - Rooftop
Systems - Heat Pump Systems - Air-Cooled
Systems
!Water Cooled Package- Units, Large and
Type Condensing Units Package Cooling Units

E
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - 100-500
Ton Centrifugal/Screw
Units
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COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating
systems - Cryogeniclow temperature
refrigeration units

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Exhaust
Systems Dehumidification
Units/Systems

OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Air FiltersSlab, Roll, Bag, High &
Regular Efficiency

H
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS
& COOLING UNITS OR
SYSTEMS - Gas-Fired
Absorption Chillers
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A

B

62

KK 37) BUILDINGPLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks,
tests,
starts/stops,
operates &
61
maintains.

F
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Building
heating systems

BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Domestic
and industrial process
hot water heating
systems

E
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Sewage
disposal, waste water
treatment systems

D
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Sanitary
drainage systems

BUILDING/PLANT
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects, SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Compressed Maintains - Building air
air systems
conditioning forced air
ducted systems

C
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Potable
water systems-piping
and components

BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Elevators,
hoists, lifts, cranes,
moving stairways
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G
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Incinerator,
waste burning. waste
treatment systems

H
BUILDING/PLANT
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS - Inspects,
checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Fire
protection systems,
sprinklers, fire alarmdetection systems
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A

B

65

64

LL 38)
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks,
tests,
starts/stops,
63
operates,
maintains.

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains electronic/microprocess
or controls, test and
replace circuit boards,
calibrate transducers,
tune control loops

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Test, adjust,
calibrate, troubleshoot,
repair pressure, level
temperature, flow
sensors, transmitter,
recorders, positioners

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Sets up,
programs PLC's
(programmable logic
controllers)

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - motor
controls, switchgear,
breakers

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - electronic
controls,
microprocessors,
recorders, sensors,
actuators, electromechanical devices,
switches, timers

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - electrical
motors, generators

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - electrical
light systems and
components

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Maintainsoperates electrical
motors, generators

BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Sets up
maintains data
acquisition software and
controls

H
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Maintain
electrical light systems
and components

G
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Maintain
electrical wiring systems
- Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage

F
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Electrical
lighting distribution
system/circuits

E
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Electrical
high voltage distribution
switchgear/systems

D
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Cable, TV
/radio antenna,
computer network,
information systems

C
BUILDING/PLANT
ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMSInspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates &
maintains - Sound and
signal systems
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APPENDIX E-3
Power Engineer
(Example Validation Study)
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APPENDIX F-3. Power Engineer (Example Validation Survey).

A

B

C

D

APPENDIX F-3. Power Engineer (Example Validation Survey)
1
2

DACUM Validation Survey
James Martini

3

Rating Scales
4
5

Duties and Tasks

7

1- CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Obtain,
read, interpret, apply technical materials/data
including:
Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to maintenance. service. installation using
manufacturers literature

8

Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Codes. regulations, compliance manuals,
MSD sheets

9

Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Schematics, diagrams. blueprints

10

Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Tables. graphs, flow charts, decision trees

11

Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Plant and boiler room logs. operating
instructions, tecdmical data

12

Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Operating and maintenance instructions
directions for equipment

6

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

13

14

2- Communcates thoughts, ideas, information,
data in WRITING

15

Records operation and maintenance data in logs
and on sheets

16

Writes memos, reports, equipment condition
descriptions

17

Creates letters, directions, manuals, graphs, flow
charts

18

Fills in forms/records for operation, preventive
maintenance

19
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A

20

3- Communicates, ideas, by SKETCHING,
DIAGRAMING

21

Sketches and & uses sketches to master piping
systems

22

Sketches components, parts and systems to
convey problems

23

Sketches components, parts and systems to
convey problems

24

Diagrams mechanical systems in simple form for
study

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

25

26
27
28

4- Communicates VERBALLY with plant
personnel
Lists, responds to vabal messages, and other cues
Acknowledges, follows verbal and written
iUtilizes
t ti the telephone and intercom to respond to

29

orders

30

Discusses actions and procedures with peers and
supervisors

31

Verbalizes actions and understandings to validate
activities

32

33

5- APPLIES THINKING SKILLS to Decision
Making

34

Specifies goals & limits generates and selects
alternatives

35

Recognizes problems-devises and implements
plans of action

36

Accepts responsibility for actions-positive or
ti sequential processes to support mastery of
Applies

37

new skills

38

Applies basic rules/principles when completing
problem solving

39
40

6- COMMUNICATES VISUALLY with others

41

Reads, analyzes, interprets, acts on data from
visual displays

42

43
44

Enters collected data in visual dislays and
t
Uses hand/arm
signals, gestures, and voice to
communicate
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A

45

7- COMMUNICATES appropriate workplace
personal qualities

46

Exerts effort and perseveres toward attaining
workplace goals

47

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Takes pride in work maintaining positive self image

48

Manages actions with goal setting, monitoring self
control

49

Chooses ethical courses of action, displays
honesty, imtegrity

50
51

8- APPLIES ARITHMETIC to workplace
ti itisubtracts, divides, multiplies fractions whole
Adds,

52

No's, decimals

53

Applies to workplace activities-Coverts fractions
and decimals

54

Convert Metric English measurements in
workplace situations

55

Applies percentage, ratio & proportion in workplace
problems

56

Utilize tables, graphs, charts, sliding table/rule to
solve problems

57

Applies hand-held calculator to solve workplace
problems

58

Applies hand-held calculator to solve workplace
problems

59

Solves workplace problems with basic computer
programs

60

Solves problems with squares, square roots with
table/calculator

61

Converts length, area, liquid measure, dry
measure units W/tables

62

Converts Weight, volume, time units using
tables/calculator

63
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A

64

9- APPLIES BASIC GEOMETRY to specific
workplace activities:

65

Applies scales, lines, angles measuring to
workplace problems

66

Calculates areas, volumes, perimeters in
workplace measurements

67

Applies Pythagorean Rule & other methods of
indirect measure

68

Applies rules for geometric figures to solve
workplace problems

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

69

70

10- APPLIES BASIC ALGEBRA to workplace
activities:

71

Solves workplace problems using signed numbers,
equations

72

Solves workplace problems using exponents,
formulas, equations

73

Solves workplace problems using factoring.
fractions, equations

74
75

Solves common problems using algebraic
ti

76

11- APPLIES BASIC TRIGONOMETRY to
workplace activities:

77

Applies basic angle measurement to workplace
activities

78

Solves workplace problems with right & oblique
triangles

79

Solves workplace problems multiple angles &
inverse functions

80

81

12-APPLIES BASIC CALCULUS to workplace
activities:

82

Applies knowledge of variables, limits, derivatives
on the job

83

Applies knowledge of differentiation to workplace
activities

84

Applies knowledge of integration to workplace
activities

85
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A

86

13- APPLIES STATISTICAL METHODS to
workplace activities:

87

Analyzes data using knowledge of tables, graphs,
charts

88

Analyzes data using statistical measures of central
tendency

89

Analyzes data using statistical measures of
dispersion

90

Uses computerized programs to perform statistical
analysis

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

91

92

14- APPLIES MECHANICS knowledge/skills on
the job:

93

Solves simple & compound machine problems in
the workplace

94

Applies force/vector knowledge to solve
workplace problems

95
96

Solves velocity/acceleration workplace problems
Solves impulse & momentum workplace problems

97

Solves friction, gears, belts, pulleys workplace
problems

98

Solves rotational force-angular
velocity/acceleration problems

99

100
101

15- APPLIES FLUID MECHANICS
knowledge/skills on the job:
Solves fluid pressure/buoyancy problems on the
jApplies
b
knowledge of fluid flow to workplace

102

situations

103

Solves hydraulic/pneumatic pressure transmissioo
problems

104

Applies knowledge of piping & fluid flow to
situations on the job.

105

olves hydraulics/pneumatics workplace syste
problems

106
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A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

107

16- APPLIES THERMODYNAMICS knowledge &
skills on the job:

108

Solves heat-energy -power/work problems on
workplace systems

109

Applies temperature measuremmt skills to
workplace problems

110

Solves/calculates heat transfer/flow workplace
system problems

111

Applies gas-heat transfer knowledge/skills to
workplace problems

112

Solves/calculates steam & vapor, heat balancecycle problems

113

Applies knowledge/skills of gas
compression/expansion on the job
Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

114

115

17- APPLIES CHEMISTRY knowledge/skills on
the job:

116

Applies knowledge of combustion/fuels to
workplace systems

117

Applies knowledge of environmental pollution in
the workplace

118

Applies knowledge of water treatment to workplace
systems

119

Tests/measures, monitors/operates chemical
systems on the job

120

Applies knowledge of waste water treatment to
workplace systems

121

Applies knowledge/skills with potable water
systems on the job

122

123

18- APPLIES ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS
knowledge/skills on the job:

124

Solve workplace problems related to DC
circuits/equipment

125

Solve workplace problems related to AC
circuits/equipment

126

Solve workplace problems related to single/multiphase circuits

127

Applies test-measurement instrument skills to
workplace systems

128

Applies solid State component knowledge/skills on
the job

129

Applies electrical generation/distribution
knowledge/skills on job

130
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A

131

19- APPLIES CONTROL/INSTRUMENTATION &
COMPUTER skills/knowledge on the job:

132

Solves flow/level/pressure, temperature control
problems on the job

133

Applies automatic control system knowledge to
workplace loops

134

Applies basic computer knowledge to control
workplace systems

135

Utilizes computers to record - monitor workplace
information-data

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

136

137

20- APPLIES PRESSURE "VESSEL/BOILER
CODES on the job:

138

Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power
Boiler Sec 1 Code

139

Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating
Boiler Sec IV Code
Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec
VII ASME code

140

141

Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: Recommended Care-Operation-Heating
Boilers-Sec VI ASME code
Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: Control and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I

142

143

Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: State & Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel
Codes and Regulations

144

145

21- APPLIES INDUSTRIAL
CODES/REGULATIONS on the job:

146

Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety
situations on the job

147

Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace
conditions

148

Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities
on the job

149

Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in
the workplace

150

Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out
activities on the job

151

Applies regulations to control hazardous materials
on the job

152

Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in
the workplace

153
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A

154
155

22- APPLIES ADMINISTRATIONORGANIZATION SKILLS in the workplace:

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Prepares shift schedules and work activity
h d l
Coordinates
operation & maintenance activities

156

with plant trades

157

Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain
services/materials

158

Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning
schedules for equipment

159

Works with installing/servicing contractors to
maintain equipment

160

Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts,
materials

161

Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or
components

162

Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in
"as-built" form

163

Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant
equipment

164

Operates computerized records-schedules
systems on the job

165

Develops proposals to change equipment-systems
on the job

166

Writes reports, memos describing equipment or
conditions on job

167

168

23- APPLIES MANAGEMENT SKILLS in the
workplace:

169

Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance
on the job

170
171
172

Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees
Conducts performance reviews on employees

173

Administers/oversees company -employee policies
and regulations

174

Insures schedules are followed, jobs are
completed within budget

175

Controls overtime scheduling according to
company policy

176

Executes company employee contract./agreement
arrangements

177

Coordinates management plans with daily
workplace activities

178

Plans, implements programs to increase/promote
plant efficiency

179
180

Administers employee benefit plans
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181

182

A

B

C

D

24- BOILER OPERATION -STEAM GENERATION
-HOTWATER PRODUCTION: Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures on one or more of the
following.
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Cast. iron boilers

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

184

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Firetube (FT) firebox or horizontal
return tube boilers
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Scotch FT multi-pass package

185

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Watertube (WT) flexible tube

183

186

187

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Bent Tube (WT), package, multipass," A", "0", or "D" type boiler
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Steam Generator -small WT type

189

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: WT bent tube, assembled, central
power plant heating or process steam boiler
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: WT pulse type boiler

190

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: WT large central station -steam
generation -electrical output boiler

188

191
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A

192
193

194
195

196

197

25- PERFORMS BOILER CHECKS COMMISSIONING, PRESTART, ANNUAL
INSPECTION
Cleans, boils out boiler, prepare for inspection

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Inspects out-of-service boilers for normal wear,
pressure vessel problems, casing leaks
Performs annual hydrostatic tests on boilers
Check water side of boilers for defects-drums,
shells, tubes, handholes, headers, drum internals
Checks fireside of boilers for problems- windbox,
burner, refractory, furnace, gas passes, tubes,
b ffl
Checks-test&-operates
mechanical draft

198

components-fans, dampers, fan coupling, draft
controls

199

Checks/tests/operates pulverized fuel Systempulverizers-feeders, fans/exhausters coal scales,
bunkers, burners

200

Checks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker,
grates, over fire air fans, stoker drive and controls

201

Checks boiler apparatus-air preheaters,
superheaters, economizers, soot blowers, ash
handling systems

202

Checks/tests boiler components-safety valves,
feedwater regulator, stop valves, vents, drains,
blowdowns

203

205

26- PERFORMS BOILER STARTUP,
SHUTDOWN, NORMAL OPERATION.
EMERGENCY OPERATION - PART 1
Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
accessories and auxiliaries

206

Performs check of prestart conditions insuring all
safe start conditions are met

204

207

Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
recommendations for sequencing and pressure
i
Controls
boiler equipment in manual or auto-fans,

208

burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow

209

Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
tube/shell temperatures maintaining within
prescribed startup limits

210

Operates boiler accessories as required-air heater,
economizer, superheater, reheater, pollution
equipment
Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working
pressure

211

212
213

Places boiler in normal operating position, closing
drains, vents, free-blows
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A
214

27- BOILER CHECKS - PART 2

215

Tests safety valves on start up as prescribed by
manufacturer and codes

216

Operates boiler under normal load conditions
maintaining water level, steam flow, safe fuel
conditions

217

Operates auxiliary equipment-soot blowers,
blowdowns, ash removal, pollution control

218

Operates boiler safely under emergency conditionsleaks, incorrect

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

219
220

28- PERFORMS BOILER MAINTENANCE

221

Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for
maintenance operations isolates boiler from
operating units

222

Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for
inspection or further service

223

Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare for
further service

224

Lays up boiler with either wet or dry storage
methods for extended outage periods

225

Performs Maintenance on boiler accessory
equipment-soot blowers, economizers,
superheaters, air heaters

226

Performs maintain on ash handling equipment,
pollution equipment, fans and draft equipment

227

Maintains fuel handling/storage equipmentburners, coal scales, fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel
t
Maintains
feedwater equipment-Pumps, piping.

228

regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating
systems

229

Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves, services
handhole plates

230
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A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

231

29- OPERATES-MAINTAINS BOILER AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS

232

Maintains gas/oil fuel burning equipment and
storage components

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

233

Maintains, repairs pulverizers and related
i
t repairs, stokers, and associated
Maintains,

234

equipment

235

Services soot blowing and flyash removal systems
and equipment

236

Maintains ash removal systems

237

Maintains boiler feedwater pumps, heaters and
related equipment

238

Maintains fans, fan prime movers, speed control
equipment

239
240

Maintains economizers, superheaters, air heaters
Maintains boiler controls and control systems

241

243

30- OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT EQUIPMENT -SYSTEMS
(Operates, maintains one or more of the
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Makeup System or
filtration-clarification system

244

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Water softener zeolite
system -equipment -Makeup water system

245

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Demineralizer -Ion
exchange system-equipment

246

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Deaeration and other
feedwater heaters

247

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Chemical feed apparatus

248

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Tests boiler & makeup
water -determining necessary chemical feed

249

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Maintains chemical feed
pumps, controls and feed apparatus

250

OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Tests, adjusts cooling
water and cooling tower water system feeds

242

251
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252

253

254

255

A

B

C

D

31- PRIME MOVERS -STEAM OR GAS-TURBINE
GENERATORS AND GAS ENGINE-DIESEL
ENGINE UNITS - Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains one or
more of the following prime movers connected
to generators their auxiliaries and accessories
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven
centrifugal compressors
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven air
conditioning chillers
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers,

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

257

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or
process pumps
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up

258

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Extraction and process turbines

256

260

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Large steam turbine, compound/reheat
(above 75 MW)
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to

261

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Large gas turbines

262

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined

263

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle

264

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)

265

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Diesel engine

266

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Hydro turbine

259
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A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

267

268

32-PERFORMS PRIME MOVER OPERATION
MAINTENANCE

269

Performs a pre-operational check on energy
supply-fuel/steam,

270

Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover
components

271

Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other
auxiliaries

272

Performs prestart check on generator or driven unit

273

Starts, warms up, brings unit up to speed
monitoring operation

274

Puts unit on line synchronizing generator or putting
driven unit in service

275

Controls unit during normal operation monitoring all
indicators

276

Observes operation of existing units recording
temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators

277

278
279

280
281

Controls unit safely during emergency operations
Shuts down prime mover unit using recommended
procedures
Tests unit safety equipment (overspeed, safety etc)
) Maintains prime movers, drive units, accessories
and auxiliaries
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A

282

33) PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE
ON COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR

283

Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover &
compressor

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291
292

PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other
accessories
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
monitoring operation
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Puts unit on the line, loading according to
manufacturers data
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Controls unit during normal operation monitoring
all indicators
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Observes operation of rotating units recording
temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Controls unit safely during emergency operations
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Shuts down prime mover unit using
recommended procedures
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Maintains compressor and accessories

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality
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A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

293

34- OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING &PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS

294

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingValves, Traps, Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping

295

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingCondensate Return Systems

296

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingRadiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heater

297

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingReducing Stations, Regulating

298

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingConverters, Heat Exchangers

299

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingDomestic Water Heating Systems

300

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingCombustion Air Heating Systems

301

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - HeatingHumidification -Air Washing Systems

302

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Heating-Reheat
Systems

303

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingZone Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents,

304

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingCirculators, Aquastats, Flow Controls

305

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingExpansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators

306

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingRadiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heaters

307

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Air Handling Units Steam or Hot Water Coils

308

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Direct.-Fired
Makeup Air Heater - Heating Systems

309

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Rooftop PackageHeating Units/Systems

310

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Heat-Heating
Units/Systems

311

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Passive-Active
Solar or other Alternative Heating System
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A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

312

313

314

35- OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS AND
COOLING UNITS OR SYSTEMS
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - 5-50 Ton Reciprocating
U
it
OPERATES.
MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING

315

UNITS OR SYSTEMS - 50-350 Ton Reciprocating
Units

316

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - 100-500 Ton
Centrifugal/Screw Units

317

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Above 500 Ton Centrifugal
Units

318

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Absorption Chillers

319

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Gas-Fired Absorption
Chill
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING

320

UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Chill Water Distribution ~
and Systems

321

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Cooling Towers,
Mechanical Draft

322

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Cooling Tower PumpingWater Systems

323

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Thermal Storage Systems Ice or Water

324

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Air Handlers, Air
Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping

325

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Air Filters-Slab, Roll, Bag,
High & Regular Efficiency

326

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Electronic Air Cleaners, Air
Cleaning Systems

327

328

329

330

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Ventilation Systems,
Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat
Recovery Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems - Heat
Pump Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems - AirCooled !Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing
Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems Rooftop Units, Large and Package Cooling Units
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A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems Dehumidification Units/Systems
331
332

333

36) COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates
& maintains one or more of the following
refrigerating systems, along with associated
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Industrial
reciprocating refrigeration units

334

335

336

337

338

339

340

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Industrial
centrifugal or screw refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Steam-jet
refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Industrial
absorption refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Cold storage/food
processing refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Cryogenic-low
temperature refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Specialized
production/processing refrigeration units

341

342

37) BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates
& maintains one or more of the following
building-plant along with associated auxiliaries
& accessories
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Potable water systems-piping and
components

343

344

BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Sanitary drainage systems

345

BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Sewage disposal, waste water
treatment systems
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A

346

347

348

349

350

351

352

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Building heating systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Incinerator, waste burning. waste
treatment systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Fire protection systems, sprinklers, fire
alarm-detection systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Elevators, hoists, lifts, cranes, moving
stairways
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Compressed air systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Building air conditioning forced air
ducted systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Domestic and industrial process hot
water heating systems

353

354

38) BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC
& CONTROL SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates
& maintains one or more of the following
building-plant electrical-electronic-control
systems along with associated auxiliaries &
accessories
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Sound and
signal systems

355

356

357

358

359

BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Cable, TV
/radio antenna, computer network, information
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Electrical high
voltage distribution switchgear/systems
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Electrical
lighting distribution system/circuits
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Maintain
electrical wiring systems - Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage
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A

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369
370

BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Maintain
electrical light systems and components
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Maintainsoperates electrical motors, generators
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - electrical light
systems and components
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - electrical
motors, generators
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - electronic
controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors,
actuators, electro-mechanical devices, switches,
timers
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - motor
controls, switchgear, breakers
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Sets up,
programs PLC's (programmable logic controllers)
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Sets up
maintains data acquisition software and controls
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains electronic/microprocessor controls, test and
replace circuit boards, calibrate transducers, tune
control loops
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Test, adjust,
calibrate, troubleshoot, repair pressure, level
temperature, flow sensors, transmitter, recorders,
positioners

B

C

D
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A
1

2

B

C

APPENDIX F-4
Power Engineer DACUM - Knowledge, Attitudes, Equipment
& Tools , Trends for the Occupation
Knowledge

3

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- (Rank
APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-5.
Order of Applied Basic Technical Skills) - 51- (2.33) Computes using tables, graphs,
1. (2.83) Computes using simple arithmetic charts

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-9.
(1.75) Measures/lnterprets volumetric data

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-2.
(2.50) Computes using hand calculator

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-10.
(2.25) Measures/Interprets pressure data

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-13.
(1.67) Measures/calculates weight data

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-12.
(2.50) Measures/lnterprets water quality
data

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-3.
(2.17) Computes using algebra level math

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-15.
(1.67) Scales diagrams or prints-Interprets

4
5

6

7

8

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-6.
APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-7.
(2.42) Calculates results from collected data (2.17) Calculates statistical data from
records

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-14.
(1.58) Converts metric/English data

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-11.
(2.42) Measures/Interprets temperature
data

APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-8.
APPLIED SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE- 51-4.
(1.83) Measures/lnterprets linear quantities (1.42) Computes using angular
mathematics

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-5. (3.00)
Adaptability to changing situations

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-9. (2.92) Uses
common sense

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-22. (2.77) Tactful
in leader & peer type situations

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-11. (3.00) Takes
responsibility for actions

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-15. (2.92) Has
self control

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-14. (2.69)
Organized

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-13. (3.00) Takes
Initiative as required

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-16. (2.85) Works PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-18. (2.69) Is
effectively alone
persistent In completing operations

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-3. (2.92)
Confident

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-20. (2.85) Good
communicator-giving directions

9

Attitudes

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-1. (2.54)
Dependability

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-4. (2.92) Studied PERSONAL TRAITS - 54.21. (2.85) Follows PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-2. (2.54)
responses - not Impulsive
written Instructions explicitly
Insightful
PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-6. (2.92) Patience PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-10. (2.77)
In critical situations
Cooperative

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-23. (2.54)
Performs precise operation sequences

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-7. (2.92)
Emotional stability

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-17. (2.77)
Remembers details & Instructions

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-24. (2.46)
Accurately reads-operates controls

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-8. (2.92) Safety
awareness of all situations

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-19. (2.77) Good
listener

PERSONAL TRAITS - 54-12. 2.31) Sense
of humor
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A

B

C

19

Equipment and Tools

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 39. (2.58)
Mechanics Tool Set - wrenches, pliers,
screwdrivers, hammers, sockets, etc

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-10.
(2.42) Volt-Ohm - measure electrical

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-5. (2.42) Shoes, steel toe, non-

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 41. (2.33)
Plumbing Tool Set - Pipe wrenches,
threading equipment, tubing tools etc

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-14.
(2.42) Hand calculator

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-8. (2.42) Gloves, heavy-heat protection

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 40. (2.25)
Electrical tools & Instruments -Meters,
amprobes, wiring tools, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-8. (2.33) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Air Flow - draft measuring instruments
50-1. (2.33) Street casual clothing

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 42. (2.08)
Machine-Bench Tool Set. Vice, taps and
dies, grinder, drill press, files, saws, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-6. (2.25) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Pressure testers - "WC, psig, vacuum, etc. 50-3. (2.33) Hard hat

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 47. (1.83)
Rigging Equipment - Hoists, chain falls,
jacks, cables, chokers, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-11.
(2.25) Amprobe-Check-measure amperes

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-15. (2.33) Eye Wash Station

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 45. (1.75)
Carpenter Tool Set- Wood hand tools,
saws, sanders. files, power tools, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-13.
(2.25) Clipboard

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-14. (2.25) First aid station

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 44. (1.67)
INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-5. (2.08) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Welding and Fitting Tool Set - Cutting
Oil test equipment-Hydrometer, etc.
50-11. (2.17) ace shield, goggles
torches, welders, cutters, bending tools, etc.
27

28

29

30

31
32
33
34

35

36

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 48. (1.67)
Cleaning equipment - Dust mops, wiping
materials, cleaners, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-18.
(2.08) Megger and related equipment

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-6. (2.08) Respirator, dust, dirt, fumes

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 43.(1.33)
Sheet Metal Tool Set - Snips, seamers,
brakes, rolls, rotary drivers, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-17. (2.0) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Valve & surface type lapping equipment
50-10. (2.00) Rubber gloves, boots

BASIC TOOLS-EQUIPMENT- 46. (1.25)
Masonry Tool Set - Trowels, mortar tools,
drywall tools, concrete tools, etc.

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-7. (2.0) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Vibration/Sound detectors
50-16. (2.00) Chemical spill station

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-1. (3.0) INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-9. (1.83) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Pens, pencils, logs, record sheets, etc
Precision Instruments-check clearances
50-13. (1.92) Chemical clothing-.loves,
apron or suit
INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-15. (3.0) INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-16.
Computer monitoring work station
(1.75) Gas burner test/check equipment

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-19. (1.92) Chemical shower

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-4. (2.92) INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-19.
Combustion analyzers, orsats, etc
(1.75) Microamp meter - flame strength
checks
INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-12.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (2.92) Flashlight
50-4. (2.92) Safety glasses

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-9. (1.67) Rain suit, gear
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 50-17. (1.50) Heat protective/thermal suit

INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-2. (2.75) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Thermometers, temperature sensors Water 50-7. (2.58) Ear protection, plugs, muffs
50-12. (1.42) Back brace
Test Instruments-pH, hardness, solids,
titration sets, colorimeter etc.
INSTRUMENTS-EQUIPMENT - 49-3. (2.58) PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT - PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Water Test Instruments-pH, hardness,
50-2. (2.42) Industrial work clothing
50-18. (1.42) Dark goggles/shield-flame
solids, titration sets, colorimeter etc
viewing
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A

B

C

37

Trends

38
Industry deregulation of fuels and power
definitely impacting power engineer
operations and maintenance activities!

Education and Training becoming more
accessible for Power Engineers through
distance learning, seminars, conferences
and expos!

New refrigerants, recovery and handling of
old refrigerants has changed drastically the
way air conditioning and refrigeration plants
and systems are operated and maintained Requiring significant training for all power
engineers!

Computerized operations - Building and
Plant Distributed Controls Systems being
installed in most plants and buildings.

Professional Associations such as Energy
Engineers, BOMI and Facilities Engineers
are now more in line with power engineer
activities!

Electrical-Electronics Introductions into the
Plant and System required upgrade and
extensive re-training for power engineers to
be capable to handle variable speed drives,
electronic starting equipment, digital
controls and PLC-type applications!

Increased Credentials Required by
Employers for Power Engineers - Licenses,
Competency Certificates, Associate and 4year Degrees!

National Skill Standards now a integral part
of all new developments for every
occupational area and are encouraged by
the Federal government!

Building and Plant HVAC and Total Building
System Controls have completely changed
to electronic-type digital controls and central
control systems requiring upgrade and retraining of most every power engineer.

Multi-Skilling Required by Small and MidSized Facility Employers - Current and
Newly Trained Power Engineers must be
multi-skilled!

Major Changes in the Heat, Power and
Process Industries Include - Emphasis on
Combined Cycle Generation, Trash Burning
to Reduce Fuel Costs, Reduced Fossil
Fuel Plant Use - Changing to Gaseous
Fuels, Increased Interest in Nuclear Plant
Construction

Wireless networks are in abundance and
will become more prevalent requiring
computer literate operators, and continuous
upgrade training to keep abreast of new
control technology as it is applied!

Facilities Engineers are employed in
extended capacities to preserve assets
through enterprise management!

Pollution Control Initiatives of the Federal
Government and the "Green" Lobby is
severely impacting lage plant operations
and power engineer skills and knowledge of
new pollution control technology!

Human-Machine Interfacing equipment and
systems are commonplace in industry
today, requiring extensive simulation and/or
OJT training on actual equipment for new
employees!

39

40

41

42

43
44
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APPENDIX G, Pages 1, 2, 3. Core Knowledge/Skill Task Data Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency, Competency, Learning Difficulty.

APPENDIX G Page 1. CORE KNOWLEDGE-SKILLS ANALYZED DATA- Sorted on Task Knowledge/Skills, Import, Freq, Compet and Learning Difficulty

1-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Obtain, read, interpret, apply
technical materials/data including:

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

a) Maintenance. service. installation and manufacturers literature

22.00

1.69

28.00

1.69

25.00

2.15

29.00

2.23

24.00

1.85

b) Codes. regulations, compliance manuals, MSD sheets
d) Tables. graphs, flow charts, decision trees

24.00
29.00
20.00

1.85
2.23
1.54

33.00
28.00
24.00

2.54
2.15
1.85

28.00
30.00
24.00

2.15
2.31
1.85

28.00
29.00
26.00

2.15
2.23
2.00

24.00
27.00
22.00

1.85
2.08
1.69

e) Plant and boiler room logs. operating instructions, tecdmical data

26.00

2.00

32.00

2.46

33.00

2.54

31.00

2.38

25.00

1.92

f) Operating and maintenance instructions directions for equipment

27.00

2.08

31.00

2.38

32.00

2.46

30.00

2.31

24.00

1.85

c) Schematics, diagrams. blueprints

1.90

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

Frequency

2.18

Competency

2.24

Learning Difficulty

2.22

1.87

2.08

2-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Communcates
thoughts, ideas, information, data in WRITING
a) Records operation and maintenance data in logs and on sheets

27.00

2.08

32.00

2.46

31.00

2.38

29.00

2.23

20.00

1.54

b) Writes memos, reports, equipment condition descriptions
c) Creates letters, directions, manuals, graphs, flow charts

23.00
23.00

1.77
1.77

26.00
19.00

2.00
1.46

24.00
21.00

1.85
1.62

31.00
25.00

2.38
1.92

20.00
19.00

1.54
1.46

d) Fills in forms/records for operation, preventive maintenance

27.00

2.08

31.00

2.38

32.00

2.46

30.00

2.31

22.00

1.69

1.92

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.
3-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Communicates, ideas, by
SKETCHING, DIAGRAMING

2.08

2.08

2.21

1.56

1.97

.

a) Sketches and & uses sketches to master piping systems

25.00

1.92

23.00

1.77

20.00

1.54

28.00

2.15

23.00

1.77

b) Sketches components, parts and systems to convey problems

24.00

1.85

20.00

1.54

22.00

1.69

30.00

2.31

21.00

1.62

c) Diagrams electrical and control systems for training purposes

22.00

1.69

23.00

1.77

21.00

1.62

27.00

2.08

20.00

1.54

d) Diagrams mechanical systems in simple form for study

21.00

1.62
1.77

20.00

1.54
1.65

20.00

1.54
1.60

24.00

1.85
2.10

17.00

1.31
1.56

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.73

4-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Communicates VERBALLY
with plant personnel
b) Acknowledges, follows verbal and written instructions

27.00

c) Utilizes the telephone and intercom to respond to orders

29.00

1.54
2.08
2.23

31.00
33.00
31.00

2.38
2.54
2.38

34.00
32.00
32.00

2.62
2.46
2.46

29.00
30.00
28.00

2.23
2.31
2.15

20.00
22.00
19.00

1.54
1.69
1.46

d) Discusses actions and procedures with peers and supervisors

33.00

2.54

32.00

2.46

33.00

2.54

29.00

2.23

22.00

1.69

e) Verbalizes actions and understandings to validate activities

29.00

2.23

33.00

2.54

30.00

2.31

28.00

2.15

23.00

1.77

a) Lists, responds to vabal messages, and other cues

20.00

2.12

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.46

2.48

2.22

1.63

2.18

5-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-APPLIES THINKING SKILLS
to Decision Making
a) Specifies goals & limits generates and selects alternatives

28.00

2.15

34.00

2.62

31.00

2.38

31.00

2.38

25.00

1.92

b) Recognizes problems-devises and implements plans of action

31.00

2.38

33.00

2.54

31.00

2.38

31.00

2.38

28.00

2.15

c) Accepts responsibility for actions-positive or negative

27.00

2.08

37.00

2.85

34.00

2.62

32.00

2.46

25.00

1.92

d) Organizes & processes symbols, data and other informatiom

25.00

1.92

29.00

2.23

29.00

2.23

31.00

2.38

21.00

1.62

e) Applies sequential processes to support mastery of new skills

25.00

1.92

23.00

1.77

25.00

1.92

29.00

2.23

25.00

1.92

f) Applies basic rules/principles when completing problem solving

28.00

2.15

31.00

2.38

29.00

2.23

30.00

2.31

25.00

1.92

2.10

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.40

2.29

2.36

6-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-COMMUNICATES VISUALLY
with others

1.91

a) Reads, analyzes, interprets, acts on data from visual displays

31.00

2.38

35.00

2.69

32.00

2.46

33.00

2.54

27.00

2.08

b) Enters collected data in visual dislays and computers

23.00

1.77

28.00

2.15

30.00

2.31

29.00

2.23

24.00

1.85

c) Uses hand/arm signals, gestures and voice to communicate

26.00

2.00

27.00

2.08

26.00

2.00

30.00

2.31

23.00

1.77

2.05

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.31

7-CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-COMMUNICATES appropriate
workplace personal qualities

2.26

2.36

1.90

2.17

.

a) Exerts effort and perseveres toward attaining workplace goals

24.00

1.85

32.00

2.46

31.00

2.38

25.00

1.92

24.00

1.85

b) Takes pride in work maintaining positive self image

23.00

c) Uses adaptability, sociability in team work situations

21.00

d) Manages actions with goal setting monitoring self control

23.00

1.77
1.62
1.77

35.00
35.00
31.00

2.69
2.69
2.38

33.00
29.00
29.00

2.54
2.23
2.23

27.00
29.00
32.00

2.08
2.23
2.46

22.00
24.00
25.00

1.69
1.85
1.92

e) Chooses ethical courses of action, displays honesty, imtegrity

21.00

1.62

34.00

2.62

34.00

2.62

30.00

2.31

22.00

1.69

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.21

\

1.72

2.57
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2.20

1.80

2.14
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y

8) APPLIES ARITHMETIC to workplace activities:

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

a) Adds, subtracts, divides, multiplies fractions whole No's, decimals

26.00

2.00

32.00

2.46

28.00

2.00

34.00

2.62

20.00

1.54

b) Applies to workplace activities-Coverts fractions and decimals

23.00

1.77

28.00

2.15

26.00

2.00

30.00

2.31

23.00

1.77

c) Convert Metric English measurements in workplace situations

19.00

1.46

26.00

2.00

20.00

1.54

28.00

2.15

21.00

1.62

d) Applies percentage, ratio & proportion in workplace problems

20.00

1.54

25.00

1.92

24.00

1.85

28.00

2.15

22.00

1.69

e) Utilize tables, graphs, charts, sliding table/rule to solve problems

21.00

1.62

26.00

2.00

23.00

1.77

28.00

2.15

22.00

1.69

f) Applies hand-held calculator to solve workplace problems

23.00

1.77

22.00

1.69

20.00

1.54

26.00

2.00

22.00

1.92

g) Solves workplace problems with basic computer programs

25.00

1.92

31.00

2.38

27.00

2.08

28.00

2.15

25.00

1.92

h) Solves problems with squares, square roots with table/calculator

17.00

1.62

21.00

1.62

19.00

1.46

24.00

1.85

25.00

1.92

I) Converts length, area, liquid measure, dry measure units W/tables

21.00

1.62

18.00

1.38

22.00

1.69

25.00

1.92

22.00

1.69

j) Converts Weight, volume, time units using tables/calculator

19.00

1.46

28.00

2.15

22.00

1.69

26.00

2.00

22.00

1.69

1.68

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

Frequency

1.98

Competency

1.76

Learning Difficulty

2.13

1.75

1.86

9- APPLIES BASIC GEOMETRY to specific workplace
activities:
19.00

1.46

23.00

1.77

21.00

1.62

26.00

2.00

23.00

1.77

b) Calculates areas, volumes, perimeters in workplace measurements 20.00

1.54

26.00

2.00

21.00

1.62

26.00

2.00

23.00

1.77

c) Applies p)Pythagorean Rule & (:(her methods of indirect measure

19.00

1.46

19.00

1.46

18.00

1.38

25.00

1.92

22.00

1.69

d) Applies rules for geometric figures to solve workplace problems

19.00

1.46

19.00

1.46

19.00

1.46

24.00

1.85

22.00

1.69

a) Applies scales, lines, angles measuring to workplace problems

1.48

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

10-APPLIES BASIC ALGEBRA to workplace activities:

1.67

1.52

1.94

1.73

19.00

1.46

21.00

1.62

20.00

1.54

25.00

1.92

23.00

1.77

b) Solves workplace problems using exponents, formulas, equations 20.00

1.54

24.00

1.85

21.00

1.62

28.00

2.15

23.00

1.77

c) Solves workplace problems using factoring. fractions, equations

18.00

1.38

23.00

1.77

18.00

1.38

27.00

2.08

23.00

1.77

d) Solves common problems using algebraic operations

22.00

1.69
1.52

26.00

2.00
1.81

20.00

1.54
1.52

27.00

2.08
2.06

24.00

1.85
1.79

a) Solves workplace problems using signed numbers, equations

1.67

.

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.74

11-APPLIES BASIC TRIGONOMETRY to workplace
activities:
a) Applies basic angle measurement to workplace activities

16.00

1.23

20.00

1.54

19.00

1.46

28.00

2.15

25.00

1.92

b) Solves workplace problems with right & oblique triangles

17.00

1.31

19.00

1.46

17.00

1.31

26.00

2.00

21.00

1.62

c) Solves workplace problems multiple angles & inverse functions

16.00

1.23

19.00

1.46

16.00

1.23

27.00

2.08

24.00

1.85

1.26

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.49

1.33

2.08

1.79

1.59

12-APPLIES BASIC CALCULUS to workplace activities:
a) Applies knowledge of variables, limits, derivatives on the job

13.00

1.00

17.00

1.31

17.00

1.31

21.00

1.62

26.00

2.00

b) Applies knowledge of differentiation to workplace activities

16.00

1.23

19.00

1.46

16.00

1.23

19.00

1.46

27.00

2.08

c) Applies knowledge of integration to workplace activities

14.00

1.08
1.10

19.00

1.46
1.41

16.00

1.23
1.26

21.00

1.62
1.56

26.00

2.00
2.03

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

a) Analyzes data using knowledge of tables, graphs, charts

20.00

1.54

24.00

1.85

25.00

1.92

31.00

2.38

26.00

2.00

b) Analyzes data using statistical measures of central tendency

20.00

1.54

23.00

1.77

21.00

1.62

28.00

2.15

28.00

2.15

c) Analyzes data using statistical measures of dispersion

19.00

1.46

22.00

1.69

20.00

1.92

28.00

2.15

28.00

2.08

d) Uses statistical methods of randomness & sampling on the job

21.00

1.62

24.00

1.85

25.00

1.92

30.00

2.31

27.00

2.08

e) Uses computerized programs to perform statistical analysis

19.00

1.46

25.00

1.92

24.00

1.85

28.00

2.15

28.00

2.15

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.47

\

13-APPLIES STATISTICAL METHODS to workplace activities:

1.51

1.77
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2.23

2.08

1.88
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APPENDIX G, Page 3. CORE KNOWLEDGE-SKILLS Sorted on Task Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency, Competency and Learning Difficulty.
14) APPLIES MECHANICS knowledge/skills on the job:

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

a) Solves simple & compound machine problems in the workplace

31.00

2.38

30.00

2.31

24.00

1.46

32.00

2.46

28.00

2.15

b) Applies force/vector knowledge to solve workplace problems

22.00

1.46

24.00

1.85

19.00

1.46

28.00

2.15

27.00

2.08

c) Solves velocity/acceleration workplace problems
d) Solves impulse & momentum workplace problems

20.00
21.00

1.54
1.62

22.00
27.00

1.69
2.08

17.00
18.00

1.31
1.38

25.00
25.00

1.92
1.92

27.00
28.00

2.08
2.15

e) Solves friction, gears, belts, pulleys workplace problems

26.00

2.00

28.00

2.15

21.00

1.62

26.00

2.00

27.00

2.08

f) Solves rotational force-angular velocity/acceleration problems

19.00

1.46

27.00

2.08

18.00

1.38

24.00

1.85

28.00

2.15

1.74

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

Frequency

2.03

Competency

1.44

Learning Difficulty

2.05

2.12

1.87

15) APPLIES FLUID MECHANICS knowledge/skills on
the job:
a) Solves fluid pressure/buoyancy problems on the job

20.00

1.54

26.00

2.00

19.00

1.46

25.00

1.92

26.00

2.00

b) Applies knowledge of fluid flow to workplace situations

22.00

1.69

30.00

2.31

24.00

1.85

25.00

1.92

25.00

1.92

c) Solves hydraulic/pneumatic pressure transmissioo problems

23.00

1.77

30.00

2.31

23.00

1.77

28.00

2.15

25.00

1.92

d) Applies knowledge of pumps & pumping to workplace systems

24.00

1.85

33.00

2.54

27.00

2.08

29.00

2.23

26.00

2.00

e) Applies knowledge of piping & fluid flow to situations on the job.

25.00

1.92

33.00

2.54

27.00

2.08

29.00

2.23

28.00

2.15

f) Solves hydraulics/pneumatics workplace syste problems

25.00

1.92

30.00

2.31

24.00

1.85

26.00

2.00

26.00

2.00

1.78

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.33

1.85

2.08

2.00

2.01

16-APPLIES THERMODYNAMICS knowledge & skills
on the job:
a) Solves heat-energy -power/work problems on workplace systems 23.00

1.77

28.00

2.15

25.00

1.92

29.00

2.23

25.00

1.92

b) Applies temperature measuremmt skills to workplace problems

26.00

2.00

29.00

2.23

27.00

2.08

29.00

2.23

23.00

1.77

c) Solves/calculates heat transfer/flow workplace system problems

23.00

1.77

24.00

1.85

21.00

1.62

29.00

2.23

24.00

1.85

d) Applies gas-heat transfer knowledge/skills to workplace problems

21.00

1.62

24.00

1.85

22.00

1.69

32.00

2.46

29.00

2.23

e) Solves/calculates steam & vapor, heat balance-cycle problems

22.00

1.69

24.00

1.85

20.00

1.54

29.00

2.23

27.00

2.08

f) Applies knowledge/skills of gas compression/expansion on the job 21.00

1.62

23.00

1.77

21.00

1.62

28.00

2.15

27.00

2.08

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.74

1.95

1.74

2.26

1.99

1.94

17-APPLIES CHEMISTRY knowledge/skills on the job:
a) Applies knowledge of combustion/fuels to workplace systems

27.00

2.08

30.00

2.31

28.00

2.15

30.00

2.31

26.00

2.00

b) Applies knowledge of environmental pollution in the workplace

22.00

1.69

35.00

2.69

34.00

2.62

35.00

2.69

28.00

2.15

c) Applies knowledge of water treatment to workplace systems

29.00

2.23

35.00

2.69

31.00

2.38

34.00

2.62

27.00

1.92

d) Tests/measures, monitors/operates chemical systems on the job

26.00

2.00

35.00

2.69

32.00

2.46

34.00

2.62

29.00

2.23

e) Applies knowledge of waste water treatment to workplace systems 22.00

1.69

29.00

2.23

27.00

2.08

32.00

2.46

25.00

1.92

f) Applies knowledge/skills with potable water systems on the job

1.54

32.00

2.46

29.00

2.23

31.00

2.38

26.00

2.00

28.00

1.87

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.51

2.32

2.51

2.04

2.25

18-APPLIES ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS
knowledge/skills on the job:
a) Solve workplace problems related to DC circuits/equipment

20.00

1.54

23.00

1.77

17.00

1.31

28.00

2.15

26.00

2.00

b) Solve workplace problems related to AC circuits/equipment

22.00

1.69

26.00

2.00

21.00

1.62

28.00

2.15

26.00

2.00

c) Solve workplace problems related to single/multi-phase circuits

23.00

1.77

26.00

2.00

23.00

1.77

27.00

2.08

27.00

2.08

d) Applies test-measurement instrument skills to workplace systems 22.00

1.69

26.00

2.00

23.00

1.77

26.00

2.00

23.00

1.77

e) Applies solid State component knowledge/skills on the job

19.00

1.46

23.00

1.77

20.00

1.54

28.00

2.15

25.00

1.92

f) Applies electrical generation/distribution knowledge/skills on job

22.00

1.69

26.00

2.00

26.00

2.00

28.00

2.15

26.00

2.00

1.64

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.92

1.67

2.12

1.96

1.97

19-APPLIES CONTROL/INSTRUMENTATION &
COMPUTER skills/knowledge on the job:
a) Solves flow/level/pressure, temperature control problems on the job 24.00

1.85

30.00

2.31

29.00

2.23

32.00

2.46

25.00

1.92

b) Applies automatic control system knowledge to workplace loops

27.00

2.08

32.00

2.46

29.00

2.23

32.00

2.46

26.00

2.00

c) Applies basic computer knowledge to control workplace systems

29.00

2.23

33.00

2.54

30.00

2.31

32.00

2.46

28.00

2.15

d) Utilizes computers to record - monitor workplace information-data 27.00

2.08

33.00

2.54

32.00

2.46

33.00

2.54

27.00

2.08

Average of scores for alll tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.06

2.46

253

2.31

2.48

2.04

2.27
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APPENDIX H. Survey Instrument Pages 4 through 9. Advanced Knowledge and Skills Data Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency, Competency, Learning
Difficulty.

APPENDIX H Page 1. ADVANCED DUTIES-TASKS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS, ANALYZED DATA (Survey Pages 4-9). Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency,
Competency, Learning Difficulty.
20) APPLIES PRESSURE "VESSEL/BOILER
CODES on the job:

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

Frequency

Competency

Item
Avg

Learning Difficulty

a) Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power Boiler Sec 1
Code

24

1.85

30

2.31

24

1.77

31

2.38

27

2.08

b) Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating Boiler Sec IV Code

19

1.46

25

1.92

23

1.77

27

2.08

24

1.85

Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:

19

1.46

24

1.85

19

1.46

23

1.77

20

1.54

c) Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec VII ASME code

21

1.62

30

2.31

26

2.00

32

2.46

29

2.23

d) Recommended Care-Operation-Heating Boilers-Sec VI ASME
code

20

1.54

23

1.77

18

1.38

23

1.77

20

1.54

e) Control and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I

25

1.92

29

2.46

25

1.92

31

2.38

28

2.15

f) State & Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes and Regulations

26

2.00

32

2.46

25

1.92

31

2.38

32

1.69

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.15

1.75

2.18

2.46
1.98

1.95

21) APPLIES INDUSTRIAL CODES/REGULATIONS
on the job:
a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations on the job

23

1.77

32

2.46

33

2.54

31

2.38

23

1.77

b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace conditions

22

1.69

32

2.46

33

2.54

28

2.15

23

1.77

c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities on the job

22

1.69

34

2.62

30

2.31

32

2.46

24

1.85

d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the workplace

23

1.77

32

2.46

31

2.54

32

2.46

24

1.85

e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out activities on the
job

24

1.85

34

2.62

33

2.54

30

2.31

21

1.62

f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials on the job

24

1.85

33

2.54

31

2.38

33

2.54

26

2.00

g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in the workplace

24

1.85

33

2.54

31

2.38

33

2.54

26

1.78

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.53

2.46

2.41

2.00
1.84

2.20

22-APPLIES ADMINISTRATION-ORGANIZATION
SKILLS in the workplace:
a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity schedules

22

1.69

34

2.62

31

2.38

29

2.23

20

1.54

b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities with plant trades

27

2.08

31

2.38

28

2.15

34

2.62

23

1.77

c) Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain services/materials

26

2.00

30

2.31

25

1.92

27

2.08

15

1.15

d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules for
equipment

22

1.69

30

2.31

33

2.54

29

2.23

20

1.54

e) Works with installing/servicing contractors to maintain equipment

21

1.62

29

2.23

25

1.92

28

2.15

22

1.69

f) Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts, materials

18

1.38

26

2.00

26

2.00

29

2.23

20

1.54

g) Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or components

18

1.38

26

2.00

23

1.77

26

2.00

20

1.54

h) Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in "as-built" form

22

1.69

25

1.92

20

1.54

23

1.77

16

1.23

I) Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant equipment

21

1.62

25

1.92

26

2.00

25

1.92

16

1.23

j) Operates computerized records-schedules systems on the job

22

1.69

25

1.92

21

1.62

25

1.92

19

1.46

k) Develops proposals to change equipment-systems on the job

20

1.54

23

1.77

21

1.62

26

2.00

24

1.85

l) Writes reports, memos describing equipment or conditions on job

23

1.77

24

1.85

23

1.77

28

2.15

20

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.68

2.10

1.94

2.11

1.54
1.51

1.87
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APPENDIX H. Survey Instrument Pages 4 through 9. Advanced Knowledge and Skills Data Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency, Competency, Learning
Difficulty.

APPENDIX H. Page 2. ADVANCED DUTIES-TASKS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS, ANALYZED DATA (Survey Pages 4-9). Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency,
Competency, Learning Difficulty.
23-APPLIES MANAGEMENT SKILLS in the
workplace:

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

Frequency

Competency

Learning Difficulty

Item Avg

a) Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance on the job

20

1.54

27

2.08

25

1.92

32

2.46

26

2.00

b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace

25

c) Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees

17

d) Conducts performance reviews on employees

19

1.92
1.31
1.46

31
21
24

2.38
1.62
1.85

24
14
18

1.85
1.08
1.38

35
28
30

2.69
2.15
2.31

30
22
22

2.31
1.77
1.69

e) Administers/oversees company -employee policies and
regulations

19

1.46

23

1.77

22

1.69

28

2.15

23

1.77

f) Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed within budget

22

1.69

26

2.00

23

1.77

28

2.15

23

1.77

g) Controls overtime scheduling according to company policy

15

1.15

21

1.62

20

1.54

27

2.08

21

1.62

h) Executes company employee contract./agreement arrangements

20

1.54

22

1.69

21

1.62

30

2.31

25

1.92

I) Coordinates management plans with daily workplace activities

20

1.54

28

2.15

26

2.00

29

2.23

21

1.62

j) Plans, implements programs to increase/promote plant efficiency

22

1.69

30

2.31

25

1.92

29

2.23

28

2.15

k) Administers employee benefit plans

15

1.15
1.50
1.66

20

1.54
1.91
2.17

17

1.31
1.64
1.95

27

2.08
2.26

20

1.54
1.83

e) Water tube (WT) flexible tube boiler

14
16
14
6
19

2.00
2.67
2.33
2.00
2.38

14
19
11
6
20

1.75
2.38
1.38
1.00
2.22

13
15
10
7
19

1.63
1.88
1.25
1.17
2.11

16
16
12
8
20

2.00
2.00
1.50
1.33
2.22

13
14
14
7
17

1.63
1.75
1.75
1.17
1.89

f) WT halt tube, package, multi-pass," A", "0", or "0" type boiler

18

2.25

19

2.22

18

2.00

20

2.22

15

1.67

g) WT steam generator -small type boiler

15

1.88

20

2.22

21

2.33

22

2.44

15

1.67

h) WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant heating or process
steam boiler

20

2.50

20

2.50

20

2.50

21

2.63

18

2.25

i) WT pulse type boiler

15

2.14

15

1.88

15

1.88

17

2.13

13

1.63

j) WT large central station -steam generation -electrical output boiler

24

2.67

23

2.30

23

2.30

24

2.40

21

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.83

24) BOILER OPERATION -STEAM GENERATION HOT WATER PRODUCTION: Operates, Tests, Checks,
maintains, starts-stops, performs emergency procedures on
one or more of the following.

a) Cast. iron boilers
b) Firetube(FT) firebox or horizontal return tube boilers
c) FT Scotch multi-pass package boiler
d) Ff boiler Other: (identify):

2.28

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.98

1.90

2.09

2.10
1.75

2.00

25) PERFORMS BOILER CHECKS COMMISSIONING, PRESTART, ANNUAL
INSPECTION
a) Cleans, boils out boiler, prepare for inspection

27

2.45

32

2.67

26

2.17

29

2.42

23

1.92

b) Inspects out-of-service boilers for normal wear, pressure vessel
problems, casing leaks

25

2.78

27

2.70

23

2.30

23

2.30

21

2.10

c) Performs annual hydrostatic tests on boilers

22

2.44

24

2.40

18

1.80

22

2.20

19

1.90

d) Check water side of boilers for defects-drums, shells, tubes,
handholes, headers, drum internals

26

2.60

26

2.36

22

2.00

28

2.55

21

1.91

e) Checks fireside of boilers for problems- windbox, burner,
refractory, furnace, gas passes, tubes, baffles

24

2.67

23

2.30

18

1.80

24

2.40

19

1.90

f) Checks-test&-operates mechanical draft components-fans,
dampers, fan coupling, draft controls

27

2.70

26

2.36

26

2.36

23

2.09

19

1.73

g) Checks/tests/operates pulverized fuel System-pulverizersfeeders, fans/exhausters coal scales, bunkers, burners

21

2.10

22

2.20

20

2.00

27

2.70

21

2.10

h) Checks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker, grates, over
fire air fans, stoker drive and controls

22

2.44

22

2.20

21

2.10

25

2.50

19

1.90

I) Checks boiler apparatus-air preheaters, superheaters,
economizers, soot blowers, ash handling systems

25

2.78

24

2.18

23

2.09

26

2.36

20

1.82

j) Checks/tests boiler components-safety valves, feedwater
regulator, stop valves, vents, drains, blowdowns

28

2.55

28

2.33

26

2.17

31

2.58

24

2.00

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.55

2.37

2.08

2.41

1.93

2.27
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APPENDIX H. Survey Instrument Pages 4 through 9. Advanced Knowledge and Skills Data Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency, Competency, Learning
Difficulty.

APPENDIX H. Page 3. ADVANCED DUTIES-TASKS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS, ANALYZED DATA (Survey Pages 4-9). Rated for Knowledge/Skills, Importance, Frequency,
Competency, Learning Difficulty.
26) PERFORMS BOILER STARTUP, SHUTDOWN,
NORMAL OPERATION. EMERGENCY OPERATION

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

Frequency

Competency

Learning Difficulty

Item Avg

a) Energizes power to boiler, control systems, accessories and
auxiliaries

21

2.10

28

2.55

26

2.36

28

2.55

19

1.73

b) Performs check of prestart conditions insuring all safe start
conditions are met

23

2.88

27

2.45

29

2.64

28

2.55

22

2.00

c) Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers recommendations for
sequencing and pressure rise

27

3.00

28

2.55

28

2.55

26

2.36

24

2.18

d) Controls boiler equipment in manual or auto-fans, burner/s, fuel,
air, feedwater, steam flow

26

2.36

27

2.45

28

2.55

28

2.55

22

2.00

e) Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level, tube/shell
temperatures maintaining within prescribed startup limits

26

2.36

28

2.55

27

2.45

26

2.36

20

1.82

f) Operates boiler accessories as required-air heater, economizer,
superheater, reheater, pollution equipment

25

2.27

24

2.18

24

2.18

26

2.36

20

1.82

g) Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working pressure

22

2.20

24

2.40

23

2.30

24

2.40

19

1.90

h) Adjusts loading to maintain normal loading for process and
heating operations Controlling unit in automatic

24

2.40

24

2.40

25

2.50

27

2.70

20

2.00

i) Places boiler in normal operating position, closing drains, vents,
free-blows

26

2.36

22

2.20

25

2.50

25

2.50

17

1.70

j) Tests safety valves on start up as prescribed by manufacturer and
codes

23

2.30

25

2.50

24

2.40

24

2.40

18

1.80

k) Operates boiler under normal load conditions maintaining water
level, steam flow, safe fuel conditions

27(Performs Boiler Startup - Continued) (Part of No. 26)

24

2.40

26

2.36

27

2.45

27

2.45

19

1.90

I) Operates auxiliary equipment-soot blowers, blowdowns, ash
removal, pollution control

23

2.30

26

2.36

23

2.09

26

2.36

18

1.80

m) Shuts down boiler Using proper procedures

25

2.50

27

2.45

27

2.45

28

2.55

21

2.10

n) Operates boiler safely under emergency conditions-leaks,
incorrect

27

2.70

30

2.73

26

2.36

30

2.73

24

2.44

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.44

2.41

2.49

2.40
1.94

2.34

28) PERFORMS BOILER MAINTENANCE
a) Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for maintenance
operations isolates boiler from operating units

22

2.00

25

2.27

26

2.36

27

2.45

20

1.82

b) Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for inspection or further
service

20

2.22

23

2.30

20

2.00

21

2.10

18

1.80

c) Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare for further service

20

2.22

25

2.50

23

2.30

24

2.40

18

1.80

d) Lays up boiler with either wet or dry storage methods for
extended outage periods

19

2.38

20

2.00

17

1.70

20

2.00

19

1.90

e) Performs Maintenance~ on boiler accessory equipment-soot
blowers, economizers, superheaters, air heaters

16

2.00

16

1.60

16

1.60

20

2.00

17

1.70

f) Performs maintain~ on ash handling equipment, pollution
equipment, fans and draft equipment

18

2.25

18

1.70

18

1.80

21

2.10

17

1.70

g) Maintains fuel handling/storage equipment-burners, coal scales,
fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel storage

17

2.13

17

1.70

16

1.60

19

1.90

16

1.60

h) Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps, piping. regulating station,
stop valves, feedwater heating systems

18

2.00

25

2.50

23

2.30

23

2.30

17

1.70

i) Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves, services handhole
plates

19

1.73

27

2.45

23

2.09

27

2.45

21

2.10

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.11

1.97

2.19

1.91
1.77

2.03

29) OPERATES-MAINTAINS BOILER AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
a) Maintains gas/oil fuel burning equipment and storage
components

20

2.22

22

2.20

18

1.80

23

2.30

18

1.80

17
13

1.89
1.63

17
13

1.89
1.63

17
19

1.89
2.38

22
19

2.44
2.38

19
16

2.11
2.00

d) Services soot blowing and flyash removal systems and
equipment

19

2.11

20

2.00

18

1.80

25

2.50

19

1.90

e) Maintains ash removal systems

15

1.88

17

1.89

15

1.67

22

2.44

18

2.00

f) Maintains boiler feedwater pumps, heaters and related equipment

22

2.44

25

2.50

23

2.30

23

2.30

17

1.70

g) Maintains fans, fan prime movers, speed control equipment

23

2.56

23

2.30

21

2.10

22

2.20

18

1.80

h) Maintains economizers, superheaters, air heaters

21
22

2.33
2.44
2.17

23
24

2.30
2.40
2.12

20
22

2.00
2.20
2.01

24
25

2.40
2.50
2.38

20
20

2.00
2.00
1.92

b) Maintains, repairs pulverizers and related equipment
c) Maintains, repairs, stokers, and associated equipment

i) Maintains boiler controls and control systems
Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.12
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30) OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT -SYSTEMS (Operates, maintains one
or more of the following systems)

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

Frequency

Competency

Learning Difficulty

Item Avg

a) Makeup System or filtration-clarification system

23

2.56

23

2.30

24

2.40

24

2.40

19

1.90

b) Water softener zeolite system -equipment -Makeup water system

22

2.75

22

2.44

22

2.44

21

2.33

18

2.00

c) Demineralizer -Ion exchange system-equipment

26
23
21

3.25
2.88
2.63

26
27
24

2.36
2.45
2.40

24
25
22

2.18
2.27
2.20

26
25
22

2.36
2.27
2.20

22
19
18

2.00
1.73
1.80

f) Tests boiler & makeup water -determining necessary chemical
feed

21

2.63

25

2.50

25

2.50

23

2.30

17

1.70

g) Maintains chemical feed pumps, controls and feed apparatus

27

2.45

27

2.25

26

2.17

30

2.50

23

1.92

h) Tests, adjusts cooling water and cooling tower water system
feeds

26

2.36

28

2.33

26

2.17

29

2.42

20

d) Deaeration and other feedwater heaters
e) Chemical feed apparatus

2.69

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.38

2.29

2.35

1.67
1.84

2.31

31) PRIME MOVERS -STEAM OR GAS-TURBINE
GENERATORS AND GAS ENGINE-DIESEL ENGINE
UNITS - Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime movers
connected to generators their auxiliaries and accessories
a) Mechanical drive-turbine driven centrifugal compressors
b) Mechanical drive-turbine driven air conditioning chillers
c) Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers, fans
d) Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or process pumps

19
18
22
22

2.38
2.25
2.44
2.44

17
18
22
23

1.89
2.00
2.20
2.30

18
15
19
21

1.67
1.67
1.90
2.10

22
22
26
24

2.44
2.44
2.60
2.40

19
18
17
20

2.11
2.00
1.70
2.00

20
18
20
16
18
15
17
20
21
15

2.50
2.00
2.22
2.00
2.00
1.88
2.13
2.22
2.10
2.50
2.22 .

21
19
22
16
19
14
16
19
22
14

2.11
2.11
2.44
2.00
2.11
1.75
2.00
2.44
2.20
1.75
2.09

15
19
16
14
14
12
14
18
22
13

1.67
2.11
1.78
1.75
1.56
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.20
1.63
1.80

22
21
24
15
22
18
18
20
26
19

2.44
2.33
2.67
1.88
2.44
2.25
2.25
2.22
2.60
2.38
2.38

20
21
21
17
21
18
18
18
21
16

2.22
2.33
2.33
2.13
2.33
2.25
2.25
2.00
2.10
2.00
2.13

e) Other Turbine driven equipment-(List):
f) Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW)
g) Extraction and process turbines
h) Large steam turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW)
I) Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to 75 MW)
j) Large gas turbines
k) Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined
I) Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle
m) Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)
n) Diesel engine
0) Hydro turbine
Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

32) PERFORMS PRIME MOVER OPERATION
MAINTENANCE
a) Performs a pre-operational check on energy supply-fuel/steam,

18

1.80

23

2.30

19

1.90

22

2.20

18

1.80

b) Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover components

18

1.80

24

2.40

20

2.00

23

2.30

20

2.00

c) Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other auxiliaries

18

1.80

24

2.40

21

2.10

22

2.20

18

1.80

d) Performs prestart check on generator or driven unit

19

1.90

23

2.30

19

1.90

21

2.10

18

1.80

e) Starts, warms up, brings unit up to speed monitoring operation

20

2.00

22

2.20

20

2.00

23

2.30

20

2.00

f) Puts unit on line synchronizing generator or putting driven unit in
service

21

2.10

23

2.30

20

2.00

23

2.30

22

2.20

g) Controls unit during normal operation monitoring all indicators

20

2.00

22

2.20

21

2.10

23

2.30

20

2.00

h) Observes operation of existing units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators

20

2.00

24

2.40

22

2.20

21

2.10

18

1.80

I) Controls unit safely during emergency operations

17

1.70

25

2.50

19

1.90

24

2.40

21

2.10

j) Shuts down prime mover unit using recommended procedures

22

2.20

24

2.40

20

2.00

22

2.20

20

2.00

k) Tests unit safety equipment (overspeed, safety etc)

22

2.20

25

2.50

19

1.90

22

2.20

21

2.10

I) Maintains prime movers, drive units, accessories and auxiliaries

19

1.90

22

2.20

18

1.80

21

2.10

19

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.12

.

1.95

2.34

1.98

2.23

1.90
1.96

2.09
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33) PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS

Skills & Knowledge

Importance

Frequency

Competency

Learning Difficulty

Item Avg

a) Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover & compressor

18

2.00

23

2.30

22

2.20

22

2.20

16

1.60

b) Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other accessories

17

1.89

22

2.20

19

1.90

21

2.10

16

1.60

c) Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed, monitoring operation

17

1.89

25

2.50

21

2.10

22

2.20

17

1.70

d) Puts unit on the line, loading according to manufacturers data

19

2.11

23

2.30

21

2.10

22

2.20

17

1.70

e) Controls unit during normal operation monitoring all indicators

17

1.89

24

2.40

23

2.30

21

2.10

16

1.60

f) Observes operation of rotating units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators

14

1.56

23

2.30

22

2.20

21

2.10

16

1.60

g) Controls unit safely during emergency operations

15

1.67

23

2.30

19

1.90

22

2.20

19

1.90

h) Shuts down prime mover unit using recommended procedures

19

2.11

22

2.20

19

1.90

21

2.10

16

1.60

I) Maintains compressor and accessories

17

1.89
1.89

24

2.40
2.32

23

2.09
2.08

25

2.27
2.16

20

1.82
1.68

23

2.09

25

2.50

19

1.90

23

2.30

20

2.00

24
20
23
22
17
15
11
13

2.18
1.82
2.09
2.00
1.55
1.67
1.22
1.44

23
21
23
20
21
16
12
16

2.30
2.33
2.30
2.10
2.10
1.78
1.33
1.78

19
16
16
14
17
13
12
14

1.90
1.78
1.60
1.56
1.89
1.44
1.33
1.56

22
19
13
19
22
19
14
19

2.20
2.11
1.30
1.90
2.20
2.11
1.56
2.11

19
16
18
17
19
17
14
15

1.90
1.78
1.80
1.89
2.11
1.89
1.56
1.67

14

1.56

19

2.11

14

1.56

15

1.67

16

1.78

l) Hydronic Heating-Expansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators,

16
15

1.78
1.67

17
19

1.89
2.11

17
17

1.89
1.89

15
18

1.67
2.00

16
14

1.78
1.56

m) Hydronic Heating-Radiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heaters

15

1.67

17

1.89

16

1.78

18

2.00

15

1.67

n) Air Handling Units -Steam or Hot Water Coils

p) Heat-Heating Units/Systems

18
17
13
15

2.00
1.89
1.44
1.67

21
18
16
16

2.33
2.00
1.78
1.78

18
14
14
14

2.00
1.56
1.56
1.56

20
19
21
19

2.22
2.11
2.33
2.11

18
15
17
15

2.00
1.67
1.89
1.67

q) Passive! Active Solar or other Alternative Heating System

12

1.33

15

1.67

12

1.33

19

2.11

15

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.03

34) OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING &PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS
a) Steam Heating-Valves, Traps, Strainers, Separators, Vents,
Piping
b) Steam Heating-Condensate Return Systems
c) Steam Heating-Radiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heater
d) Steam Heating-Reducing Stations, Regulating
e) Steam Heating-Converters, Heat Exchangers
f) Steam Heating-Domestic Water Heating Systems
g) Steam Heating-Combustion Air Heating Systems
h) Heating-Humidification -Air Washing Systems
I) Heating-Reheat Systems
j) Hydronic Heating-Zone Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air
Separation,Vents, Piping
k) Hydronic Heating-Circulators, Aquastats, Flow Controls

o) Direct.-Fired Makeup Air Heater - Heating Systems
p) Rooftop Package-Heating Units/Systems

1.73 .

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.00

1.67

2.00

1.67
1.79

1.84

35) OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS AND
COOLING UNITS OR SYSTEMS

j) Thermal Storage Systems -Ice or Water

17
16
18
14
14
14
18
20
20
15

1.89
1.78
1.80
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.80
2.00
2.00
1.67

20
19
21
16
17
14
23
28
28
16

2.22
2.11
2.10
2.00
2.13
1.56
2.30
2.55
2.55
1.78

17
18
17
14
14
13
18
22
23
13

1.89
2.00
1.70
1.75
1.75
1.44
1.80
2.00
2.09
1.44

19
21
24
20
20
19
21
25
24
18

2.11
2.33
2.40
2.50
2.50
2.11
2.10
2.27
2.18
2.00

16
17
20
18
19
17
17
19
21
16

1.78
1.89
2.00
2.25
2.38
1.89
1.70
1.73
1.91
1.78

k) Air Handlers, Air Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping

20

2.00

26

2.60

21

2.10

24

2.40

18

1.80

l) Air Filters-Slab, Roll, Bag, High & Regular Efficiency

18
17

1.80
1.89

25
18

2.50
1.64

22
16

2.20
1.45

21
20

2.10
1.82

15
15

1.50
1.36

18

2.00

25

2.50

20

2.00

22

2.20

17

1.70

p) Heat Pump Systems

18
18

1.80
2.00

24
17

2.40
1.89

20
16

2.00
1.78

20
19

2.00
2.11

16
16

1.60
1.78

q) Air-Cooled !Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing Units

17

1.70

19

1.90

17

1.70

22

2.20

15

1.50

r) Rooftop Units, Large and Package Cooling Units

17

s) Dehumidification Units/Systems

18

1.89
2.00
1.83

18
16

2.00
1.78
2.13

15
13

1.67
1.44
1.80

19
18

2.11
2.00
2.18

15
16

1.67
1.78
1.79

a) 5-50 Ton Reciprocating Units
b) 50-350 Ton Reciprocating Units
c) 100-500 Ton Centrifugal/Screw Units
d) Above 500 Ton Centrifugal Units
e) Absorption Chillers
f) Gas-Fired Absorption Chillers
g) Chill Water Distribution ~ and Systems
h) Cooling Towers, Mechanical Draft
I) Cooling Tower Pumping- Water Systems

m) Electronic Air Cleaners, Air Cleaning Systems
n) Ventilation Systems, Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat
Recovery Units
o) Exhaust Systems

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

1.95
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36) (PAGE 9a) COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION

Skills & Knowledge

Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates & maintains one
or more of the following refrigerating systems, along with
associated auxiliaries & accessories

16
18
16
17
17
17
15

a) Industrial reciprocating refrigeration units
b) Industrial centrifugal or screw refrigeration units
c) Steam-jet refrigeration units
d) Industrial absorption refrigeration units
e) Cold storage/food processing refrigeration units
f) Cryogenic/low temperature refrigeration units
g) Specialized production/processing refrigeration units
Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

Importance

2.00
2.25
2.00
2.13
2.13
2.13
1.88
2.07 .

17
18
16
18
16
18
15

Frequency

2.13
2.00
1.78
2.00
1.78
1.67
1.67
1.86

13
14
12
13
13
17
13

Competency

1.75
1.56
1.33
1.44
1.44
1.89
1.44
1.55

19
22
19
20
19
20
19

Learning Difficulty

2.38
2.44
1.90
2.22
2.11
2.22
2.11
2.20

18
20
18
19
18
17
20

Item Avg

2.25
2.22
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.89
2.22
1.94

1.92

37) BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates & maintains one
or more of the following building-plant along with associated
auxiliaries & accessories

.

e) Incinerator, waste burning. waste treatment systems

18
16
20
20
15

2.00
1.78
2.22
2.00
0.79

23
21
21
25
13

2.30
2.10
2.10
2.27
1.44

19
18
20
21
13

1.90
1.80
2.00
1.91
1.44

20
18
20
25
17

2.00
1.80
2.00
2.27
1.89

19
17
20
22
16

1.90
1.70
2.00
2.00
1.78

f) Fire protection systems, sprinklers, fire alarm-detection systems

19

1.90

26

2.89

23

2.56

29

3.22

24

2.67

g) Elevators, hoists, lifts, cranes, moving stairways ,
I) Building air conditioning forced air ducted systems

15
23
18

1.67
2.30
2.00

16
28
20

1.78
2.55
2.00

13
26
20

1.44
2.36
2.00

18
27
20

2.00
2.45
2.00

19
22
17

2.11
2.00
1.70

j) Domestic and industrial process hot water heating systems

17

1.70

22

2.20

19

1.90

18

1.80

16

a) Potable water systems-piping and components
b) Sanitary drainage systems
c) Sewage disposal, waste water treatment systems
d) Building heating systems

h) Compressed air systems

1.84

Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

2.16

1.93

2.14

1.60
1.95

2.00

38) (PAGE 9b) BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC & CONTROL SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates & maintains one
or more of the following building-plant electrical-electroniccontrol systems along with associated auxiliaries &
accessories
a) Sound and signal systems

17

1.89

17

1.70

13

1.30

20

2.00

17

1.70

b) Cable, TV /radio antenna, computer network, information systems

15

1.67

16

1.60

15

1.50

20

2.00

19

1.90

c) Electrical high voltage distribution switchgear/systems
d) Electrical lighting distribution system/circuits

24
24

2.40
2.40

27
27

2.45
2.45

18
22

1.64
2.00

24
28

2.18
2.55

25
24

2.27
2.18

e) Maintain electrical wiring systems -Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage

21

2.10

24

2.40

16

1.60

24

2.40

22

2.20

f) Maintain electrical light systems and components

22
24
22

2.20
2.40
2.20

27
26
27

2.45
2.36
2.45

20
20
19

1.82
1.82
1.73

27
27
26

2.45
2.45
2.36

23
23
21

2.09
2.09
1.91

i) Maintains electronic controls, microprocessors, recorders,
sensors, actuators

24

2.40

23

2.09

18

1.64

26

2.36

22

2.00

j) Maintains motor controls, switchgear, breakers

23

2.30

25

2.27

20

1.82

24

2.18

21

1.91

k) Sets up, programs PLC's (programmable logic controllers)

19

1.90

19

1.90

15

1.50

21

2.10

24

2.40

I) Sets up maintains data acquisition software and controls

16

1.78

18

2.00

14

1.56

17

1.89

18

2.00

m) Maintains electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace
circuit boards, calibrate transducers, tune control loops

18

2.00

18

1.80

14

1.40

22

2.20

22

2.20

n) Test, adjust, calibrate, troubleshoot, repair pressure, level
temperature, flow sensors, transmitter, recorders, positioners

20

2.22

19

1.90

17

1.70

23

2.30

22

2.20

o) Test, calibrate, adjust and repair controllers and related
equipment

19

2.11

20

2.00

15

1.36

22

2.00

22

2.00

p) Connect industrial control computer to PLC and control system.

15

1.88

18

2.00

13

1.44

19

2.11

21

2.33

19

2.11

20

2.00

15

1.50

21

2.10

22

g) Maintains/operates electrical motors, generators
h) Maintains electro-mechanical devices, switches, timers

q) Installs, tests, repairs AC-DC rotating and non-rotating equipment
Average of scores for all tasks - Test Q Avg & No.

.

.

2.11

2.11

1.61

2.21

2.20
2.09

2.03
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APPENDIX IX. Rank Order of Advanced Skill and Knowledge Tasks Rated for Importance

APPENDIX I. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task Ratings
on - IMPORTANCE Sorted in Descending Rank Order
37f) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
2.89
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Fire protection systems, sprinklers,
fire alarm-detection systems
26n) Operates boiler safely under emergency conditions-leaks,
2.73
incorrect
25b) Inspects out-of-service boilers for normal wear, pressure vessel
2.70
problems, casing leaks
2.67
25a) Cleans, boils out boiler, prepare for inspection
2.62
22a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity schedules
21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out activities on the
2.62
job
2.62
21c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities on the job
35k) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Air
2.60
Handlers, Air Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping 37h) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
2.55
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems-Compressed air systems
35I) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Cooling
2.55
Tower Pumping- Water Systems 35h) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Cooling
2.55
Towers, Mechanical Draft 26e) Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level, tube/shell
2.55
temperatures maintaining within prescribed startup limits
26c) Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers recommendations for
2.55
sequencing and pressure rise
26a) Energizes power to boiler, control systems, accessories and
2.55
auxiliaries
21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in the workplace

2.54

21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials on the job
35n) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Ventilation
Systems, Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat Recovery Units
35l) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Air FiltersSlab, Roll, Bag, High & Regular Efficiency 34a) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems-Steam
Heating-Valves, Traps, Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping - Bldg-Plt
Heating Systems
33e) Controls unit during normal operation monitoring all indicators - O
& M on Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
33c) Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed, monitoring operation O & M on Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
32k) Tests unit safety equipment (overspeed, safety etc) - Prime
Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32i) Controls unit safely during emergency operations - Prime Mover
Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32b) Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover components Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop

2.54

30d) Deaeration and other feedwater heaters
29f) Maintains boiler feedwater pumps, heaters and related equipment

2.50

28h) Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps, piping. regulating
station, stop valves, feedwater heating systems
28c) Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare for further service

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

2.50
2.50
2.50

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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26j) Tests safety valves on start up as prescribed by manufacturer and
codes
24h) WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant heating or process
steam boiler - Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on
21d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the workplace
21b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace conditions
21a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations on the job
20f) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: State &
Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes and Regulations
20e) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: Control
and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I
38h) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintains electromechanical devices, switches, timers
38f) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintain electrical
light systems and components
38d) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Electrical lighting
distribution system/circuits
38c) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Electrical high voltage
distribution switchgear/systems
30b) Water softener zeolite system -equipment -Makeup water system
28i) Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves, services handhole
plates
26m) Shuts down boiler Using proper procedures
26d) Controls boiler equipment in manual or auto-fans, burner/s, fuel,
air, feedwater, steam flow
26b) Performs check of prestart conditions insuring all safe start
conditions are met
31m) Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline) - Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains
31d) Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or process pumps Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains
30e) Chemical feed apparatus
31h) Large steam turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW) Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains
38e) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintain electrical
wiring systems -Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage
35o) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Exhaust
Systems

2.50
2.50
2.46
2.46
2.46
2.46
2.46
2.45

2.45

2.45

2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.44
2.44
2.44
2.44
2.40
2.40

33i) Maintains compressor and accessories - O & M on Compressors,
Compressed Air Systems
33a) Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover & compressor O & M on Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
32j) Shuts down prime mover unit using recommended procedures Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop

2.40

32h) Observes operation of existing units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators - Prime Mover
Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop

2.40

2.40

2.40

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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32c) Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other auxiliaries Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop

2.40

32a) Performs a pre-operational check on energy supply-fuel/steam, Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop

2.40

30c) Demineralizer -Ion exchange system-equipment
29i) Maintains boiler controls and control systems
26h) Adjusts loading to maintain normal loading for process and
heating operations Controlling unit in automatic
26g) Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working pressure
25c) Performs annual hydrostatic tests on boilers
22b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
22b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities with plant trades
24b) Firetube(Ff) firebox or horizontal return tube boilers -Operates,
Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs emergency
procedures on
38g) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintains/operates
electrical motors, generators
30h) Tests, adjusts cooling water and cooling tower water system
feeds
26k) Operates boiler under normal load conditions maintaining water
level, steam flow, safe fuel conditions
26I) Operates auxiliary equipment-soot blowers, blowdowns, ash
removal, pollution control
25f) Checks-test&-operates mechanical draft components-fans,
dampers, fan coupling, draft controls
25d) Check water side of boilers for defects-drums, shells, tubes,
handholes, headers, drum internals
34n) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Air Handling
Units -Steam or Hot Water Coils - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
34c) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Steam
Heating-Radiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heater - Bldg-Plt Heating
Systems
30a) Makeup System or filtration-clarification system
26j) Checks/tests boiler components-safety valves, feedwater
regulator, stop valves, vents, drains, blowdowns
22j) Plans, implements programs to increase/promote plant efficiency
22d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules for
equipment
22c) Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain services/materials
20c) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec VII ASME code
20a) Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power Boiler Sec 1 Co
37a) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Potable water systems-piping and
components
35g) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Chill Water
Distribution ~ and Systems 34d) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Steam
Heating-Reducing Stations, Regulating - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
34b) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Steam
Heating-Condensate Return Systems -Bldg-Plt Heating Systems

2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.38
2.38
2.38

2.36
2.36
2.36
2.36
2.36
2.36
2.33

2.33
2.33
2.33
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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33g) Controls unit safely during emergency operations - O & M on
Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
33f) Observes operation of rotating units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators - O & M on
Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
33d) Puts unit on the line, loading according to manufacturers data - O
& M on Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
33b) Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other accessories O & M on Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
32f) Puts unit on line synchronizing generator or putting driven unit in
service - Prime Mover Operation/MaintenanceInspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32e) Starts, warms up, brings unit up to speed monitoring operation Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32d) Performs prestart check on generator or driven unit - Prime
Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
31c) Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers, fans - Inspects, tests,
checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains
30g) Maintains chemical feed pumps, controls and feed apparatus
29h) Maintains economizers, superheaters, air heaters
29g) Maintains fans, fan prime movers, speed control equipment
28b) Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for inspection or further
service
25e) Checks fireside of boilers for problems- windbox, burner,
refractory, furnace, gas passes, tubes, baffles
24j) WT large central station -steam generation -electrical output boiler
-Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures on
38j) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintains motor
controls, switchgear, breakers
37d) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Building heating systems
28a) Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for maintenance operation
22e) Works with installing/servicing contractors to maintain equipment
35a) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- 5-50 Ton
Reciprocating Units 24g) WT steam generator -small type boiler - Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs emergency procedures on

2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30

2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30

2.27
2.27
2.27
2.23
2.22
2.22

24f) WT halt tube, package, multi-pass," A", "0", or "0" type boiler Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs

2.22

24e) Watertube (WT) flexible tube boiler - Operates, Tests, Checks,
maintains, starts-stops, performs emergency procedures on

2.22

37j) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Domestic and industrial process hot
water heating systems
33h) Shuts down prime mover unit using recommended procedures O & M on Compressors, Compressed Air Systems
32I) Maintains prime movers, drive units, accessories and auxiliaries Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop
32g) Controls unit during normal operation monitoring all indicators Prime Mover Operation/Maintenance-Inspect/Chks/Test/Start/Stop

2.20
2.20
2.20

2.20

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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31n) Diesel engine - Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates
and maintains
31f) Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW) - Inspects,
tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains
29a) Maintains gas/oil fuel burning equipment and storage
components
26i) Places boiler in normal operating position, closing drains, vents,
free-blows
25h) Checks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker, grates, over
fire air fans, stoker drive and controls
25g) Checks/tests/operates pulverized fuel System-pulverizersfeeders, fans/exhausters coal scales, bunkers, burners
26f) Operates boiler accessories as required-air heater, economizer,
superheater, reheater, pollution equipment
25I) Checks boiler apparatus-air preheaters, superheaters,
economizers, soot blowers, ash handling systems
22I) Coordinates management plans with daily workplace activities
37a) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Industrial reciprocating refrigeration
units
36a) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops CommercialIndustrial Refrigeration Units/systems- Industrial reciprocating
refrigeration units
35e) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems-Absorption
Chillers 35b) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- 50-350 Ton
Reciprocating Units 34l) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Hydronic
Heating-Expansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators, - Bldg-Plt Heating
Systems
34j) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Hydronic
Heating-Zone Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents, Piping Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
31j) Large gas turbines - Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops,
operates and maintains
31g) Extraction and process turbines - Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains
31b) Mechanical drive-turbine driven air conditioning chillers Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains
37c) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Sewage disposal, waste water
treatment systems
37b) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Sanitary drainage systems
35c) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- 100-500
Ton Centrifugal/Screw Units 34f) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Steam
Heating-Domestic Water Heating Systems - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
34e) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Steam
Heating-Converters, Heat Exchangers - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
38i) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintains electronic
controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors, actuators

2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.18
2.18
2.15
2.13

2.13
2.13
2.11
2.11

2.11
2.11
2.11
2.11
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10

2.10

2.09

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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23a) Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance on the job
38q) Installs, tests, repairs AC-DC rotating and non-rotating equipment
38p) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Connect industrial
control computer to PLC and control system
38o) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Test, calibrate, adjust
and repair controllers and related equipment
38I) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Sets up maintains
data acquisition software and controls
37I) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Building air conditioning forced air
ducted systems
37d) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Industrial absorption refrigeration
units
37b) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Industrial centrifugal or screw
refrigeration units
36d) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops CommercialIndustrial Refrigeration Units/systems- Industrial absorption
refrigeration units
36b) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops CommercialIndustrial Refrigeration Units/systems- Industrial centrifugal or screw
refrigeration units
35r) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Rooftop
Units, Large and Package Cooling Units 35d) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Above 500
Ton Centrifugal Units 34o) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Direct.-Fired
Makeup Air Heater - Heating Systems - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
31I) Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to 75 MW) - Inspects, tests,
checks, starts/stops, operates and maintains
31I) Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle - Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains
31a) Mechanical drive-turbine driven centrifugal compressors - Inspect
29d) Services soot blowing and flyash removal systems and
equipment
28d) Lays up boiler with either wet or dry storage methods for
extended outage periods
23g) Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or components
23f) Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts, materials
23f) Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed within budget
23j) Operates computerized records-schedules systems on the job
23I) Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant equipment
23h) Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in "as-built" form
20b) Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating Boiler Sec IV Code

2.08
2.00
2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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38n) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Test, adjust, calibrate,
troubleshoot, repair pressure, level temperature, flow sensors,
transmitter, recorders, positioners
38k) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Sets up, programs
PLC's (programmable logic controllers)
35q) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Air-Cooled
!Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing Units 35p) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Heat Pump
Systems 34m) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Hydronic
Heating-Radiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heaters - Bldg-Plt Heating
Systems
34k) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Hydronic
Heating-Circulators, Aquastats, Flow Controls - Bldg-Plt Heating
Systems
31k) Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined - Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains
29e) Maintains ash removal systems
29b) Maintains, repairs pulverizers and related equipment
24i) WT pulse type boiler - Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, startsstops, performs emergency procedures on
23l) Writes reports, memos describing equipment or conditions on job
23d) Conducts performance reviews on employees
38m) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Maintains
electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace circuit boards,
calibrate transducers, tune control loops
37g) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Elevators, hoists, lifts, cranes,
moving stairways
37e) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Cold storage/food processing
refrigeration units
37c) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Steam-jet refrigeration units
36e) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops CommercialIndustrial Refrigeration Units/systems- Cold storage/food processing
refrigeration units
36c) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops CommercialIndustrial Refrigeration Units/systems- Steam-jet refrigeration units
35s) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/SystemsDehumidification Units/Systems 35j) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Thermal
Storage Systems -Ice or Water 34p) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Rooftop
Package-Heating Units/Systems - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
34I) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- HeatingReheat Systems - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
34g) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Steam
Heating-Combustion Air Heating Systems - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
23k) Develops proposals to change equipment-systems on the job
23e) Administers/oversees company -employee policies and
regulations

1.90

1.90
1.90
1.89
1.89

1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.88
1.85
1.85
1.80

1.78

1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.78
1.77
1.77

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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20d) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
Recommended Care-Operation-Heating Boilers-Sec VI ASME code
31o) Hydro turbine - Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates
and maintains
24a) Cast. iron boilers - Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-sto
38a) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Sound and signal
28g) Maintains fuel handling/storage equipment-burners, coal scales,
fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel storage
28f) Performs maintain~ on ash handling equipment, pollution
equipment, fans and draft equipment
23h) Executes company employee contract./agreement arrangements
37g) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Specialized production/processing
refrigeration units
37f) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Cryogenic/low temperature
refrigeration units
36g) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops CommercialIndustrial Refrigeration Units/systems- Specialized
production/processing refrigeration units
36f) Operates/Maintains, Inspects- Starts/Stops Commercial-Industrial
Refrigeration Units/systems- Cryogenic/low temperature refrigeration
units
34q) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- Passive!
Active Solar or other Alternative Heating System - Bldg-Plt Heating
Systems
35m) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Electronic
Air Cleaners, Air Cleaning Systems 23g) Controls overtime scheduling according to company policy
23c) Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees
38b) Operates/Maintains-Inspects/Checks/Tests/Starts/StopsBldg/Plant Electric/Electronic-Control Systems- Cable, TV /radio
antenna, computer network, information systems
28e) Performs Maintenance~ on boiler accessory equipment-soot
blowers, economizers, superheaters, air heaters
35f) Operates, Maintains Chillers-Cooling Units/Systems- Gas-Fired
Absorption Chillers 23k) Administers employee benefit plans
37e) Operates/Maintains Inspects, Checks, Tests, Starts/stops,
Bldg/Plant Mechanical Systems- Incinerator, waste burning. waste
treatment systems
24c) FT Scotch multi-pass package boiler - Operates, Tests, Checks,
maintains, starts-stops, performs emergency procedures on
34h) Operates, Maintains Bldg-Plant Htg Units/Systems- HeatingHumidification -Air Washing Systems - Bldg-Plt Heating Systems
24d) Ff boiler Other:(identify): Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains,
starts-stops, performs emergency procedures on
30f) Tests boiler & makeup water -determining necessary chemical
feed

1.77
1.75
1.75
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.69
1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67
1.64
1.62
1.62
1.60
1.60
1.56
1.54
1.44

1.38
1.33
1.00
1.00
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APPENDIX J. Power Engineer Occuational Data - Task Ratings
on FREQUENCY - Sorted on Descending Rank Order
26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of prestart conditions insuring
all safe start conditions are met

29

2.64

37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire protection systems,
sprinklers, fire alarm-detection systems

23

2.56

26d) Boiler Operation- Controls boiler equipment in manual or autofans, burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow

28

2.55

26c) Boiler Operation- Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
recommendations for sequencing and pressure rise

28

2.55

22d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules for
equipment

33

2.54

21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out activities on the
job

33

2.54

31

2.54

33

2.54

33

2.54

25

2.50

25

2.50

25

2.50

20

2.50

27

2.45

27

2.45

27

2.45

22

2.44

30a) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Makeup
System or filtration-clarification system

24

2.40

26(27)j) Boiler Operation- Tests safety valves on start up as
prescribed by manufacturer and codes

24

2.40

22a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity schedules

31

2.38

21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in the
workplace

31

2.38

31

2.38

19

2.38

26

2.36

21d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the workplace
21b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace conditions
21a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations on the job
30f) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests
boiler & makeup water -determining necessary chemical feed
26i) Boiler Operation- Places boiler in normal operating position,
closing drains, vents, free-blows
26h) Boiler Operation- Adjusts loading to maintain normal loading for
process and heating operations Controlling unit in automatic
24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant heating or
process steam boiler
26e) Boiler Operation- Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
tube/shell temperatures maintaining within prescribed startup limits
26(27)m) Boiler Operation- Shuts down boiler Using proper
procedures
26(27)k) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler under normal load
conditions maintaining water level, steam flow, safe fuel conditions
30b) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Water
softener zeolite system -equipment -Makeup water system

21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials on the job
29c) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs, stokers,
and associated equipment
37h) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Compressed air systems

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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28a) Boiler Maintenance- Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for
maintenance operations isolates boiler from operating units

26

2.36

26a) Boiler Operation- Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
accessories and auxiliaries

26

2.36

26(27)n) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler safely under emergency
conditions-leaks, incorrect

26

2.36

25f) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks-test&operates mechanical draft components-fans, dampers, fan coupling,
draft controls

26

2.36

24g) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT steam generator -small type boiler

21

2.33

30

2.31

33e) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit during normal operation
monitoring all indicators

23

2.30

29f) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler feedwater
pumps, heaters and related equipment

23

2.30

23

2.30

28c) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare
for further service

23

2.30

26g) Boiler Operation- Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working
pressure

23

2.30

25b) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Inspects out-ofservice boilers for normal wear, pressure vessel problems, casing
leaks

23

2.30

24j) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT large central station -steam generation -electrical
output boiler

23

2.30

30d) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDeaeration and other feedwater heaters

25

2.27

35l) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Filters-Slab,
Roll, Bag, High & Regular Efficiency

22

2.20

22

2.20

33a) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Performs a pre-operation check on prime
mover & compressor

22

2.20

32h) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Observes operation of
existing units recording temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators

22

2.20

31n) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Diesel engine

22

2.20

30e) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed apparatus

22

2.20

29i) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler controls and
control systems

22

2.20

30c) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDemineralizer -Ion exchange system-equipment

24

2.18

24

2.18

21c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities on the job

28h) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps,
piping. regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating systems

33f) Observes operation of rotating units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators

26f) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler accessories as required-air
heater, economizer, superheater, reheater, pollution equipment

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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30h) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests,
adjusts cooling water and cooling tower water system feeds

26

2.17

30g) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed pumps, controls and feed apparatus

26

2.17

25j) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks/tests
boiler components-safety valves, feedwater regulator, stop valves,
vents, drains, blowdowns

26

2.17

25a) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Cleans, boils out
boiler, prepare for inspection

26

2.17

28

2.15

31g) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Extraction and process turbines

19

2.11

24e) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Watertube (WT) flexible tube boiler

19

2.11

21

2.10

33d) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Puts unit on the line, loading according to
manufacturers data

21

2.10

33c) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
monitoring operation

21

2.10

32g) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit during
normal operation monitoring all indicators

21

2.10

32c) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts lubrication system,
cooling water, and other auxiliaries

21

2.10

31d) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or process pumps

21

2.10

29g) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains fans, fan prime
movers, speed control equipment

21

2.10

25h) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker, grates, over fire
air fans, stoker drive and controls

21

2.10

35I) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling Tower
Pumping- Water Systems

23

2.09

23

2.09

28i) Boiler Maintenance- Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves,
services handhole plates

23

2.09

26(27)I) Boiler Operation- Operates auxiliary equipment-soot blowers,
blowdowns, ash removal, pollution control

23

2.09

25I) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks boiler
apparatus-air preheaters, superheaters, economizers, soot blowers,
ash handling systems

23

2.09

38d) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical lighting
distribution system/circuits

22

2.00

37I) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building air conditioning
forced air ducted systems

20

2.00

37c) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sewage disposal, waste
water treatment systems

20

2.00

22b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities with plant trades

35k) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Handlers,
Air Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping

33I) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Maintains compressor and accessories

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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35o) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Exhaust
Systems

20

2.00

35n) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Ventilation
Systems, Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat Recovery
Units

20

2.00

35h) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling
Towers, Mechanical Draft

22

2.00

35b) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 50-350 Ton
Reciprocating Units

18

2.00

34n) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Air Handling Units -Steam or
Hot Water Coils

18

2.00

32j) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover
unit using recommended procedures

20

2.00

20

2.00

32e) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts, warms up, brings
unit up to speed monitoring operation

20

2.00

32b) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a pre-operation
check on prime mover components

20

2.00

18

2.00

29h) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains economizers,
superheaters, air heaters

20

2.00

28\b) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for
inspection or further service

20

2.00

25g) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates pulverized fuel System-pulverizers-feeders,
fans/exhausters coal scales, bunkers, burners

20

2.00

25d) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Check water
side of boilers for defects-drums, shells, tubes, handholes, headers,
drum internals

22

2.00

24f) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT halt tube, package, multi-pass," A", "0", or "0" type
boiler

18

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

25

1.92

25

1.92

25

1.92

25

1.92

25

1.92

25

1.92

32f) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Puts unit on line
synchronizing generator or putting driven unit in service

31m) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)

23I) Coordinates management plans with daily workplace activities
22I) Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant equipment
22f) Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts, materials
20c) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec VII ASME code
23j) Plans, implements programs to increase/promote plant efficiency
23a) Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance on the job
22e) Works with installing/servicing contractors to maintain equipment
22c) Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain services/materials
20f) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: State &
Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes and Regulations
20e) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: Control
and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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37d) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building heating systems

21

1.91

37j) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Domestic and industrial
process hot water heating systems

19

1.90

37a) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Potable water systemspiping and components

19

1.90

34b) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Condensate
Return Systems

19

1.90

34a) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Valves, Traps,
Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping

19

1.90

33h) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover unit using
recommended procedures

19

1.90

33g) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit safely during emergency
operations

19

1.90

33b) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and
other accessories

19

1.90

32k) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Tests unit safety
equipment (overspeed, temperatures, etc)

19

1.90

32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit safely
during emergency operations

19

1.90

32d) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs prestart check
on generator or driven unit

19

1.90

32a) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a preoperational check on energy supply-fuel/steam,

19

1.90

19

1.90

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

34k) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Circulators,
Aquastats, Flow Controls

17

1.89

34f) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Domestic
Water Heating Systems

17

1.89

29b) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs
pulverizers and related equipment

17

1.89

24i) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT pulse type boiler

15

1.88

15

1.88

24

1.85

20

1.82

20

1.82

31c) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers, fans
36f) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cryogenic/low
temperature refrigeration units
35a) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 5-50 Ton
34l) Hydronic Heating-Expansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators,

24b) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Firetube(Ff) firebox or horizontal return tube boilers
23b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
38j) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains motor controls,
switchgear breakers
38g) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains/operates
electrical motors, generators

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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38f) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical light
systems and components

20

1.82

18

1.80

35g) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Chill Water
Distribution ~ and Systems

18

1.80

32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Maintains prime movers,
drive units, accessories and auxiliaries

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

25e) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks fireside
of boilers for problems- windbox, burner, refractory, furnace, gas
passes, tubes, baffles

18

1.80

25c) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Performs annual
hydrostatic tests on boilers

18

1.80

35p) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Heat Pump
Systems

16

1.78

34m) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heaters

16

1.78

34c) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heater

16

1.78

16

1.78

23

1.77

23

1.77

23

1.77

20b) Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating Boiler Sec IV
Code

23

1.77

20a) Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power Boiler Sec 1
Code

24

1.75

36a) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
reciprocating refrigeration units

13

1.75

35e) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Absorption
Chillers

14

1.75

35d) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Above 500 Ton
Centrifugal Units

14

1.75

14

1.75

14

1.75

19

1.73

37b) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sanitary drainage systems

29d) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains-Services soot
blowing and flyash removal systems and equipment
29a) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains gas/oil fuel
burning equipment and storage components
28f) Boiler Maintenance- Performs maintain on ash handling
equipment, pollution equipment, fans and draft equipment

31h) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large steam turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW)
23f) Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed within budget
22l) Writes reports, memos describing equipment or conditions on job
22g) Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or components

31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to 75 MW)
31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle
38h) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electromechanical devices, switches, timers
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38n) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Test, adjust, calibrate,
troubleshoot, repair pressure, level temperature, flow sensors,
transmitter, recorders, positioners

17

1.70

35q) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air-Cooled
!Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing Units

17

1.70

35c) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 100-500 Ton
Centrifugal/Screw Units

17

1.70

28d) Boiler Maintenance- Lays up boiler with either wet or dry
storage methods for extended outage periods

17

1.70

23e) Administers/oversees company -employee policies and
regulations

22

1.69

35r) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Rooftop Units,
Large and Package Cooling Units

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

18

1.67

29e) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/ Maintains ash removal
systems

15

1.67

38i) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electronic
controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors, actuators

18

1.64

38c) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical high voltage
distribution switchgear/systems

18

1.64

31o) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Hydro turbine

13

1.63

24a) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Cast. iron boilers

13

1.63

21

1.62

21

1.62

31f) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW)
31b) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven air conditioning chillers
31a) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven centrifugal compressors

23h) Executes company employee contract./agreement arrangements
22k) Develops proposals to change equipment-systems on the job
22j) Operates computerized records-schedules systems on the job

21

1.62

38e) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical wiring
systems -Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage

16

1.60

34d) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Reducing
Stations, Regulating

16

1.60

16

1.60

28g) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains fuel handling/storage
equipment/burners, coals scales, fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel
storage

16

1.60

38I) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up maintains data
acquisition software and controls

14

1.56

28e) Boiler Maintenance- Performs Maintenance on boiler accessory
equipment-soot blowers, economizers, superheaters, air heaters

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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36b) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
centrifugal or screw refrigeration units

14

1.56

34p) vRooftop Package-Heating Units/Systems

14

1.56

14

1.56

34o) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Direct.-Fired Makeup Air
Heater - Heating Systems

14

1.56

34j) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Zone
Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents, Piping

14

1.56

14

1.56

34e) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Converters,
Heat Exchangers

14

1.56

31j) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large gas turbines

14

1.56

20

1.54

20

1.54

15

1.50

15

1.50

15

1.50

12

1.50

20b-1) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed
Codes

19

1.46

35m) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Electronic Air
Cleaners, Air Cleaning Systems

16

1.45

38p) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Connect industrial control
computer to PLC and control system.

13

1.44

37g) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Elevators, hoists, lifts,
cranes, moving stairways ,

13

1.44

37e) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Incinerator, waste burning.
waste treatment systems

13

1.44

36g) v Specialized production/processing refrigeration units

13

1.44

36e) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cold
storage/food processing refrigeration units

13

1.44

36d) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
absorption refrigeration units

13

1.44

35s) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/MaintainDehumidification Units/Systems

13

1.44

35j) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Thermal
Storage Systems -Ice or Water

13

1.44

34p) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heat~Heating Units/Systems

34I) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Reheat Systems

23g) Controls overtime scheduling according to company policy
22h) Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in "as-built" form
38q) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Installs, tests, repairs ACDC rotating and non-rotating equipment
38k) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up, programs PLC's
(programmable logic controllers)
38b) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Cable, TV /radio antenna,
computer network, information systems

31k) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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35f) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Gas-Fired
Absorption Chillers

13

1.44

34g) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Combustion
Air Heating Systems

13

1.44

38m) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains
electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace circuit boards,
calibrate transducers, tune control loops

14

1.40

23d) Conducts performance reviews on employees

18

1.38

20d) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed:Recommended Care-Operation-Heating Boilers-Sec VI ASME
code

18

1.38

38o) Test, calibrate, adjust and repair controllers and related
equipment

15

1.36

36c) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Steam-jet
refrigeration units

12

1.33

34q) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Passive! Active Solar or other
Alternative Heating System

12

1.33

34h) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Humidification -Air
Washing Systems

12

1.33

23k) Administers employee benefit plans

17

1.31

13

1.30

24c) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- FT Scotch multi-pass package boiler

10

1.25

24d) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Ff boiler Other:(identify):

7

1.17

23c) Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees

14

1.08

38a) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sound and signal systems

27(Performs Boiler Startup - Continued)(Part of No. 26)

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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APPENDIX K. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task
Ratings on COMPETENCY or Level of Precision - Sorted on
Descending Rank Order
37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire protection systems,
sprinklers, fire alarm-detection systems
26(27)n) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler safely under emergency
conditions-leaks, incorrect

30

2.73

30

2.73

27

2.70

27
35

2.70
2.69

24

2.67

21

2.63

34

2.62

26

2.60

26

2.60

31

2.58

28

2.55

28

2.55

28

2.55

28

2.55

28

2.55

28

2.55

33

2.54

33

2.54

20

2.50

20

2.50

30

2.50

25

2.50

26h) Boiler Operation- Adjusts loading to maintain normal loading for
process and heating operations Controlling unit in automatic

25g) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates pulverized fuel System-pulverizers-feeders,
fans/exhausters coal scales, bunkers, burners
23b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
31h) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large steam turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW)

24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant heating
or process steam boiler
22b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities with plant
trades
31n) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Diesel engine
31c) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers, fans

25j) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks/tests
boiler components-safety valves, feedwater regulator, stop valves,
vents, drains, blowdowns
38d) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical lighting
distribution system/circuits
26d) Boiler Operation- Controls boiler equipment in manual or autofans, burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow
26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of prestart conditions insuring
all safe start conditions are met
26a) Boiler Operation- Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
accessories and auxiliaries
26(27)m) Boiler Operation- Shuts down boiler Using proper
procedures
25d) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Check water
side of boilers for defects-drums, shells, tubes, handholes, headers,
drum internals
21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in the
workplace
21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials on the job
35e) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Absorption
Chillers
35d) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Above 500
Ton Centrifugal Units
30g) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed pumps, controls and feed apparatus
29i) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler controls
and control systems

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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29d) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains-Services soot
blowing and flyash removal systems and equipment

26i) Boiler Operation- Places boiler in normal operating position,
closing drains, vents, free-blows
25h) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker, grates, over fire
air fans, stoker drive and controls

25

2.50

25

2.50

25

2.50

32

2.46

32

2.46

32

2.46

32

2.46

27

2.45

27

2.45

27

2.45

27

2.45

27

2.45

27

2.45

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

29

2.42

23a) Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance on the job
21d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the workplace
21c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities on the job
20c) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec VII ASME code

38g) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains/operates
electrical motors, generators
38f) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical light
systems and components
37h) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Compressed air systems

28i) Boiler Maintenance- Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves,
services handhole plates
28a) Boiler Maintenance- Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for
maintenance operations isolates boiler from operating units

26(27)k) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler under normal load
conditions maintaining water level, steam flow, safe fuel conditions

36b) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
centrifugal or screw refrigeration units
31j) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large gas turbines
31f) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW)

31b) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven air conditioning chillers

31a) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven centrifugal compressors

29e) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/ Maintains ash removal
systems
29b) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs
pulverizers and related equipment
24g) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT steam generator -small type boiler
30h) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests,
adjusts cooling water and cooling tower water system feeds

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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25a) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Cleans, boils out
boiler, prepare for inspection
38e) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical wiring
systems -Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage
35k) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Handlers,
Air Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping
35c) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 100-500 Ton
Centrifugal/Screw Units
32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit safely
during emergency operations

29

2.42

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

31

2.38

31

2.38

31

2.38

31

2.38

19

2.38

19

2.38

19

2.38

26

2.36

26

2.36

26

2.36

31d) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or process pumps

30a) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Makeup
System or filtration-clarification system
29h) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains economizers,
superheaters, air heaters
28c) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare
for further service
26g) Boiler Operation- Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working
pressure
26(27)j) Boiler Operation- Tests safety valves on start up as
prescribed by manufacturer and codes
25e) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks fireside
of boilers for problems- windbox, burner, refractory, furnace, gas
passes, tubes, baffles
24j) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT large central station -steam generation -electrical
output boiler
21a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations on the
job
20f) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: State &
Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes and Regulations
20e) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
Control and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I
20a) Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power Boiler Sec 1
Code
36a) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
reciprocating refrigeration units
31o) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Hydro turbine
29c) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs, stokers,
and associated equipment
38i) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electronic
controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors, actuators

38h) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electromechanical devices, switches, timers
30c) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDemineralizer -Ion exchange system-equipment
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26f) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler accessories as required-air
heater, economizer, superheater, reheater, pollution equipment

26

2.36

26

2.36

26

2.36

26

2.36

26

2.36

21
21

2.33
2.33

21

2.33

21

2.33

30
30

2.31
2.31

30

2.31

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

26e) Boiler Operation- Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
tube/shell temperatures maintaining within prescribed startup limits

26c) Boiler Operation- Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
recommendations for sequencing and pressure rise
26(27)I) Boiler Operation- Operates auxiliary equipment-soot
blowers, blowdowns, ash removal, pollution control
25I) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks boiler
apparatus-air preheaters, superheaters, economizers, soot blowers,
ash handling systems
35b) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 50-350 Ton
Reciprocating Units
34p) vRooftop Package-Heating Units/Systems
31g) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Extraction and process turbines
30b) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Water
softener zeolite system -equipment -Makeup water system

23h) Executes company employee contract./agreement
arrangements
23d) Conducts performance reviews on employees
21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out activities on the
job
38n) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Test, adjust, calibrate,
troubleshoot, repair pressure, level temperature, flow sensors,
transmitter, recorders, positioners
34a) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Valves, Traps,
Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping
32g) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit during
normal operation monitoring all indicators
32f) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Puts unit on line
synchronizing generator or putting driven unit in service

32e) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts, warms up, brings
unit up to speed monitoring operation
32b) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a preoperation check on prime mover components
30f) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests
boiler & makeup water -determining necessary chemical feed

29f) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler feedwater
pumps, heaters and related equipment
29a) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains gas/oil fuel
burning equipment and storage components
28h) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps,
piping. regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating systems

25b) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Inspects out-ofservice boilers for normal wear, pressure vessel problems, casing
leaks
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37d) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building heating systems

35h) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling
Towers, Mechanical Draft

25

2.27

25

2.27

25

2.27

25

2.27

18

2.25

18

2.25

29

2.23

29

2.23

29

2.23

29
29

2.23
2.23

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

33I) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Maintains compressor and accessories

30d) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDeaeration and other feedwater heaters
31k) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined

31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle

23j) Plans, implements programs to increase/promote plant efficiency
23I) Coordinates management plans with daily workplace activities
22f) Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts, materials
22d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules for
equipment
22a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity schedules
36f) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cryogenic/low
temperature refrigeration units
36d) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
absorption refrigeration units
34n) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Air Handling Units -Steam or
Hot Water Coils
31m) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)

24f) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT halt tube, package, multi-pass," A", "0", or "0" type
boiler
24e) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Watertube (WT) flexible tube boiler
38m) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains
electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace circuit boards,
calibrate transducers, tune control loops

35q) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air-Cooled
!Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing Units
35n) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Ventilation
Systems, Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat Recovery
Units
34f) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Domestic
Water Heating Systems
34b) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Condensate
Return Systems
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33g) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit safely during emergency
operations
33d) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Puts unit on the line, loading according to
manufacturers data
33c) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
monitoring operation
33a) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Performs a pre-operation check on prime
mover & compressor
32k) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Tests unit safety
equipment (overspeed, temperatures, etc)
32j) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover
unit using recommended procedures
32c) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts lubrication
system, cooling water, and other auxiliaries
32a) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a preoperational check on energy supply-fuel/steam,
30e) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed apparatus
29g) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains fans, fan prime
movers, speed control equipment
25c) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Performs annual
hydrostatic tests on boilers
38j) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains motor controls,
switchgear, breakers
38c) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical high voltage
distribution switchgear/systems
35I) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling Tower
Pumping- Water Systems
23f) Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed within
budget
23e) Administers/oversees company -employee policies and
regulations
23c) Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

24

2.18

24

2.18

24

2.18

28

2.15

28
28

2.15
2.15

28

2.15

28

2.15

28

2.15

17

2.13

19
19

2.11
2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

22l) Writes reports, memos describing equipment or conditions on job
22e) Works with installing/servicing contractors to maintain
equipment
21b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace conditions
24i) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT pulse type boiler
38p) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Connect industrial control
computer to PLC and control system.

36g) v Specialized production/processing refrigeration units
36e) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cold
storage/food processing refrigeration units
35r) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Rooftop Units,
Large and Package Cooling Units
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35p) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Heat Pump
Systems
35f) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Gas-Fired
Absorption Chillers

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

23

2.09

27

2.08

35a) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 5-50 Ton
34q) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Passive! Active Solar or other
Alternative Heating System
34p) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heat~Heating Units/Systems
34o) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Direct.-Fired Makeup Air
Heater - Heating Systems
34I) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Reheat Systems
34g) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Combustion
Air Heating Systems
34c) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heater
38q) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Installs, tests, repairs ACDC rotating and non-rotating equipment
38k) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up, programs PLC's
(programmable logic controllers)
35l) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Filters-Slab,
Roll, Bag, High & Regular Efficiency
35g) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Chill Water
Distribution ~ and Systems
33h) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover unit using
recommended procedures
33f) Observes operation of rotating units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators

33e) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit during normal operation
monitoring all indicators
33b) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and
other accessories
32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Maintains prime movers,
drive units, accessories and auxiliaries
32h) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Observes operation of
existing units recording temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators
32d) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs prestart check
on generator or driven unit
28f) Boiler Maintenance- Performs maintain on ash handling
equipment, pollution equipment, fans and draft equipment
28\b) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for
inspection or further service
25f) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks-test&operates mechanical draft components-fans, dampers, fan coupling,
draft controls
23k) Administers employee benefit plans
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23g) Controls overtime scheduling according to company policy
22c) Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain
services/materials
20b) Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating Boiler Sec IV
Code
38o) Test, calibrate, adjust and repair controllers and related
equipment

27

2.08

27

2.08

27

2.08

22

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

18

2.00

18

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

16

2.00

16

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

25

1.92

25

1.92

38b) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Cable, TV /radio antenna,
computer network, information systems
38a) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sound and signal systems

37I) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building air conditioning
forced air ducted systems
37g) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Elevators, hoists, lifts,
cranes, moving stairways ,
37c) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sewage disposal, waste
water treatment systems
37a) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Potable water systemspiping and components
35s) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/MaintainDehumidification Units/Systems
35o) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Exhaust
Systems
35j) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Thermal
Storage Systems -Ice or Water
34m) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heaters
34l) Hydronic Heating-Expansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators,
28e) Boiler Maintenance- Performs Maintenance on boiler accessory
equipment-soot blowers, economizers, superheaters, air heaters

28d) Boiler Maintenance- Lays up boiler with either wet or dry
storage methods for extended outage periods
24b) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Firetube(Ff) firebox or horizontal return tube boilers

24a) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Cast. iron boilers
22k) Develops proposals to change equipment-systems on the job
22g) Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or components
22j) Operates computerized records-schedules systems on the job
22I) Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant equipment
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36c) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Steam-jet
refrigeration units
34e) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Converters,
Heat Exchangers
28g) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains fuel handling/storage
equipment/burners, coals scales, fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel
storage
38I) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up maintains data
acquisition software and controls
37e) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Incinerator, waste burning.
waste treatment systems

19

1.90

19

1.90

19

1.90

17

1.89

17

1.89

15

1.88

20

1.82

18

1.80

18

1.80

23

1.77

23

1.77

23

1.77

15

1.67

15

1.67

14

1.56

12

1.50

8

1.33

13

1.30

31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to 75 MW)

35m) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Electronic Air
Cleaners, Air Cleaning Systems
37j) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Domestic and industrial
process hot water heating systems
37b) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sanitary drainage systems

22h) Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in "as-built" form
20d) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed:Recommended Care-Operation-Heating Boilers-Sec VI
ASME code
20b-1) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed
Codes
34k) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Circulators,
Aquastats, Flow Controls
34j) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Zone
Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents, Piping
34h) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Humidification -Air
Washing Systems
24c) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- FT Scotch multi-pass package boiler
24d) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Ff boiler Other:(identify):
34d) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Reducing
Stations, Regulating

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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APPENDIX L. Power Engineer Occupational Data - Task Ratings
on LEARNING DIFFICULTY - Sorted on Descending Rank Order
37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire protection systems,
sprinklers, fire alarm-detection systems

24

2.67

32

2.46

24

2.40

24

2.40

35e) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Absorption
Chillers

19

2.38

38p) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Connect industrial control
computer to PLC and control system.

21

2.33

31j) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large gas turbines

21

2.33

21

2.33

31g) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Extraction and process turbines

21

2.33

23b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace

30

2.31

38c) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical high voltage
distribution switchgear/systems

25

2.27

36a) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
reciprocating refrigeration units

18

2.25

35d) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Above 500 Ton
Centrifugal Units

18

2.25

18

2.25

18

2.25

18

2.25

29

2.23

36g) v Specialized production/processing refrigeration units

20

2.22

36b) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
centrifugal or screw refrigeration units

20

2.22

20

2.22

20f) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: State &
Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes and Regulations
38k) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up, programs PLC's
(programmable logic controllers)
26(27)n) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler safely under emergency
conditions-leaks, incorrect water level, over-pressure, etc.

31h) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large steam turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW)

31k) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined
31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle
24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant heating or
process steam boiler
20c) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec VII ASME code

31f) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW)

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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38q) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Installs, tests, repairs ACDC rotating and non-rotating equipment

22

2.20

38n) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Test, adjust, calibrate,
troubleshoot, repair pressure, level temperature, flow sensors,
transmitter, recorders, positioners

22

2.20

38m) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains
electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace circuit boards,
calibrate transducers, tune control loops

22

2.20

38e) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical wiring
systems -Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage

22

2.20

32f) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Puts unit on line
synchronizing generator or putting driven unit in service

22

2.20

38d) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical lighting
distribution system/circuits

24

2.18

26c) Boiler Operation- Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
recommendations for sequencing and pressure rise

24

2.18

28

2.15

28

2.15

17

2.13

37g) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Elevators, hoists, lifts,
cranes, moving stairways ,

19

2.11

34f) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Domestic
Water Heating Systems

19

2.11

19

2.11

29b) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs
pulverizers and related equipment

19

2.11

32k) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Tests unit safety
equipment (overspeed, temperatures, etc)

21

2.10

32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit safely
during emergency operations

21

2.10

31n) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Diesel engine

21

2.10

26(27)m) Boiler Operation- Shuts down boiler Using proper
procedures

21

2.10

25g) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates pulverized fuel System-pulverizers-feeders,
fans/exhausters coal scales, bunkers, burners

21

2.10

25b) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Inspects out-ofservice boilers for normal wear, pressure vessel problems, casing
leaks

21

2.10

24j) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT large central station -steam generation -electrical
output boiler

21

2.10

23j) Plans, implements programs to increase/promote plant efficiency
20e) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: Control
and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I
31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to 75 MW)

31a) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven centrifugal compressors

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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38g) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains/operates
electrical motors, generators

23

2.09

38f) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical light
systems and components

23

2.09

20a) Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power Boiler Sec 1
Code

27

2.08

38o) Test, calibrate, adjust and repair controllers and related
equipment

22

2.00

38I) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up maintains data
acquisition software and controls

18

2.00

22

2.00

22

2.00

22

2.00

37c) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sewage disposal, waste
water treatment systems

20

2.00

36e) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cold
storage/food processing refrigeration units

18

2.00

36c) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Steam-jet
refrigeration units

18

2.00

35c) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 100-500 Ton
Centrifugal/Screw Units

20

2.00

34n) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Air Handling Units -Steam or
Hot Water Coils

18

2.00

34a) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Valves, Traps,
Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping

20

2.00

32j) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover
unit using recommended procedures

20

2.00

32g) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit during
normal operation monitoring all indicators

20

2.00

32e) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts, warms up, brings
unit up to speed monitoring operation

20

2.00

32b) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a pre-operation
check on prime mover components

20

2.00

31o) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Hydro turbine

16

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

18

2.00

38i) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electronic
controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors, actuators

37h) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Compressed air systems
37d) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building heating systems

31m) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)
31d) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or process pumps
31b) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven air conditioning chillers

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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30c) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDemineralizer -Ion exchange system-equipment

22

2.00

18

2.00

29i) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler controls and
control systems

20

2.00

29h) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains economizers,
superheaters, air heaters

20

2.00

29e) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/ Maintains ash removal
systems

18

2.00

29c) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs, stokers,
and associated equipment

16

2.00

20

2.00

26d) Boiler Operation- Controls boiler equipment in manual or autofans, burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow

22

2.00

26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of prestart conditions insuring
all safe start conditions are met

22

2.00

25j) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks/tests
boiler components-safety valves, feedwater regulator, stop valves,
vents, drains, blowdowns

24

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

25

1.92

30g) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed pumps, controls and feed apparatus

23

1.92

25a) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Cleans, boils out
boiler, prepare for inspection

23

1.92

38j) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains motor controls,
switchgear, breakers

21

1.91

38h) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electromechanical devices, switches, timers

21

1.91

35I) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling Tower
Pumping- Water Systems

21

1.91

28i) Boiler Maintenance- Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves,
services handhole plates

21

1.91

25d) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Check water
side of boilers for defects-drums, shells, tubes, handholes, headers,
drum internals

21

1.91

19

1.90

37a) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Potable water systemspiping and components

19

1.90

34b) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Condensate
Return Systems

19

1.90

30b) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Water
softener zeolite system -equipment -Makeup water system

26h) Boiler Operation- Adjusts loading to maintain normal loading for
process and heating operations Controlling unit in automatic

23a) Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance on the job
21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in the
workplace
21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials on the job
23h) Executes company employee contract./agreement arrangements

38b) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Cable, TV /radio antenna,
computer network, information systems

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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33g) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit safely during emergency
operations

19

1.90

32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Maintains prime movers,
drive units, accessories and auxiliaries

19

1.90

30a) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Makeup
System or filtration-clarification system

19

1.90

19

1.90

28d) Boiler Maintenance- Lays up boiler with either wet or dry
storage methods for extended outage periods

19

1.90

26g) Boiler Operation- Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working
pressure

19

1.90

19

1.90

25h) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker, grates, over fire
air fans, stoker drive and controls

19

1.90

25e) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks fireside
of boilers for problems- windbox, burner, refractory, furnace, gas
passes, tubes, baffles

19

1.90

25c) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Performs annual
hydrostatic tests on boilers

19

1.90

36f) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cryogenic/low
temperature refrigeration units

17

1.89

35f) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Gas-Fired
Absorption Chillers

17

1.89

35b) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 50-350 Ton
Reciprocating Units

17

1.89

34p) vRooftop Package-Heating Units/Systems

17

1.89

34g) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Combustion
Air Heating Systems

17

1.89

34e) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Converters,
Heat Exchangers

17

1.89

24e) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Watertube (WT) flexible tube boiler

17

1.89

24

1.85

24

1.85

24

1.85

24

1.85

20

1.82

20

1.82

20

1.82

29d) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains-Services soot
blowing and flyash removal systems and equipment

26(27)k) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler under normal load
conditions maintaining water level, steam flow, safe fuel conditions

22k) Develops proposals to change equipment-systems on the job
21d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the workplace
21c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities on the job
20b) Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating Boiler Sec IV
Code
33I) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Maintains compressor and accessories
28a) Boiler Maintenance- Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for
maintenance operations isolates boiler from operating units
26f) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler accessories as required-air
heater, economizer, superheater, reheater, pollution equipment

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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26e) Boiler Operation- Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
tube/shell temperatures maintaining within prescribed startup limits

20

1.82

20

1.82

18

1.80

34d) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Reducing
Stations, Regulating

18

1.80

32h) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Observes operation of
existing units recording temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators

18

1.80

32d) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs prestart check
on generator or driven unit

18

1.80

32c) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts lubrication system,
cooling water, and other auxiliaries

18

1.80

32a) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a preoperational check on energy supply-fuel/steam,

18

1.80

30e) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed apparatus

18

1.80

29g) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains fans, fan prime
movers, speed control equipment

18

1.80

29a) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains gas/oil fuel
burning equipment and storage components

18

1.80

28c) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare
for further service

18

1.80

28\b) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for
inspection or further service

18

1.80

26(27)j) Boiler Operation- Tests safety valves on start up as
prescribed by manufacturer and codes

18

1.80

26(27)I) Boiler Operation- Operates auxiliary equipment-soot blowers,
blowdowns, ash removal, pollution control

18

1.80

37e) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Incinerator, waste burning.
waste treatment systems

16

1.78

35s) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/MaintainDehumidification Units/Systems

16

1.78

35p) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Heat Pump
Systems

16

1.78

35j) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Thermal
Storage Systems -Ice or Water

16

1.78

16

1.78

34k) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Circulators,
Aquastats, Flow Controls

16

1.78

34j) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Zone
Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents, Piping

16

1.78

34c) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heater

16

1.78

23

1.77

23e) Administers/oversees company -employee policies and
regulations

23

1.77

23c) Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees

22

1.77

23

1.77

25I) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks boiler
apparatus-air preheaters, superheaters, economizers, soot blowers,
ash handling systems
35k) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Handlers,
Air Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping

35a) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 5-50 Ton

23f) Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed within budget

22b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities with plant trades

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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21b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace conditions

23

1.77

23

1.77

14

1.75

14

1.75

35h) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling
Towers, Mechanical Draft

19

1.73

30d) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDeaeration and other feedwater heaters

19

1.73

26a) Boiler Operation- Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
accessories and auxiliaries

19

1.73

19

1.73

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

35n) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Ventilation
Systems, Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat Recovery
Units

17

1.70

35g) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Chill Water
Distribution ~ and Systems

17

1.70

33d) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Puts unit on the line, loading according to
manufacturers data

17

1.70

33c) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
monitoring operation

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

26i) Boiler Operation- Places boiler in normal operating position,
closing drains, vents, free-blows

17

1.70

23d) Conducts performance reviews on employees

22

1.69

21a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations on the job
24c) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- FT Scotch multi-pass package boiler
24b) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Firetube(Ff) firebox or horizontal return tube boilers

25f) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks-test&operates mechanical draft components-fans, dampers, fan coupling,
draft controls
38a) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sound and signal systems
37I) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building air conditioning
forced air ducted systems
37b) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sanitary drainage systems

31c) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers, fans
30f) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests
boiler & makeup water -determining necessary chemical feed
29f) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler feedwater
pumps, heaters and related equipment
28h) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps,
piping. regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating systems
28f) Boiler Maintenance- Performs maintain on ash handling
equipment, pollution equipment, fans and draft equipment
28e) Boiler Maintenance- Performs Maintenance on boiler accessory
equipment-soot blowers, economizers, superheaters, air heaters

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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22e) Works with installing/servicing contractors to maintain equipment

22

1.69

35r) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Rooftop Units,
Large and Package Cooling Units

15

1.67

34q) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Passive! Active Solar or other
Alternative Heating System

15

1.67

15

1.67

34o) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Direct.-Fired Makeup Air
Heater - Heating Systems

15

1.67

34m) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heaters

15

1.67

15

1.67

20

1.67

24g) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT steam generator -small type boiler

15

1.67

24f) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT halt tube, package, multi-pass," A", "0", or "0" type
boiler

15

1.67

24i) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT pulse type boiler

13

1.63

24a) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Cast. iron boilers

13

1.63

21

1.62

21

1.62

21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out activities on the
job

21

1.62

37j) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Domestic and industrial
process hot water heating systems

16

1.60

35o) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Exhaust
Systems

16

1.60

33h) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover unit using
recommended procedures

16

1.60

16

1.60

33e) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit during normal operation
monitoring all indicators

16

1.60

33b) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and
other accessories

16

1.60

33a) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Performs a pre-operation check on prime
mover & compressor

16

1.60

28g) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains fuel handling/storage
equipment/burners, coals scales, fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel
storage

16

1.60

14

1.56

34p) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heat~Heating Units/Systems

34I) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Reheat Systems
30h) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests,
adjusts cooling water and cooling tower water system feeds

23I) Coordinates management plans with daily workplace activities
23g) Controls overtime scheduling according to company policy

33f) Observes operation of rotating units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators

34l) Hydronic Heating-Expansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators,

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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34h) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Humidification -Air
Washing Systems

14

1.56

23k) Administers employee benefit plans

20

1.54

20

1.54

20

1.54

22l) Writes reports, memos describing equipment or conditions on job
22g) Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or components
22f) Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts, materials

20

1.54

22d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules for
equipment

20

1.54

22a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity schedules

20

1.54

20d) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed:Recommended Care-Operation-Heating Boilers-Sec VI ASME
code

20

1.54

20b-1) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed
Codes

20

1.54

35q) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air-Cooled
!Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing Units

15

1.50

35l) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Filters-Slab,
Roll, Bag, High & Regular Efficiency

15

1.50

19

1.46

15

1.36

16

1.23

16

1.23

7

1.17

15

1.15

19

1.00

22j) Operates computerized records-schedules systems on the job
35m) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Electronic Air
Cleaners, Air Cleaning Systems
22I) Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant equipment
22h) Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in "as-built" form
24d) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Ff boiler Other Special Boiler
22c) Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain services/materials
36d) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
absorption refrigeration units

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data. Column C=Mean/Avg of Task Data
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1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

11

12

13

A
APPENDIX M. Power Engineer Occupational Data - SKILLSKNOWLEDGE ALIGNMENT - Required - Task Ratings - Sorted in
Descending Rank Order
26c) Boiler Operation- Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
recommendations for sequencing and pressure rise
30c) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDemineralizer -Ion exchange system-equipment
30d) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/MaintainsDeaeration and other feedwater heaters
26b) Boiler Operation- Performs check of prestart conditions insuring
all safe start conditions are met
25I) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks boiler
apparatus-air preheaters, superheaters, economizers, soot blowers,
ash handling systems
25b) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Inspects out-ofservice boilers for normal wear, pressure vessel problems, casing
leaks
30b) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Water
softener zeolite system -equipment -Makeup water system
26(27)n) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler safely under emergency
conditions-leaks, incorrect
25f) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks-test&operates mechanical draft components-fans, dampers, fan coupling,
draft controls
25e) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks fireside
of boilers for problems- windbox, burner, refractory, furnace, gas
passes, tubes, baffles
24j) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT large central station -steam generation -electrical
output boiler
24b) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- Firetube(Ff) firebox or horizontal return tube boilers

30f) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests
14 boiler & makeup water -determining necessary chemical feed
30e) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
15 feed apparatus
25d) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Check water
side of boilers for defects-drums, shells, tubes, handholes, headers,
16 drum internals
30a) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Makeup
17 System or filtration-clarification system
29g) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains fans, fan prime
18 movers, speed control equipment
25j) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Checks/tests
boiler components-safety valves, feedwater regulator, stop valves,
19 vents, drains, blowdowns
31o) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
20 maintains - Hydro turbine

21

31f) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to 75 MW)

B

C

27

3.00

26

2.89

23

2.88

23

2.88

25

2.78

25

2.78

22

2.75

27

2.70

27

2.70

24

2.67

24

2.67

16

2.67

21

2.63

21

2.63

26

2.60

23

2.56

23

2.56

28

2.55

15

2.50

20

2.50

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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22

23
24
25

26

A
26(27)m) Boiler Operation- Shuts down boiler Using proper
procedures
24h) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT bent tube, assembled, central power plant heating or
process steam boiler
30g) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Chemical
feed pumps, controls and feed apparatus
25a) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Cleans, boils out
boiler, prepare for inspection
31d) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or process pumps

31c) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
27 maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers, fans
29i) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler controls
28 and control systems
29f) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains boiler feedwater
29 pumps, heaters and related equipment
25h) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker, grates, over fire
30 air fans, stoker drive and controls
25c) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-Insp- Performs annual
31 hydrostatic tests on boilers
38i) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electronic
32 controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors, actuators
38g) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains/operates
33 electrical motors, generators
38d) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical lighting
34 distribution system/circuits
38c) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Electrical high voltage
35 distribution switchgear/systems
26h) Boiler Operation- Adjusts loading to maintain normal loading for
36 process and heating operations Controlling unit in automatic
26(27)k) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler under normal load
37 conditions maintaining water level, steam flow, safe fuel conditions

38

31a) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven centrifugal compressors

28d) Boiler Maintenance- Lays up boiler with either wet or dry
39 storage methods for extended outage periods
24e) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
40 proceed on- Watertube (WT) flexible tube boiler
30h) Water Treament-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains- Tests,
41 adjusts cooling water and cooling tower water system feeds
26i) Boiler Operation- Places boiler in normal operating position,
42 closing drains, vents, free-blows
26e) Boiler Operation- Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
43 tube/shell temperatures maintaining within prescribed startup limits

B

C

25

2.50

20

2.50

27

2.45

27

2.45

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

22

2.44

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

24

2.40

19

2.38

19

2.38

19

2.38

26

2.36

26

2.36

26

2.36

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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44
45
46

47

48

A
26d) Boiler Operation- Controls boiler equipment in manual or autofans, burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow
29h) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains economizers,
superheaters, air heaters
24c) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- FT Scotch multi-pass package boiler
38j) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains motor controls,
switchgear, breakers
37h) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Compressed air systems

26(27)j) Boiler Operation- Tests safety valves on start up as
49 prescribed by manufacturer and codes
26(27)I) Boiler Operation- Operates auxiliary equipment-soot
50 blowers, blowdowns, ash removal, pollution control

51

26f) Boiler Operation- Operates boiler accessories as required-air
heater, economizer, superheater, reheater, pollution equipment

36b) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
52 centrifugal or screw refrigeration units

53

31b) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Mechanical drive-turbine driven air conditioning chillers

28f) Boiler Maintenance- Performs maintain on ash handling
54 equipment, pollution equipment, fans and draft equipment
24f) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT halt tube, package, multi-pass," A", "0", or "0" type
55 boiler
38n) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Test, adjust, calibrate,
troubleshoot, repair pressure, level temperature, flow sensors,
56 transmitter, recorders, positioners
37c) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sewage disposal, waste
57 water treatment systems
31m) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
58 maintains - Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)

59

31h) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Large steam turbine, compound/reheat (above 75 MW)

29a) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains gas/oil fuel
60 burning equipment and storage components
28c) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare
61 for further service
28\b) Boiler Maintenance- Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for
62 inspection or further service
38h) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains electro63 mechanical devices, switches, timers

B

C

26

2.36

21

2.33

14

2.33

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

23

2.30

25

2.27

18

2.25

18

2.25

18

2.25

18

2.25

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

20

2.22

22

2.20
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64
65
66
67
68
69

70

71

72
73

74

75
76

77

78
79

80
81
82
83

84

A
38f) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical light
systems and components
32k) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Tests unit safety
equipment (overspeed, temperatures, etc)
32j) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover
unit using recommended procedures
26g) Boiler Operation- Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working
pressure
34b) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Condensate
Return Systems
24i) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT pulse type boiler
36f) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cryogenic/low
temperature refrigeration units
36e) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Cold
storage/food processing refrigeration units
36d) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
absorption refrigeration units
31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle
28g) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains fuel handling/storage
equipment/burners, coals scales, fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel
storage
38q) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Installs, tests, repairs ACDC rotating and non-rotating equipment
38o) Test, calibrate, adjust and repair controllers and related
equipment
33h) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Shuts down prime mover unit using
recommended procedures
33d) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Puts unit on the line, loading according to
manufacturers data
29d) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains-Services soot
blowing and flyash removal systems and equipment
38e) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintain electrical wiring
systems -Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage
32f) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Puts unit on line
synchronizing generator or putting driven unit in service
31n) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Diesel engine
26a) Boiler Operation- Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
accessories and auxiliaries
25g) Boiler Commissioning/Pre-Start-Cks/Ann-InspChecks/tests/operates pulverized fuel System-pulverizers-feeders,
fans/exhausters coal scales, bunkers, burners

B

C

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

22

2.20

24

2.18

15

2.14

17

2.13

17

2.13

17

2.13

17

2.13

17

2.13

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

19

2.11

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10

21

2.10
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A
34d) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Reducing
85 Stations, Regulating
34a) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Valves, Traps,
86 Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping
87

22b) Coordinates operation & maintenance activities with plant trades

38m) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Maintains
electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace circuit boards,
88 calibrate transducers, tune control loops
37I) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building air conditioning
89 forced air ducted systems

90

91

92

93
94
95

96
97
98
99
100
101

102

103
104
105

37d) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Building heating systems
37a) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Potable water systemspiping and components
36c) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Steam-jet
refrigeration units
36a) Commercial/Indust Refrigeration-Units/SystemsInspects/chks/tests/Start/Stops/Operates/Maintains- Industrial
reciprocating refrigeration units
35s) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/MaintainDehumidification Units/Systems
35p) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Heat Pump
Systems
35n) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Ventilation
Systems, Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat Recovery
Units
35k) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Handlers,
Air Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping
35I) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling Tower
Pumping- Water Systems
35h) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Cooling
Towers, Mechanical Draft
34n) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Air Handling Units -Steam or
Hot Water Coils
34e) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Converters,
Heat Exchangers
33a) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Performs a pre-operation check on prime
mover & compressor
32h) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Observes operation of
existing units recording temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators
32g) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit during
normal operation monitoring all indicators
32e) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts, warms up, brings
unit up to speed monitoring operation

B

C

23

2.09

23

2.09

27

2.08

18

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

18

2.00

16

2.00

16

2.00

18

2.00

18

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

18

2.00

22

2.00

18

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00

20

2.00
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A
31j) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
106 maintains - Large gas turbines
31I) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
107 maintains - Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to 75 MW)
31g) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
108 maintains - Extraction and process turbines

109

110

B

C

18

2.00

16

2.00

18

2.00

28h) Boiler Maintenance- Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps,
piping. regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating systems

18

2.00

28e) Boiler Maintenance- Performs Maintenance on boiler accessory
equipment-soot blowers, economizers, superheaters, air heaters

16

2.00

22

2.00

6

2.00

14

2.00

26

2.00

26

2.00

25

1.92

25

1.92

19

1.90

19

1.90

19

1.90

19

1.90

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

17

1.89

28a) Boiler Maintenance- Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for
111 maintenance operations isolates boiler from operating units
24d) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
112 proceed on- Ff boiler Other:(identify):
24a) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
113 proceed on- Cast. iron boilers
22c) Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain
114 services/materials
20f) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed: State &
115 Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel Codes and Regulations
116 23b) Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
20e) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
117 Control and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I
38k) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up, programs PLC's
118 (programmable logic controllers)
37f) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Fire protection systems,
119 sprinklers, fire alarm-detection systems
32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Maintains prime movers,
120 drive units, accessories and auxiliaries
32d) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs prestart check
121 on generator or driven unit

122

38a) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sound and signal systems

35r) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Rooftop Units,
123 Large and Package Cooling Units
35m) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Electronic Air
124 Cleaners, Air Cleaning Systems
125 35a) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 5-50 Ton
34o) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Direct.-Fired Makeup Air
126 Heater - Heating Systems
33I) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/Systems127 Operation/Maintenance- Maintains compressor and accessories
33e) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit during normal operation
128 monitoring all indicators
33c) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
129 monitoring operation

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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130
131

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148

149

150

A
33b) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and
other accessories
29b) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs
pulverizers and related equipment
38p) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Connect industrial control
computer to PLC and control system.
36g) v Specialized production/processing refrigeration units
31k) Prime Mover-Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains - Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined
29e) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/ Maintains ash removal
systems
24g) Operates,/Maintains-Tests/Chks/Start-Stops, perform Emerg
proceed on- WT steam generator -small type boiler
21g) Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in the
workplace
21f) Applies regulations to control hazardous materials on the job
21e) Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out activities on the
job
20a) Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power Boiler Sec 1
Code
34c) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Radiation,
Terminal Units, Unit Heater
35o) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Exhaust
Systems
35l) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air Filters-Slab,
Roll, Bag, High & Regular Efficiency
35g) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Chill Water
Distribution ~ and Systems
35c) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 100-500 Ton
Centrifugal/Screw Units
32c) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Starts lubrication
system, cooling water, and other auxiliaries
32b) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a preoperation check on prime mover components
32a) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Performs a preoperational check on energy supply-fuel/steam,
38I) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sets up maintains data
acquisition software and controls

B

C

17

1.89

17

1.89

15

1.88

15

1.88

15

1.88

15

1.88

15

1.88

24

1.85

24

1.85

24

1.85

24

1.85

20

1.82

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

18

1.80

16

1.78

16

1.78

16

1.78

16

1.78

22l) Writes reports, memos describing equipment or conditions on job

23

1.77

21d) Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in the workplace

23

1.77

37b) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Sanitary drainage systems

35b) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- 50-350 Ton
151 Reciprocating Units
34k) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Circulators,
152 Aquastats, Flow Controls
153
154

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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155
156

157
158
159
160

A
21a) Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety situations on the
job
28i) Boiler Maintenance- Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves,
services handhole plates
37j) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Domestic and industrial
process hot water heating systems
35q) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Air-Cooled
!Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing Units
32I) Prime Mover Operation /Maintenance- Controls unit safely
during emergency operations

B

C

23

1.77

19

1.73

17

1.70

17

1.70

17

1.70

22

1.69

22

1.69

22j) Operates computerized records-schedules systems on the job

22

1.69

22h) Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in "as-built" form

22

1.69

22

1.69

22
22
22

1.69
1.69
1.69

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

15

1.67

13

1.63

21

1.62

21

1.62

21

1.62

14

1.56

14

1.56

23j) Plans, implements programs to increase/promote plant efficiency

23f) Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed within
161 budget
162
163

22d) Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules for
equipment
22a) Prepares shift schedules and work activity schedules
21c) Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities on the job
21b) Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace conditions
38b) Bldg/Plant Electric/Electronic/Control Systems- EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Cable, TV /radio antenna,
168 computer network, information systems
37g) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Elevators, hoists, lifts,
169 cranes, moving stairways ,
35j) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Thermal
170 Storage Systems -Ice or Water
164
165
166
167

171

34p) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heat~Heating Units/Systems

34m) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Radiation,
172 Terminal Units, Unit Heaters
173 34l) Hydronic Heating-Expansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators,
34g) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Combustion
174 Air Heating Systems
33g) Compressors-Compressed Air Equip/SystemsOperation/Maintenance- Controls unit safely during emergency
175 operations
29c) Boiler Aux-Equip/Systems-Operates/Maintains, repairs, stokers,
176 and associated equipment
177 22I) Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant equipment
22e) Works with installing/servicing contractors to maintain
178 equipment
20c) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed:
179 Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec VII ASME code
35f) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Gas-Fired
180 Absorption Chillers
35e) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Absorption
181 Chillers

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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182
183
184
185
186

A
35d) Chiller/Cooling Units/Systems-Operate/Maintain- Above 500
Ton Centrifugal Units
34j) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Hydronic Heating-Zone
Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents, Piping
33f) Observes operation of rotating units recording temperatures,
pressures and other data from controls and indicators
34f) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Steam Heating-Domestic
Water Heating Systems

B

C

14

1.56

14

1.56

14

1.56

17

1.55

20

1.54

20

1.54

23a) Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance on the job

20

1.54

22k) Develops proposals to change equipment-systems on the job

20

1.54

20

1.54

19

1.46

19

1.46

19

1.46

19

1.46

13
13
18
18

1.44
1.44
1.38
1.38

12

1.33

17

1.31

11

1.22

15

1.15

15
15

1.15
1.15

23I) Coordinates management plans with daily workplace activities

23h) Executes company employee contract./agreement
187 arrangements
188
189

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

202
203
204

20d) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed:Recommended Care-Operation-Heating Boilers-Sec VI
ASME code
23e) Administers/oversees company -employee policies and
regulations
23d) Conducts performance reviews on employees
20b-1) Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or exceed
Codes
20b) Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating Boiler Sec IV
Code
34p) vRooftop Package-Heating Units/Systems
34I) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Reheat Systems
22g) Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or components
22f) Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts, materials
34q) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Passive! Active Solar or
other Alternative Heating System
23c) Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees
34h) Bldg/Plant-Heating-Unit/Systems- Heating-Humidification -Air
Washing Systems
37e) Bldg/Plant Mechanical-Systems-EquipmentInspects/Chks/Tests/Operates/Maintains- Incinerator, waste burning.
waste treatment systems
23k) Administers employee benefit plans
23g) Controls overtime scheduling according to company policy

Column A=Tasks, Column B=Raw Data, Column C=Avg/Mean of Task Data
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APPENDIX N-1. Page 10-1 and 10-2, Rank Ordered Data for Tools, Equipment and Instruments.

APPENDIX N-1. GENERAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT. Survey
Instrument Page 10-1 Rank Order of General Tools and
Equipment
Raw Data
Weight

(39-48) TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, TECHNICAL SKILLS, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

31
28
27
25
22
21
20
20
16
15

39. Mechanics Tool Set - wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers, hammers, sockets, etc.
41. Plumbing Tool Set - Pipe wrenches, threading equipment, tubing tools etc.
40. Electrical tools & Instruments -Meters, amprobes, wiring tools, etc.
42. Machine-Bench Tool Set. Vice, taps and dies, grinder, drill press, files, saws, etc.
47. Rigging Equipment - Hoists, chain falls, jacks, cables, chokers, etc.
45. Carpenter Tool Set- Wood hand tools, saws, sanders. files, power tools, etc.
44. Welding and Fitting Tool Set - Cutting torches, welders, cutters, bending tools, etc.
48. Cleaning equipment - Dust mops, wiping materials, cleaners, etc.
43. Sheet Metal Tool Set - Snips, seamers, brakes, rolls, rotary drivers, etc.
46. Masonry Tool Set - Trowels, mortar tools, drywall tools, concrete tools, etc.
Overall Average of Tools and Equipment. General Tools and Equipment Responses-

Average of
Responses

2.58
2.33
2.25
2.08
1.83
1.75
1.67
1.67
1.33
1.25
1.88

Standard
Deviation

0.29
0.47
0.53
0.65
0.82
0.88
0.94
0.94
1.18
1.24
0.80

APPENDIX N-1. TOOLS, INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT.
Survey Instrument Page 10-2 Rank Order of Tools, Instruments
and Equipment
Raw Data
Weight

49) TOOLS, INSTRUMENTS, & EQUIPMENT
49-1. Pens, pencils, logs, record sheets, etc
49-15. Computer monitoring work station
49-4. Combustion analyzers, orsats, etc.
49-12. Flashlight
49-2. Thermometers, temperature sensors Water Test Instruments-pH, hardness, solids, titration sets,
colorimeter etc.
49-3. Water Test Instruments-pH, hardness, solids, titration sets, colorimeter etc
49-10. Volt-Ohm - measure electrical
49-14. Hand calculator
49-8. Air Flow - draft measuring instruments
49-6. Pressure testers - "WC, psig, vacuum, etc.
49-11. Amprobe-Check-measure amperes
49-13. Clipboard
49-5. Oil test equipment-Hydrometer, etc.
49-18. Megger and related equipment
49-17. Valve & surface type lapping equipment
49-7. Vibration/Sound detectors
49-9. Precision Instruments-check clearances
49-16. Gas burner test/check equipment
49-19. Microamp meter - flame strength checks
Overall Average of Tools and Equipment. Tools, Instruments and Equipment.

.

Average of
Responses

Standard
Deviation

36
36
35
35

3.00
3.00
2.92
2.92

0.00
0.00
0.06
0.06

33
31
29
29
28
27
27
27
21
25
19
24
22
21
21

2.75
2.58
2.42
2.42
2.33
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.08
2.08
2.00
2.00
1.83
1.75
1.75
2.35

0.18
0.29
0.41
0.41
0.47
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.65
0.65
0.71
0.71
0.82
0.88
0.88
0.46
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APPENDIX N-2. Table 10-3 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT and Table 10-4 APPLIED MECHANICAL SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE. Rank Order.

APPENDIX N-2. Page 10-3. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT. Rank
Order of Personal and Protective Equipment.
50) PERSONAL & PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
50-4. Safety glasses
50-7. Ear protection, plugs, muffs
50-2. Industrial work clothing
50-5. Shoes, steel toe, non-Slip
50-8. Gloves, heavy-heat protection
50-1. Street casual clothing
50-3. Hard hat
50-15. Eye Wash Station
50-14. First aid station
50-11. Face shield, goggles
50-6. Respirator, dust, dirt, fumes
50-10. Rubber gloves, boots
50-16. Chemical spill station
50-13. Chemical clothing-.loves, apron or suit
50-19. Chemical shower
50-9. Rain suit, gear
50-17. Heat protective/thermal suit
50-12. Back brace
50-18. Dark goggles/shield-flame viewing
Overall Average of Tools and Equipment. Personal and Protective Equipment

Raw Data
Weight

35
31
29
29
29
17
28
28
27
26
25
24
24
23
23
20
18
17
17

Average of
Responses

2.92
2.58
2.42
2.42
2.42
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.25
2.17
2.08
2.00
2.00
1.92
1.92
1.67
1.50
1.42
1.42
2.11

Standard
Deviation

0.06
0.29
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.53
0.59
0.65
0.71
0.71
0.77
0.77
0.94
1.06
1.12
1.12
0.63

APPENDIX N-2. Page 10-4. APPLIED MECHANICAL
SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE. Rank Order of Applied Basic Technical
Skills.
51) APPLIED BASIC TECHNICAL SKILLS
51-1. Computes using simple arithmetic
51-2. Computes using hand calculator
51-12. Measures/lnterprets water quality data
51-6. Calculates results from collected data
51-11. Measures/Interprets temperature data
51-5. Computes using tables, graphs, charts
51-10. Measures/Interprets pressure data
51-3. Computes using algebra level math
51-7. Calculates statistical data from records
51-8. Measures/lnterprets linear quantities
51-9. Measures/lnterprets volumetric data
51-13. Measures/calculates weight data
51-15. Scales diagrams or prints-Interprets
51-14. Converts metric/English data
51-4. Computes using angular mathematics
Overall Average of Applied Mechanical Skills. Applied Basic Technical Skills.

Raw Data
Weight

34
30
30
29
29
28
27
26
26
22
21
20
20
19
17

Average of
Responses

2.83
2.50
2.50
2.42
2.42
2.33
2.25
2.17
2.17
1.83
1.75
1.67
1.67
1.58
1.42
2.10

Standard
Deviation

0.12
0.35
0.35
0.41
0.41
0.47
0.53
0.59
0.59
0.82
0.88
0.94
0.94
1.00
1.12
0.64
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APPENDIX O-1. Page 11-1. WORK ENVIRONMENT - PHYSICAL CONDTIONS. Rank Order

A
APPENDIX O-1. Page 11-1. WORK ENVIRONMENT - PHYSICAL
1 CONDTIONS. Rank Order
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

52) WORK ENVIRONMENT-PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
52-8. Pressurized Equipment - Steam, gases
52-7. Electrical Hazards, High volt swltchgear
52-15. Work Inside
52.14. For Access. Must use ladders, catwalks
52-4. Noisy. Ear muff required above 85 db
52-16. Work Outside
52-6. Mechanical Hazards. Moving equipment
52-11. Height - Above floor on grating/catwalks
52-12. Cramped Confined Spaces-Boilers
52-13. High Temperature - Burn danger
52-19. Drafty, hot/cool variation areas
52-18. Room Temperature - Varies-Hot to Cold
52-1. Hot, steamy, wet, humid areas
52-2. Dry, dusty, dirty, fumes, odors
52-10. Lighting levels-Reduced, minimal
52-5. Toxic Substances-chemicals, asbestos
52-9. Ventilation, Reduced oxygen, stale air
52-17. Work In one room or place-must stay there
52-3. Slippery, oily, chemical laden areas

B

C

D

Raw Data
Weight

Average of
Responses

Standard
Deviation

35
33
33
32
31
30
29
29
29
29
28
27
26
26
25
24
24
24
18

Overall average of Environment- Physical Conditions. Work Environment

2.69
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.38
2.31
2.23
2.23
2.23
2.23
2.15
2.08
2.00
2.00
1.92
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.38
2.15

0.22
0.33
0.33
0.38
0.44
0.49
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.60
0.65
0.71
0.71
0.76
0.82
0.82
0.82
1.14
0.60

APPENDIX O-1. Page 11-2. ENVIRONMENT - PHYSICAL
24 ACTIVITIES. Rank Order
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

53) ENVIRONMENT - PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
53-12. Seeing, recognizing colors
53-19. Hand-eye coordination
53-11. Talking, communicating
53-14. Judging depth, distance, balance
53-13. Hearing speech and abnormal sounds
53-9. Turning, twisting objects, valve handles
53-20. Hand-eye-foot coordination
53-16. Feeling sensing temperature, texture
53-21. Hand-finger dexterity
53-15. Smelling, detecting specific odors
53-2. Climbing-stairs, ladders, catwalks
53-18. Seeing, reading close-up instruments
53-17. Seeing objects at a distance, recognizing
53-7. Reaching, stretching, bending over
53-1. Walking, running
53-4. Standing for long periods
53-3. Kneeling, stooping, crawling, creeping
53-5. Sitting for long periods
53-10. Gripping, holding, moving objects
53-8. Pushing, pulling, dragging
53-6. Lifting, carrying - Articles 50 lb or more
Overall Average of Environment - Physical Conditions. Physical Activities

Raw Data
Weight

36
35
35
34
34
33
33
33
32
32
31
31
30
29
28
27
27
26
26
24
24

Average of
Responses

2.77
2.69
2.69
2.62
2.62
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.46
2.38
2.38
2.31
2.23
2.15
2.08
2.08
2.00
2.00
1.85
1.85
2.34

Standard
Deviation

0.16
0.22
0.22
0.27
0.27
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.38
0.38
0.44
0.44
0.49
0.54
0.60
0.65
0.65
0.71
0.71
0.82
0.82
0.46
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APPENDIX O-2. Page 11-3. REQUIRED PERSONAL TRAITS. Rank Order

A
APPENDIX O-2. Page 11-3. REQUIRED PERSONAL TRAITS.
1 Rank Order
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

54) PERSONAL TRAITS
54-5. Adaptability to changing situations
54-11. Takes responsibility for actions
54-13. Takes Initiative as required
54-3. Confident
54-4. Studied responses - not Impulsive
54-6. Patience In critical situations
54-7.Emotional stability
54-8. Safety awareness of all situations
54-9. Uses common sense
54-15. Has self control
54-16. Works effectively alone
54-20. Good communicator-giving directions
54.21. Follows written Instructions explicitly
54-10. Cooperative
54-17. Remembers details & Instructions
54-19. Good listener
54-22. Tactful in leader & peer type situations
54-14. Organized
54-18. Is persistent In completing operations
54-1. Dependability
54-2. Insightful
54-23. Performs precise operation sequences
54-24. Accurately reads-operates controls
54-12. Sense of humor
Overall Average of Required Personal Traits. Required Work Personal Traits

B

C

D

Raw Data
Weight

Average of
Responses

Standard
Deviation

39
39
39
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
37
37
37
36
36
36
36
35
35
39
33
33
32
30

3.00
3.00
3.00
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.85
2.85
2.85
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.69
2.69
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.31
2.79

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.22
0.22
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.38
0.49
0.15
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A

B

C

D

Raw Data
Weight

Average of
Responses

Standard
Deviation

APPENDIX P-1. Survey Instrument Page 12-1. REQUIRED
HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS. Rank Order of Human Relations
1 Skills
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

55) HUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS
55-2. Working well with others
55-3. Working around others
55-4. Following written & verbal orders
55-13. Training others effectively
55-1. Showing appreciation for work of others
55-9. Asking for help
55-10. Giving help
55-11. Recognizing, admitting mistakes
55-12. Develop "team" spirit with others
55-15. Answering questions, giving guidance
55-7. Accepting direction, criticism
55-5. Giving verbal orders precisely
55-6. Using tact with others
55-19. Use telephone effectively
55-8. Giving direction, criticism
55-14. Scheduling work for others
55-16. Reviewing status-progress with others
55-18. Dealing with vendors, suppliers
55-17. Planning work for others-outages etc.
Overall Average of Required Human Relations Skills.

36
36
36
36
34
34
34
34
34
34
32
31
31
31
30
29
29
25
24

2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.46
2.38
2.38
2.38
2.31
2.23
2.23
1.92
1.85
2.47

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.38
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.49
0.54
0.54
0.76
0.82
0.38

APPENDIX P-1. Survey Instrument Page 12-2. REQUIRED
MENTAL SKILLS. Rank Order of Required Mental Skillls

25 56) REQUIRED MENTAL SKILLS

Raw Data
Weight

Average of
Responses

Standard
Deviation

26

56-7. Hearing, Interpreting, correctly

38

2.92

0.05

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

56-21. Works with minimal supervision

37
36
36
36
36
36
35
35
35
35
34
31
34
34
33
33
33
32
31
31
29
28

2.85
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.54
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.38
2.38
2.23
2.15
2.61

0.11
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.33
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.38
0.44
0.44
0.54
0.60
0.28

56-9. Seeing, Interpreting effectively
56-10. Writing clearly, effectively
56-15. Mental-Motor skill control coordination
56-16. Uses studied judgement - safe actions
56-22. Working under pressure
56-6. Speaking clearly, effectively
56-14. Observation skills - precise, multi-source
56-19. Handles multi-step procedures
56-23. Handles repetitive procedures effectively
56-17. Visualizes - control conditions from data
56-5. Computing data using charts, tables
56-12. Interpret multi-source data
56-13. Selecting best procedure based on data
56-2. Remembering written, oral directions
56-4. Computing data using graphs, diagrams
56-18. Works with frequent interruptions
56-11. Analyzing data from multiple sources
56-1. Remembering details, numbers
56-20. Appraises requests, demands of others
56-3. Computing conditions with formulas
56-8. Interviewing quickly, effectively
Overall Average of Required Human Relations. Mental Skills.
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A
APPENDIX P-2. Survey Instrument Page 12-3. REQUIRED
1 SPECIFIC COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

57) SPECIFIC COMMUNICATION SKILLS
57-8. Write words & numbers legibly
57-18. Listen-Hear - Follow oral Instructions
57-3. Read & use diagrams & schematics
57-9. Write letters, work orders, requests
57-16. Record information on logs & charts
57-17. Read-Record instrument control data
57-20. Computer literate - Uses computer
57-12. Speak- communicate with individuals
57-15. Speak- communicate - explain procedures
57-19. Listen-Hear - Correct detected problems
57-22. Computer to monitor/control systems
57-1. Read equipment operation manuals
57-2. Read & use required codes & standards
57-14. Speak- communicate on telephone
57-5. Read, follow flow & control diagrams
57-6. Read, use data from technical bulletins
57-10. Writes reports, summaries, findings
57-11. Speak- communicate with small groups
57-7. Write memos, bulletins, in logs-records
57-4. Read, Interpret, use statistical data
57-21. Uses "Touch-Screen" Computer Controls
57-23. Computer - To write, log, e-mail, etc.
57-24.Makes plant system drawings - sketches
57-13. Speak- communicate on intercom

B

C

Raw Data
Weight

D

Average of
Responses

37
37
35
35
35
35
35
34
34
34
34
37
33
33
32
32
32
32
31
30
25
25
25
23

2.85
2.85
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.69
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.46
2.46
2.46
2.46
2.38
2.31
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.77
2.47

Standard
Deviation

0.11
0.11
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.44
0.49
0.76
0.76
0.76
0.87
0.37
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APPENDIX Q
Major Duty Areas Weighted for Required Total Number of
Test Questions

BASIC MATH AND SCIENCE
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
SAFETY AND ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING & PLANT ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
BUILDING & PLANT MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
HVAC OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
STEAM GENERATOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
PLANT UTILITY OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
WATER TREATMENT
TURBINE, ENGINE OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
CONTROLS, CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION

APPENDIX Q. MAJOR DUTY OR JOB COMPETENCY AREAS
RATED BY (%) & POSITION - With Implications for Test Items
5
40
5
0
0
0
20
5
5
0
20

Heating Plant
Engineer

30
30
25
45
35
75.5
12.5
5
15
5
35

Building
Engineer

18
43
48
6
15
5
50
10
12
28
65

Power Plant
Engineer

55
85
40
6
21
30
27
40
25
25
45

Process Plant
Engr

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ManufactuerBoilers

21.6
39.6
23.6
11.4
14.2
22.1
21.9
12
11.4
11.6
33
222.4
137.6
151.36

Totals (Avg)

0.10
0.18
0.11
0.05
0.06
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.15

Average (%)

0.08
0.09
0.15
0.14
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.22

Represents
10%

10
8
9
14
14
8
8
8
21
100

No Test Items per
100 Quest Test
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APPENDIX R
DACUM-Generated Example
Power Engineer Verification Instrument
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

B

C

D

APPENDIX R.
1
2

(Example) Power Engineer DACUM Verification Survey Instrument
Name of Research Organization:

3

4
5

RATING SCALES: Absolutely Essential to be Successful on the Job = 3,
Necessary-Frequently Used on the Job = 2, Useful- Infrequently Used on the
Duties and Tasks

1- CORE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS-Obtain,
read, interpret, apply technical materials/data
including:
6
Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to maintenance. service. installation using
manufacturers literature

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

7

8

9

10

11

12

Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Codes. regulations, compliance manuals,
MSD sheets
Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Schematics, diagrams. blueprints
Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Tables. graphs, flow charts, decision trees
Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Plant and boiler room logs. operating
instructions, tecdmical data
Obtain, read, interpret, apply technical materials
/data to Operating and maintenance instructions
directions for equipment

13

14

15

16

17

18

2- Communcates thoughts, ideas, information,
data in WRITING
Records operation and maintenance data in logs
and on sheets
Writes memos, reports, equipment condition
descriptions
Creates letters, directions, manuals, graphs, flow
charts
Fills in forms/records for operation, preventive
maintenance

19

20

21

22

23

24

3- Communicates, ideas, by SKETCHING,
DIAGRAMING
Sketches and & uses sketches to master piping
systems
Sketches components, parts and systems to
convey problems
Sketches components, parts and systems to
convey problems
Diagrams mechanical systems in simple form for
study

25

26
27
28

4- Communicates VERBALLY with plant
personnel
Lists, responds to vabal messages, and other cues
Acknowledges, follows verbal and written
instructions
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

29

30

31

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Utilizes the telephone and intercom to respond to
orders
Discusses actions and procedures with peers and
supervisors
Verbalizes actions and understandings to validate
activities

32

33

34

35
36

37

38

5- APPLIES THINKING SKILLS to Decision
Making
Specifies goals & limits generates and selects
alternatives
Recognizes problems-devises and implements
plans of action
Accepts responsibility for actions-positive or
negative
Applies sequential processes to support mastery of
new skills
Applies basic rules/principles when completing
problem solving

39
40

41
42

43

6- COMMUNICATES VISUALLY with others
Reads, analyzes, interprets, acts on data from
visual displays
Enters collected data in visual dislays and
computers
Uses hand/arm signals, gestures, and voice to
communicate

44

45

46
47

48

49

7- COMMUNICATES appropriate workplace
personal qualities
Exerts effort and perseveres toward attaining
workplace goals
Takes pride in work maintaining positive self image
Manages actions with goal setting, monitoring self
control
Chooses ethical courses of action, displays
honesty, imtegrity

50
51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

8- APPLIES ARITHMETIC to workplace
ti itisubtracts, divides, multiplies fractions whole
Adds,
No's, decimals
Applies to workplace activities-Coverts fractions
and decimals
Convert Metric English measurements in workplace
situations
Applies percentage, ratio & proportion in workplace
problems
Utilize tables, graphs, charts, sliding table/rule to
solve problems
Applies hand-held calculator to solve workplace
problems
Applies hand-held calculator to solve workplace
problems
Solves workplace problems with basic computer
programs
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

60

61

62

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Solves problems with squares, square roots with
table/calculator
Converts length, area, liquid measure, dry measure
units W/tables
Converts Weight, volume, time units using
tables/calculator

63

64

65

66

67

68

9- APPLIES BASIC GEOMETRY to specific
workplace activities:
Applies scales, lines, angles measuring to
workplace problems
Calculates areas, volumes, perimeters in workplace
measurements
Applies Pythagorean Rule & other methods of
indirect measure
Applies rules for geometric figures to solve
workplace problems

69

70

71

72

73
74
75

76

77

78

79

10- APPLIES BASIC ALGEBRA to workplace
activities:
Solves workplace problems using signed numbers,
equations
Solves workplace problems using exponents,
formulas, equations
Solves workplace problems using factoring.
fractions, equations
Solves common problems using algebraic
operations
11- APPLIES BASIC TRIGONOMETRY to
workplace activities:
Applies basic angle measurement to workplace
activities
Solves workplace problems with right & oblique
triangles
Solves workplace problems multiple angles &
inverse functions

80

81

82

83

84

12-APPLIES BASIC CALCULUS to workplace
activities:
Applies knowledge of variables, limits, derivatives
on the job
Applies knowledge of differentiation to workplace
activities
Applies knowledge of integration to workplace
activities

85

86

87

88

89

13- APPLIES STATISTICAL METHODS to
workplace activities:
Analyzes data using knowledge of tables, graphs,
charts
Analyzes data using statistical measures of central
tendency
Analyzes data using statistical measures of
dispersion
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

90

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Uses computerized programs to perform statistical
analysis

91

92

93

94
95
96

97

98

14- APPLIES MECHANICS knowledge/skills on
the job:
Solves simple & compound machine problems in
the workplace
Applies force/vector knowledge to solve workplace
problems
Solves velocity/acceleration workplace problems
Solves impulse & momentum workplace problems
Solves friction, gears, belts, pulleys workplace
problems
Solves rotational force-angular velocity/acceleration
problems

99

100
101

102

103

104

105

15- APPLIES FLUID MECHANICS
knowledge/skills on the job:
Solves fluid pressure/buoyancy problems on the job
Applies knowledge of fluid flow to workplace
situations
Solves hydraulic/pneumatic pressure transmissioo
problems
Applies knowledge of piping & fluid flow to
situations on the job.
olves hydraulics/pneumatics workplace syste
problems

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

16- APPLIES THERMODYNAMICS knowledge &
skills on the job:
Solves heat-energy -power/work problems on
workplace systems
Applies temperature measuremmt skills to
workplace problems
Solves/calculates heat transfer/flow workplace
system problems
Applies gas-heat transfer knowledge/skills to
workplace problems
Solves/calculates steam & vapor, heat balancecycle problems
Applies knowledge/skills of gas
compression/expansion on the job

114

115

116

117

118

119

17- APPLIES CHEMISTRY knowledge/skills on
the job:
Applies knowledge of combustion/fuels to
workplace systems
Applies knowledge of environmental pollution in the
workplace
Applies knowledge of water treatment to workplace
systems
Tests/measures, monitors/operates chemical
systems on the job
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

120

121

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Applies knowledge of waste water treatment to
workplace systems
Applies knowledge/skills with potable water
systems on the job

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

18- APPLIES ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS
knowledge/skills on the job:
Solve workplace problems related to DC
circuits/equipment
Solve workplace problems related to AC
circuits/equipment
Solve workplace problems related to single/multiphase circuits
Applies test-measurement instrument skills to
workplace systems
Applies solid State component knowledge/skills on
the job
Applies electrical generation/distribution
knowledge/skills on job

130

131

132

133

134

135

19- APPLIES CONTROL/INSTRUMENTATION &
COMPUTER skills/knowledge on the job:
Solves flow/level/pressure, temperature control
problems on the job
Applies automatic control system knowledge to
workplace loops
Applies basic computer knowledge to control
workplace systems
Utilizes computers to record - monitor workplace
information-data

136

137

138

139

20- APPLIES PRESSURE "VESSEL/BOILER
CODES on the job:
Analyzes ensures equipment meets ASME Power
Boiler Sec 1 Code
Analyzes ensures plant meets ASME Heating
Boiler Sec IV Code
Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: Recommended Care of Power Boilers-Sec
VII ASME code

140

141

Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: Recommended Care-Operation-Heating
Boilers-Sec VI ASME code
Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: Control and Safety Devices ASME CSD-I

142

143

Analyzes ensures operating procedures meet or
exceed: State & Local Boiler/ Pressure Vessel
Codes and Regulations

144

145

146

21- APPLIES INDUSTRIAL
CODES/REGULATIONS on the job:
Applies OSHA Standards to personal safety
situations on the job
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

147

148

149

150

151

152

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Applies OSHA Standards to correct workplace
conditions
Applies OSHA Standards confined space activities
on the job
Applies OSHA Standards to materials handling in
the workplace
Applies OSHA Standards to equipment lock-out
activities on the job
Applies regulations to control hazardous materials
on the job
Applies State & Local Safety Codes/Regulations in
the workplace

153

154
155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

22- APPLIES ADMINISTRATION-ORGANIZATION
SKILLS in the workplace:
Prepares shift schedules and work activity
schedules
Coordinates operation & maintenance activities
with plant trades
Contacts/works with outside vendors to obtain
services/materials
Develops/follows housekeeping/cleaning schedules
for equipment
Works with installing/servicing contractors to
maintain equipment
Orders, maintains stocks of expendable parts,
materials
Orders, maintains inventory of major parts or
components
Maintains blueprint/diagrams of plant systems in
"as-built" form
Maintains file/s of manufacturers data on all plant
equipment
Operates computerized records-schedules systems
on the job
Develops proposals to change equipment-systems
on the job
Writes reports, memos describing equipment or
conditions on job

167

168

169
170
171
172

173

174

175

176

23- APPLIES MANAGEMENT SKILLS in the
workplace:
Writes job descriptions/analyzes work performance
on the job
Orients-trains new employees in the workplace
Recruits, interviews, hires/fires employees
Conducts performance reviews on employees
Administers/oversees company -employee policies
and regulations
Insures schedules are followed, jobs are completed
within budget
Controls overtime scheduling according to
company policy
Executes company employee contract./agreement
arrangements
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

177

178
179

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Coordinates management plans with daily
workplace activities
Plans, implements programs to increase/promote
plant efficiency
Administers employee benefit plans

180

24- BOILER OPERATION -STEAM GENERATION
-HOTWATER PRODUCTION: Operates, Tests,
Checks, maintains, starts-stops, performs
emergency procedures on one or more of the
following.
181
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Cast. iron boilers
182

183

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Firetube (FT) firebox or horizontal
return tube boilers

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Scotch FT multi-pass package
184
boiler
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Watertube (WT) flexible tube boiler
185

186

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Bent Tube (WT), package, multipass," A", "0", or "D" type boiler

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: Steam Generator -small WT type
187
boiler
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: WT bent tube, assembled, central
power plant heating or process steam boiler
188

189

190

Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: WT pulse type boiler
Operates, Tests, Checks, maintains, starts-stops,
performs emergency procedures on one or more
of the following: WT large central station -steam
generation -electrical output boiler

191

25- PERFORMS BOILER CHECKS COMMISSIONING, PRESTART, ANNUAL
INSPECTION
192
Cleans, boils out boiler, prepare for inspection
193

194
195

196

Inspects out-of-service boilers for normal wear,
pressure vessel problems, casing leaks
Performs annual hydrostatic tests on boilers
Check water side of boilers for defects-drums,
shells, tubes, handholes, headers, drum internals

Checks fireside of boilers for problems- windbox,
burner, refractory, furnace, gas passes, tubes,
197
baffles
Checks-test&-operates mechanical draft
components-fans, dampers, fan coupling, draft
controls
198
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

199

200

201

202

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Checks/tests/operates pulverized fuel Systempulverizers-feeders, fans/exhausters coal scales,
bunkers, burners
Checks/tests/operates stoker fired systems-stoker,
grates, over fire air fans, stoker drive and controls
Checks boiler apparatus-air preheaters,
superheaters, economizers, soot blowers, ash
handling systems
Checks/tests boiler components-safety valves,
feedwater regulator, stop valves, vents, drains,
blowdowns

203

26- PERFORMS BOILER STARTUP,
SHUTDOWN, NORMAL OPERATION.
EMERGENCY OPERATION - PART 1
204
Energizes power to boiler, control systems,
accessories and auxiliaries
205

206

207

208

209

210

Performs check of prestart conditions insuring all
safe start conditions are met
Starts up boiler utilizing manufacturers
recommendations for sequencing and pressure rise
Controls boiler equipment in manual or auto-fans,
burner/s, fuel, air, feedwater, steam flow
Monitors flame, pressure rise, water level,
tube/shell temperatures maintaining within
prescribed startup limits
Operates boiler accessories as required-air heater,
economizer, superheater, reheater, pollution
equipment
Cuts boiler into the line upon reaching working
pressure

211

212

Places boiler in normal operating position, closing
drains, vents, free-blows

213
214

215

216

217

218

27- BOILER CHECKS - PART 2
Tests safety valves on start up as prescribed by
manufacturer and codes
Operates boiler under normal load conditions
maintaining water level, steam flow, safe fuel
conditions
Operates auxiliary equipment-soot blowers,
blowdowns, ash removal, pollution control
Operates boiler safely under emergency conditionsleaks, incorrect

219
220

221

222

223

224

28- PERFORMS BOILER MAINTENANCE
Cools boiler to safe temperature levels for
maintenance operations isolates boiler from
operating units
Cleans waterside surfaces to prepare for inspection
or further service
Cleans/repairs fireside surfaces to prepare for
further service
Lays up boiler with either wet or dry storage
methods for extended outage periods
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

225

226

227

228

229

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Performs Maintenance on boiler accessory
equipment-soot blowers, economizers,
superheaters, air heaters
Performs maintain on ash handling equipment,
pollution equipment, fans and draft equipment
Maintains fuel handling/storage equipment-burners,
coal scales, fuel valve trains, feeders, fuel storage
Maintains feedwater equipment-Pumps, piping.
regulating station, stop valves, feedwater heating
systems
Replaces, seals, gaskets, repacks valves, services
handhole plates

230

231

232
233

234

235
236

237

238
239
240

29- OPERATES-MAINTAINS BOILER AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
Maintains gas/oil fuel burning equipment and
storage components
Maintains, repairs pulverizers and related
equipment
Maintains, repairs, stokers, and associated
equipment
Services soot blowing and flyash removal systems
and equipment
Maintains ash removal systems
Maintains boiler feedwater pumps, heaters and
related equipment
Maintains fans, fan prime movers, speed control
equipment
Maintains economizers, superheaters, air heaters
Maintains boiler controls and control systems

241

30- OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER
TREATMENT EQUIPMENT -SYSTEMS
(Operates, maintains one or more of the
242
fOPERATES-MAINTAINS
ll i
t
)
WATER TREATMENT
243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Makeup System or
filtration-clarification system
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Water softener zeolite
system -equipment -Makeup water system
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Demineralizer -Ion
exchange system-equipment
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Deaeration and other
feedwater heaters
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Chemical feed apparatus
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Tests boiler & makeup
water -determining necessary chemical feed
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Maintains chemical feed
pumps, controls and feed apparatus
OPERATES-MAINTAINS WATER TREATMENT
EQUIPMENT-SYSTEMS: Tests, adjusts cooling
water and cooling tower water system feeds
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

251

31- PRIME MOVERS -STEAM OR GAS-TURBINE
GENERATORS AND GAS ENGINE-DIESEL
ENGINE UNITS - Inspects, tests, checks,
starts/stops, operates and maintains one or
more of the following prime movers connected
252 to generators their auxiliaries and accessories
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven
centrifugal compressors
253

254

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven air
conditioning chillers

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven blowers,
255
fans
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Mechanical drive-turbine driven feed or
process pumps
256

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Small and mid-sized steam turbines (up to
257
75 MW)
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Extraction and process turbines
258

259

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Large steam turbine, compound/reheat
(above 75 MW)

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Small and mid-sized gas turbines (up to
260
75 MW)
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Large gas turbines
261

262

263

264

265

266

Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Gas turbine/waste heat boiler combined
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Gas/Steam turbine combined cycle
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Gas engines .(natural gas or gasoline)
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Diesel engine
Inspects, tests, checks, starts/stops, operates and
maintains one or more of the following prime
movers - Hydro turbine

267

32-PERFORMS PRIME MOVER OPERATION
MAINTENANCE
268
Performs a pre-operational check on energy supplyfuel/steam,
269
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

270

271
272

273

274

275

276
277

278
279

280

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover
components
Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other
auxiliaries
Performs prestart check on generator or driven unit
Starts, warms up, brings unit up to speed
monitoring operation
Puts unit on line synchronizing generator or putting
driven unit in service
Controls unit during normal operation monitoring all
indicators
Observes operation of existing units recording
temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators
Controls unit safely during emergency operations
Shuts down prime mover unit using recommended
procedures
Tests unit safety equipment (overspeed, safety etc)
) Maintains prime movers, drive units, accessories
and auxiliaries

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291
292

33) PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE
ON COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR
SYSTEMS
Performs a pre-operation check on prime mover &
compressor
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Starts lubrication system, cooling water, and other
accessories
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Starts, unloaded unit bringing up to speed,
monitoring operation
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Puts unit on the line, loading according to
manufacturers data
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Controls unit during normal operation monitoring
all indicators
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Observes operation of rotating units recording
temperatures, pressures and other data from
controls and indicators
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Controls unit safely during emergency operations
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Shuts down prime mover unit using
recommended procedures
PERFORMS OPERATION-MAINTENANCE ON
COMPRESSORS- COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
- Maintains compressor and accessories
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DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

A

B

C

D

34- OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING &PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingValves, Traps, Strainers, Separators, Vents, Piping
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingCondensate Return Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingRadiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heater
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingReducing Stations, Regulating
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingConverters, Heat Exchangers
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingDomestic Water Heating Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Steam HeatingCombustion Air Heating Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - HeatingHumidification -Air Washing Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Heating-Reheat
Systems

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingZone Valves, 3-Way Valves, Air Separaton,Vents,
303
Piping
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingCirculators, Aquastats, Flow Controls
304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311
312

OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingExpansion Tanks, Makeup Regulators
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Hydronic HeatingRadiation, Terminal Units, Unit Heaters
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Air Handling Units Steam or Hot Water Coils
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Direct.-Fired
Makeup Air Heater - Heating Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Rooftop PackageHeating Units/Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Heat-Heating
Units/Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS BUILDING & PLANT
HEATING UNITS/SYSTEMS - Passive-Active Solar
or other Alternative Heating System
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

35- OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS AND
COOLING UNITS OR SYSTEMS
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - 5-50 Ton Reciprocating
Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - 50-350 Ton Reciprocating
Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - 100-500 Ton
Centrifugal/Screw Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Above 500 Ton Centrifugal
Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Absorption Chillers
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Gas-Fired Absorption
Chillers
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Chill Water Distribution ~
and Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Cooling Towers,
Mechanical Draft
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Cooling Tower PumpingWater Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Thermal Storage Systems Ice or Water
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Air Handlers, Air
Distribution Systems. Chill Water Coils, Piping
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Air Filters-Slab, Roll, Bag,
High & Regular Efficiency
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Electronic Air Cleaners, Air
Cleaning Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Ventilation Systems,
Economizers, Outside Air Intake Units, Heat
Recovery Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems - Heat
Pump Systems
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems - AirCooled !Water Cooled Package- Type Condensing
Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems Rooftop Units, Large and Package Cooling Units
OPERATES. MAINTAINS CHILLERS & COOLING
UNITS OR SYSTEMS - Exhaust Systems Dehumidification Units/Systems

331
332

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

36) COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL
REFRIGERATION
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates
& maintains one or more of the following
refrigerating systems, along with associated
333
ili i & INDUSTRIAL
i
COMMERCIAL
REFRIGERATION -

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Industrial
reciprocating refrigeration units
334

335

336

337

338

339

340

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Industrial
centrifugal or screw refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Steam-jet
refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Industrial
absorption refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Cold storage/food
processing refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Cryogenic-low
temperature refrigeration units
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains refrigerating systems - Specialized
production/processing refrigeration units

341

37) BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates
& maintains one or more of the following
building-plant along with associated
auxiliaries & accessories
342
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Potable water systems-piping and
components
343

344

345

346

347

BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Sanitary drainage systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Sewage disposal, waste water
treatment systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Building heating systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Incinerator, waste burning. waste
treatment systems
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

348

349

350

351

352

B

C

D

Frequency

Difficulty

Criticality

BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Fire protection systems, sprinklers, fire
alarm-detection systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Elevators, hoists, lifts, cranes, moving
stairways
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Compressed air systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Building air conditioning forced air
ducted systems
BUILDING/PLANT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates &
Maintains - Domestic and industrial process hot
water heating systems

353

38) BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC
& CONTROL SYSTEMS
Inspects, checks, tests, starts/stops, Operates
& maintains one or more of the following
building-plant electrical-electronic-control
systems along with associated auxiliaries &
354 accessories
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Sound and
signal systems
355

BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Cable, TV
/radio antenna, computer network, information
356
systems
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Electrical high
voltage distribution switchgear/systems
357

358

359

360

361

362

BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Electrical
lighting distribution system/circuits
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Maintain
electrical wiring systems - Hi Voltage/Lo Voltage
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Maintain
electrical light systems and components
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Maintainsoperates electrical motors, generators
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - electrical light
systems and components
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APPENDIX R. POWER ENGINEER
DACUM VERIFICATION SURVEY (EXAMPLE INSTRUMENT)

A

363

364

365

366

367

368

369
370

BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - electrical
motors, generators
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - electronic
controls, microprocessors, recorders, sensors,
actuators, electro-mechanical devices, switches,
timers
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - motor
controls, switchgear, breakers
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Sets up,
programs PLC's (programmable logic controllers)
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Sets up
maintains data acquisition software and controls
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains electronic/microprocessor controls, test and replace
circuit boards, calibrate transducers, tune control
loops
BUILDING/PLANT ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC &
CONTROL SYSTEMS-Inspects, checks, tests,
starts/stops, Operates & maintains - Test, adjust,
calibrate, troubleshoot, repair pressure, level
temperature, flow sensors, transmitter, recorders,
positioners

B

C

D
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APPENDIX S
The Modified Model DACUM Process and the
DACUM Quality Performance Criteria
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APPENDIX S.
Quality of DACUM Performance Criteria
As Met by the Modified DACUM Process Model
The quality of the Modified Model DACUM Process may be verified by
consideration of the Regular DACUM quality standards identified by (Norton, 1999). This is
substantiated by the fact that thirty seven of the fifty six quality DACUM indicators were
met through the Modified DACUM Process Model in the study.
Of the nineteen items not met, fifteen items were directly related to the operation of a
committee and were not considered as applicable for this study as a committee was not used
in the initial process. The remaining items not considered as appropriate to the quality of the
study Modified DACUM Process Model were related to facilitation qualifications and
administration of the DACUM. Notes below indicate the Modified DACUM Process Model
elements which replaced the items not considered applicable.
List of Quality Indicators Identified by Norton (1999)
1) DACUM Committee: (*Marked as unused in the initial process)
*Seven items under (1), related to the operation of a committee, were considered not
applicable for this study as a committee was not used in the initial process.
2) *Qualified Facilitator (N/A)
3) *Certified Facilitator (N/A)
4) DACUM Process used:
a) *Orientation of committee – researcher to DACUM process. (No committee was
utilized.)
b) *An initial brainstorming of the entire job/occupation – Completed by means of selection
of available data from identified inclusive occupations. (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
c) Development of and organizational chart
d) Identification of job/occupational duties.
e) *Brainstorming of each duty to identify specific tasks. (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
f) Identification of all job/occupational tasks
g) *Obtaining consensus on all duties and tasks. (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
h) Review and refinement of all the duties and tasks.
i) Sequencing all of the duties and tasks.
j) Identification of the general knowledge and skills
k) Identification of all important worker behaviors (attributes)
l) Identification of the tools, equipment, supplies and materials
m) Identification of future trends/concerns likely to affect workers.
n) Listing all acronyms and any unusual terms used in the research chart.
o) *A review of and obtaining agreement on modifying the working occupational title.
(Analysis replaced brainstorming)
5) Included duty statements which:
a) Represent broad areas of work responsibility.
b) Begin with a descriptive action verb.
c) Contain and object (thing acted upon by worker).
d) Contain a concise modifier.
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6) The DACUM Research chart produced contains job tasks which:
a) Represent the smallest unit of job activity with a meaningful activity.
b) Result in a product, service or decision.
c) Represent assignable/delegatable units of work.
d) Have a definite beginning and ending point.
e) Can be performed over a short period of time.
f) Can be performed independent of other tasks.
g) Consist of two or more tasks.
7) All of the DACUM research chart task statements:
a) Began with a single precise action verb.
b) Contain an object that receives the action.
c) Contain a descriptive modifier.
d) Are explicitly and concisely stated.
e) Stand alone (are meaningful by themselves).
f) Avoid references to knowledge needed.
g) Avoid references to supportive worker behaviors.
h) Avoid references to supportive tools and equipment.
i) Are listed only once (unless the specific difference in two similar tasks was made clear).
8) The DACUM research contains in addition to the duties and tasks the following:
a) List of the general knowledge and skills required of workers
b) List of the worker behaviors (personal traits and attributes) desired
c) List of the tools, equipment, supplies and materials needed
d)* List of future trends/concerns (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
9) The DACUM research chart contains descriptive identification information including the:
a) *Agreed upon job/occupational title. (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
b) Name of the developing organization.
c) Name of the sponsoring organization.
d)*Names and affiliation of all committee members. (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
e)*Name and affiliation of the facilitator(s). (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
f) *Location of the workshop (city and state). (Analysis replaced brainstorming)
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